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National Norms for Entering Freshmen: Fall 1969 
This report presents national normative data on the characteristics of stu-
dents entering colleges as first-time, full-time freshmen in 1969. It is the 
fourth such annual report developed as part of the Cooperative Institutional Re-
search Program being conducted by the Office of Research of the American Council 
on Education. The major purpose of this ongoing research program is to determine 
how students are affected by the colleges they attend (Astin, Panos, and Creager, 
1966). As evidenced by the wide response to the earlier normative reports (Astin, 
Panos, and Creager, 1967a, 1967b; Panos, Astin and Creager, 1967; and Creager, 
Astin,Boruch, and Bayer, 1968), the information provided has been valuable to 
those engaged in guidance, counseling, administration, educational research, and 
manpower studies. 
Following the design of previous reports in this series, data are reported 
separately for men and women, for several types of institutions, and for different 
geographic regions of the country. Although a total of 260,016 entering freshmen 
students at 390 colleges and universities participated in the 1969 survey, the 
normative data presented in this report are based on 169,190 freshmen entering 
270 institutions. This difference between the total participation sample and 
the normative sample results from imposing certain quality controls and other 
technical requirements on the normative sample. The principal basis for exclu-
sion of any participating institution from the normative data is that it failed 
to obtain either a complete or a representative sampling of its entering freshman 
class. These matters have been noted in the three previous reports in this series 
and are discussed more extensively in a special report dealing with sampling and 
weighting procedures (Creager, 1968). 
The normative data presented in this report were collected by administering 
the 1969 Student Information Form to freshmen entering college during the fall 
registration or campus orientation period -- before the student had started classes, 
but after matriculation. This survey instrument, a copy of which constitutes 
Appendix 1, is designed to elicit a wide range of biographic and demographic 
data, and expression of career plans, student behaviors, and attitudes. Those 
data meeting quality control requirements have been differentially weighted in 
order to be representative of the population of entering freshmen students, and 
so that related summary data will be representative of the defined population of 
institutions. 
Sampling Design and Weighting Procedures 
The sampling and weighting procedures used in the 1969 survey of entering 
freshmen employs the new stratification of the defined population of institutions, 
which was introduced with the 1968 survey. This defined population consists of 
all "eligible" institutions of higher education listed by the U. S. Office of 
Education in its annual Education Directory. An institution was considered 
"eligible" if it was functioning at the time of the survey and had a freshman 
class of at least 30 students. Thus, institutions requiring undergraduate credits 
for admission to their "first" class (for example, some professional schools) and 
some very small institutions were excluded. The defined population includes all 
other accredited and non-accredited institutions listed by the U. S. Office of 
Education, whether universities, four-year colleges, or two-year colleges. 
(USOE, 1968). The eligible population at the time of the 1969 survey consisted 
of 2,433 institutions of higher education. This population was stratified into 
35 cells as shown in Figure 1. The stratification cell structure, in conjunction 
with the sampling of institutions within cells and of students within institutions 
constitutes a complex, mixed-strategy design based on several technical and 
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logistical considerations. 1 
The number of institutions invited to participate in the 1969 survey of enter-
ing freshmen was 531. All 435 institutions that participated in the 1968 survey, 
and two new branch campuses of former participants, were invited to participate 
in the 1969 survey. Of these 437 institutions, 410 (94%) accepted once again, 
23 declined, and four failed to respond. In order to insure an adequate working 
sample and to reflect changes in the population occurring since the sample was 
drawn for the 1968 survey, invitations were sent to an additional 61 institutions, 
mostly two-year colleges. Of the 32 institutions that responded, 25 (78%) ac-
cepted the invitation. Such relatively low rates of response and of acceptance 
are characteristic of two-year institutions (Astin, Panos, and Creager, 1967b). 
The final group of 33 institutions that received invitations included 18 former 
participants that had been unable to participate in 1968 and 15 institutions that 
either asked to be invited or had educational programs of special interest to 
2 
the staff. Of the 29 that responded, 24 (83%) accepted the formal invitation 
to participate. 
Because of unforeseen administrative problems, 43 of the institutions that 
accepted our invitation were unable to return the completed forms in time to 
1Technical details regarding this sampling design and subsequent weighting pro-
cedures to correct for the resulting disproportionate sampling may be found in 
the 1968 national norms report (Creager, Astin, Boruch, and Bayer, 1968) and in 
the previously noted special report (Creager, 1968). 
2Although the data from such institutions were not included in the 1966 and 
1967 normative samples, such data were included in the 1968 and 1969 normative 
samples if they met all other quality control requirements. The sampling weights 
have been adjusted in both years to retain overall representativeness of the 
data. 
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be processed for inclusion in the national norms. Thus, data were obtained from 
a total of 416 (91%) of the 459 institutions that had agreed to participate in the 
1969 survey, including most of the institutions that participated in the 
1968 survey. A list of the names and stratification cells of the institutions 
which have participated in any of the four annual surveys of entering freshmen 
is shown with their participation years in Appendix 4, pages 83-92. 
As was the case in the three prior surveys, the national norms for entering 
freshmen are based only on data from those institutions that are judged to have 
obtained a reasonably representative sample of their entering freshman classes. 
Staff judgments are rendered primarily on the basis of the percentage of students 
in the entering freshman class who completed the 1969 Student Information Form 
and information about the manner in which the forms were administered. After 
careful consideration of these matters for each participating institution, it 
was decided to base the national norms for 1969 entering freshmen on data pro-
vided by 270 of the institutions. 3 
Because of the disproportionate sampling from the 35 stratification cells, 
the data obtained from students enrolling at institutions in the various cells 
are differentially weighted. Moreover, the data are further adjusted to correct 
for less than 100% participation of students within individual colleges. Special 
care is taken to exclude from the normative sample any appreciable portion of 
the students who have transferred into the freshman class from other institutions. 
Table 1 (page 12) gives information about the institutions that were in-
3 Although complete tabulations of their data have been provided to all partici-
pating institutions, those institutions whose data were considered not represen-
tative have been informed that comparisons between their institutional data and 
the national norms should be made with caution. 
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eluded in the 1969 national norms. The table contains the number of colleges 
in each stratification cell, and the cell weights applied to each institution's 
data in computing the national norms. The cell weights, listed in the last two 
columns of Table 1, are the ratios between the number of first-time, full-time 
students entering all institutions in the eligible population within a given 
cell, and the total number of first-time freshmen entering ACE sample colleges 
included in the national norms within that cell. These cell weights were further 
adjusted within each institution according to the proportion of the institution's 
first-time, full-time entering freshmen who completed the questionnaire and who 
reported their sex on the form. Except for a few institutions that selected 
representative samples of their entering classes, this second weight was typic-
ally near 1.0. The final weight that was applied to each student's data was 
the product of this within-institution participation weight and the appropriate 
cell weight shown in Table 1. 4 
On the basis of the weighting procedure, the summary data presented in this 
report represent national norms for first-time, full-time students entering in-
stitutions of higher education in the fall of 1969. It is important to note that 
4Note that the cell weight shown in Table 1 is a constant for each ACE sample 
institution in a given cell, whereas the within-institution weight is a constant 
for a given college but varies from one institution to another depending on how 
adequately the particular institution "covered" its entering class. A fourth 
type of weight (not shown) is the "institutional weight." This weight, defined 
as the ratio between the number of institutions in the population within a 
given cell and the number of participating institutions whose data were usetl 
in computing the 1969 national norms, will be utilized in studies where the 
institution (rather than the student) is the unit of analysis. 
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these data reflect the response of entering freshmen prior to experience with 
college life. 
The Student Information Form 
The Student Information Form is designed to serve two functions: first, 
to obtain standard descriptive and normative data for informational purposes; 
and, second, to obtain student input data for longitudinal research. The form, 
therefore, contains biographic and demographic items that have been administered 
annually to each entering class and research-oriented items which are either 
new (e.g., distance of college from home) or which are modifications of items 
used in previous years (e.g., racial and religious categories). This decision 
permits coverage of the widest possible range of student characteristics, and 
also represents a compromise between two objectives: comparability of informa-
tion from year to year and flexibility in research strategy. 
In order that the reader may examine the survey instrument for its precise 
content and form, a copy is shown in Appendix 1 (pages 61-64). The form is 
designed for self-administration under proctored conditions and for processing 
onto magnetic tape by means of an optical mark reader. The questionnaire has 
been developed in close collaboration with students, representatives of profes-
sional associations, the participating institutions, governmental agencies, leading 
educational researchers and administrators. Feedback of information from these 
sources and from the student responses to earlier questionnaires has been 
helpful in designing the present form. The items in the 1969 Student Information 
Form which were also used in the prior surveys are summarized in Table 2. Al-
though many of the items have been repeated from the prior surveys, some are 
new, thus fulfilling both the requirements of flexibility of content and compar-
ability of results from one survey to the next. Several items (e.g., probable 
major field of study) have been recoded into a smaller number of categories in 
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the data presented here. Because such coding schemes cannot satisfy all needs, 
the original questionnaire responses and the receding scheme used to report the 
data are shown in Appendix 2 (pages 67-70). 
Confidentiality and Accessibility of Data from the Student Information Form 
Four basic magnetic tape files are developed from the Student Information 
Form: (1) an institutional summary file containing institutional identification 
numbers and summary of the responses for males and females in each institution, 
(2) the individual student response file consisting of responses of each student 
and an identification number, (3) a name and address file containing a second 
student identification number (this file, which is used only to mail out the 
follow-up questionniares required to obtain longitudinal data, contains no 
data except the student's name and address), and (4) a "link" file containing 
only the two independent identification numbers. This last file is maintained 
outside of the United States, and under strict security procedures. This elab-
orate system has been developed in order to maintain strict confidentiality of 
individual student re~ponse data and to insure maximum protection against misuse 
of the name and address file (Boruch, 1969). 
Additional analyses of files 1 and 2 (above) will be performed by the Amer-
ican Council on Education at cost for any outside individual or organization 
requesting such analyses through the ACE data-accessing system. Although the 
system does not make the raw data from these two files available, it does per-
mit the user to obtain additional summary statistics, frequency distributions, 
and cross-tabulations (Bayer, Astin, Boruch, and Creager, 1969). Longitudinal 
files based on follow-up surveys of freshmen from earlier surveys are also avail-
able for analysis through the data-accessing system. 
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1969 National Norms 
Table 3 shows the numbers of institutions and of students on which the 
1969 national norms are based, and an estimate (based on the weighting procedures) 
of the total student population. 5 The 270 institutions included in the national 
norms are divided into two-year colleges, four-year colleges and universities; 
and then further divided into nine other categories (two-year public colleges, 
two-year private colleges, technological institutions, four-year public col-
leges, four-year private nonsectarian colleges, four-year Protestant colleges, 
four-year Roman Catholic colleges, public universities, and private universities). 
The first category shown in Table 3 includes all institutions. In addition to 
these 13 normative categories, norms are presented for 11 "supplementary" cate-
gories: four geographic regions, six sectarian categories by sex and control, 
and predominantly Negro institutions. 
The items of normative data (pages 19-58) appear in the same order used 
in the individual reports furnished to each participating institution. (A 
copy of an actual institutional report is shown in Appendix 3). The first 24 
pages report item data separately for men, women, and all students according 
to the first 13 categories shown in Table 3. The following 8 pages show re-
gional norms for men, women, and all students; the last 8 pages of normative 
data are similarly arranged for the remaining seven categories of institutions 
listed in Table 3. 
The different types of institutions can be compared on any given item by 
5 
It should be noted that these "head counts" of students entering different 
types of colleges are based in part on reports of total first-time, full-time 
students in 1969 given by each of our institutional representatives. These re-
ports were then weighted in terms of the procedure described earlier. 
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examining the percentages in the row next to the item. Although for many of the 
items the data differ substantially among categories of institutions, it should 
be remembered that on most of the items reported here there is also considerable 
variation within any category of institutions. 
Accuracy of the Normative Data and Their Comparisons 
While it is impractical to report statistical indicators of the accuracy 
of every reported categorical percentage in every norms group, it is useful to 
have some idea of the confidence that may be placed in the reported data. 
Such considerations are also important in comparing data across norms groups, 
related item categories, or survey years. It is anticipated that a special 
normative report for the trends on items common to the survey years will be 
published in 1970. Within the error limits discussed below, such comparisons 
of normative data of entering freshmen, 1966-1969, can be made from the published 
normative data in this series. Moreover, reported categorical percentages may 
be multiplied by the total number of students estimated for a norms group to 
convert the data into frequencies; such a procedure might be useful, for example, 
in estimating facility requirements in program planning. Where this is done, 
both the reported percentages and the estimated number of students in a total 
group are subject to sampling errors. 
So far as random sampling errors are concerned, the standard error of a 
categorical percentage for the total normative sample is about 0.1%, being some-
what larger in the norms groups based on various subpopulations of the domain. 
For the smallest norm groups, the standard error may be as large as 2%. Because 
the sampling design introduces no explicit control for regional differences among 
institutions, somewhat less confidence can be placed in the regional norms. 
The chief source of error in stratified sampling is the nonrepresentative-
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ness of samples within each stratification cell. Although reasonable precautions 
are taken to minimize known sources of non-random bias, the reported data are 
subject to some unknown degree of constant and non-random variable errors. The 
actual magnitude of such errors is unlikely to result in adverse decision-
making in higher education. Additional caution is necessary, however, when a 
participating institution compares its own summary data with the corresponding 
national norm group. This is especially true for the smaller institutions and 
for those not testing all of their entering freshmen. 
In spite of these potential hazards, communications from users indicate 
that the national norms published in this series are highly useful, and are 
sufficiently accurate to be used with confidence in practical matters of concern 
to higher education. 
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Figure 1 
1969 Data Bank Population (N=2433) a 
Univ. - 296 4-Year - 1187 2-Year - 856 Pred. Negro - 94 
I 
l SEL< 500 5 NO SEL With SEL (207) W/0 SEL (649) 34 Public 
n = 30 n = 131 n = 39 
24 SEL < 375 28 AFFL < 750 
n = 55 n = 125 
2 SEL 500-549 35 Private 
n = 39 I n = 55 
25 SEL 375-399 29 AFFL 750-999 
I n = 32 n = 65 3 SEL 550-599 I n = 45 I 26 SEL 400-449 30 AFFL 1000-1249 
4 SEL 600+ n = 63 n = 40 
n = 51 I 
27 SEL 450+ 31 AFFL 1250+ 
n = 57 n = 51 
NO SEL or AFFL 
32 Public 33 Private 
n = 268 n = 100 
Public (302) Private - NS (361) Roman Catholic (220) Other Sect_a !!:"ian (304) 
6 SEL< 450 10 SEL< 500 15 SEL< 500 19 SEL< 450 
n = 100 n = 77 n = 61 n = 56 
7 SEL 450-499 11 SEL 500-574 16 SEL 500-574 20 SEL 450-499 
n = 67 n = 43 n = 73 n = 53 
8 SEL 500+ 12 SEL 575-649 17 SEL 575+ 21 SEL 500-574 
n = 73 n = 54 n = 41 n = 68 
9 NO SEL 13 SEL 650+ 18m 22 SEL 575+ 
n = 62 n = 48 n = 45 n = 48 
14 NO SEL 23 NO SEL 
n = 139 n = 79 
aSelectivity (SEL) and Affluence (AFFL) measures, used to define the stratification 
cells, are described in detail in the 1968 National Norms for Entering Freshmen, Page 3. 
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Table 1 





1,5. Less than 500 and unknown 
2. 500-549 
3. 550-599 
4. 600 or more 
4-Year Public College 
Selectivity: 
6,9. Less than 450 and unknown 
7. 450-499 
8. 500 or more 
4-Year Private Non-sectarian 
Selectivity: 
10. Less than 500 
11. 500-574 
12. 575-649 
13. 650 or more 
14. Unknown 
4-Year Roman Catholic 
Selectivity: 
15.18. Less than 500 and unknown 
16. 500-574 
17. 575 or more 
4-Year Protestant 
Selectivity: 
19. Less than 450 
20. 450-499 
21. 500-574 
22. 575 or more 
23. Unknown 
2-Year College 
24,25. Selectivity less than 400 
26,27. Selectivity 400 or more 
28. Expenditures**/less than 
$7 50 ** 
29. Expenditures**/$750-$999 
30,31. Expenditures /$1000 or mor~ 
32,33. Selectivity and Expendi-
tures unknown 
Predominantly Negro College 
34,35. Public and Private 
























































































Cell Weights* Applied to 
























































*Ratio between the number of 1968 first-time students enrolled in all colleges and 
the number of 1968 first-time students enrolled at colleges in the ACE sample. These 
weights were further adjusted to correct for nonparticipation of individuals within colleges. 
**Per-student expenditures· for educational and general purposes. 
Note: The discrepancy between the 390 participating institutions shown in this 
table and the 416 mentioned in the text results from different ways of counting member 
institutions in one large state system which combined their data into a single group, 
and from a few institutions whose data arrived too late for processing, but which will 
receive their institutional reports. 
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Table 2 




3. Average Secondary School Grade 
4. Other College Applications 
5. Transfer Status 
6. Accomplishments in High School 
7. Degree Aspiration 







Financial Source for First Year of Collegea 
Parental Education 
Family Income 
c Racial Background 
Religious Background and Preferencea 
15. Academic Rating in High School 
16. Attitude toward Federal Involvement in National Issues 
17. Urban-Rural Background 
18. Political Self-Characterization 
19. Distance of College from Home 
20. Type of Secondary from which Graduated 








a Chances that Certain Events will Occur during College 
State of Residence, Birthplace of Student and Parentsa 
Career Choices 




Values (life goals) 
29. Attitudes on Controversial Issuesa 


































































bFor 1967 this item included an additional response category: "I have no idea." 
cFor 1969, "Caucasian" was changed to "White/Caucasian" and ''Negro" was changed to 
"Black/Negro/Afro-American". 
dFather's and mother's occupations not included in 1966. Student instead gave second 
and "least appealing" career choices. 
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Table 3 
Number of Institutions and Students Used in 
Computing Weighted National Norms for 1969 
Number of 1969 Entering Freshmena 
Norm Group 
All institutions 
All 2-year colleges 
All 4-year colleges 
All universities 
2-year public colleges 
2-year private colleges 
Technological institutions 
b 4-year public colleges 
Number of Institutions 





4-year private nonsectarian 












b 4-year Catholic colleges 
Public universities 
Private universities 





Nonsectarian colleges for menc 
Nonsectarian colleges for womenc 
Nonsectarian coed colleges 
Catholic colleges for men 
Catholic colleges for women 
Catholic coed colleges 
Predominantly Negro colleges 






















































































cThe definition of Nonsectarian Colleges for Men excludes all technological institu-
tions. This is consistent with the definition employed in the 1966 and 1968 riorms. 
However, five technological institutions were included in the definition of Nonsec-
tarian Colleges for Men in the 1967 norms. 
Note: Stratification ce11 assignment is based on 1967 institutional type status; 
norms groups assignment is based on current Office of Education type assignment. Con-
sequently stratification cell counts, shown in Table 1, differ slightly from counts in 
this table for institutional norms groups. 
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1969 Freshman Norms 
AM ERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION 
OFFICE OF RESEARCH FALL 1969 
WEIGHTED NATIONAL NORMS FOR FRESHMAN MEN 
All All 2-Year Colle~es 4-Year Colleges Universities 
All Insti- 2-Year 4-Year All Uni- Technical Private Prot-
tutions Colleges Colleges versities Public Private Institutions Public Nonsect. est ant Catholic Public Private 
AO~, IN YI!ARS, AS or •• DECEMR!R !i~ it6t h OR YOUNGER 0,1 o,o o,1 0,1 0 t 0 o,o 0,1 0,1 o.~ 0,1 o.2 u,o 0,2 
17 3,1 1- 8 4 0 3;7 1,9 1;6 4~5 •;o 5 3 3;o 2: 4 3,2 ~ .. 18 ~o.o 58!3 75 18 7?i2 !HI j 6 57;4 80i5 75j'1 H!~ 73;9 76;1 bOI2 15,5 I 
-·-it 17,0 cl 7 1s;o 13,0 2o;8 24;4 1310 14 ; 8 14,tl 17 ; 6 15,5 13,0 13,4 ~a 2,7 4:7 1,8 liD 4j5 5,1 112 119 ~il 1;9 1_! !) 019 1,3 21 1 3 2;3 o18 o;o 2,4 1:9 0,4 o; 9 o,9 o;a Q,4 0,5 0,6 OLI'lER THAN 21 'a 11 ~ 2 2! 4 11!8 9'!5 o-4 3!3 2;~ 2! 7 1;5 211 3,6 51 2,5 ! 
AVIRiol GRADE IN MiG~ SCHOO~ •• A OR A-' 3,2 01 3 410 6,2 0,3 0,2 10,3 1,7 ~.o 3,4 3! 1 ~.4 9,0 A. 6,3 1,2 8,5 10,5 113 1,2 20i5 5i1 9,Y 6~7 6,8 10;3 11,4 
B• 1213 415 16 ' 9 17,7 4 ' 6 4;2 :so;9 14 ; 3 1~1? 12;9 14~ 1 17;8 17,6 . I 
.. ' . B 20:6 14; 7 2414 24;2 1512 13~~ 23;7 26;8 22,~ 20~5 23:9 4!4,5 :.!3,2 
8· 16,6 15,8 17,1 lloO 1613 14;o a· 7 19!4 16,6 18 ! 3 17~7 1710 11.o 
e• 26,3 271~ 1613 14,6 26,5 25;8 4!4 1817 15,~ 20.2 18_!8 i4;6 i4,3 
c 19,4 33!1 12,2 9,3 31,7 37;6 1;5 13;4 12 t J . 16 f 9 15,1 11,9 7,1 0 113 215 017 0,5 211 ' 3~7 0! 1 0!7 0,? 1 1 0! 6 u,5 0,4 
SECONDARY SCHOO~ ACHiEVEMENTS tt 
ELECTED ~RESIDENT ~TOT ORGNZ 19,~ 11 I 7 2411 25.0 1111 13,5 28,9 21t1 26,1 21,o 23!3 2415 ~6,9 I HIGH RATTNG STATE MUSIC CONT~ST 6,3 5,7 9,3 10,tl 5,7 5,9 8~7 8i8 9,i 13,6 5.5 11,4 li,5 .... 
"' STATE/REG!ONA~ SPE~CH CONTEST 4,8 2j 7 610 6;3 2,6 3;2 5;5 5;5 7 t 0 6;5 7;2 o,1 6,9 I 
MAJOR PART IN A P~AY 15,~ 11,6 17 9 1~,2 10,9 13,6 14 ~ 9 16; 4 20,~ 23;1 16 : 9 18,4 17,6 
. t VARSITY LETTER (SPORTS) 44,8 3~i7 49,6 47,5 38,3 39;9 52 i 9 46 i 7 52,4 52 ; 8 47;7 47;3 48,2 
AWARD IN ART COMPETITION 41,7 5,1 416 4;s 5 j 2 4;7 3;3 ·~9 ~.~ 5:o 4!i - 4,3 4,4 EDiTED SCHOO~ PAPER 7,9 4;6 9,6 10;4 4,4 5;4 9~1 1; 9 1~,0 9;7 12,0 9,6 13,4 
HAD ORIGINAL WRITING PUB~ISHED 12.~ 7~3 1517 11.~ ~.a a·, a 14~ 3 13;6 20t1 16;9 18!4 ;o,4 £0,5 
NSf SUMMFR PROGRAM o.~ o; 4 110 1,0 o,~ 0,6 2·; 5 0 ~ 4 1,6 U,7 0,4 1,4 2,2 ST/REGIONAL SCIENCE eONTEST 2,6 116 2,5 3,? 1,4 2,4 •;1 1,8 2,? :s;o 2 ; 2 4 1o 3;5 SCHOLASTIC HONOR SOCIETY 18,!) 4; 3 25 3 3o.o 4,3 4,5 52;5 18~0 2?,o 22;1 21;2 2Y~7 .S1oD NATiONAL MERIT RECOGNITION 6,7 1,6 e' U,7 1J6 1!5 16 ~ 1 5!5 12,? 6 ~ 8 7!1 10,8 14,8 - t 6 
T~'E 0' SECGNDARY SC~OOL •• PUBLIC ~3,7 !!7,9 81,2 81,0 ~9,2 83,8 83,3 89,5 7?,0 84,0 30.1 tl4,2 oli,9 
PRiVATE DENOMINATIONAL 12,1 !!,9 1~,4 1.},5 8,1 11,4 13: 9 a : 7 10,7 11 ; 0 61:Y 11,9 19,5 
PRiVATE NONwOENOMINATIONA~ 31!> 2t0 3,9 ~.o 1t6 3,4 2; 3 1 ; 5 9,~ 4~4 7·0 3,4 10t9 OTHER o,~ 1,2 o,5 o,, 1,1 1,4 0 ~- 5 0 ~ 4 6 1 o; 6 1,1 U,5 Q 17 t. 
RANK IN HIGH SCHOO~ C~ASS •• TOP 1_PER CENT 3,2 o,o 3,9 5,8 0,7 u,5 8,3 2,1 6 1 U 3,4 2.9 ~.3 7,7 TOP 1D PER CENT 16,2 5,2 21,4 24,4 !:1,3 4,6 44;6 15;7 2~.; 18;3 13~9 24;4 £4,2 TOP QUARTER 2412 14 ~z 29 '" 5 3i.,o 14,7 12,7 32 ; 1 32i5 25,:1 25;8 23 ~ 6 J1,8 28,2 SECOND QUARTER 28,4 31 ; 5 27 1 1 2!:1,9 ~1,9 ~0,2 11,6 30;9 2~.~ 29;6 30~8 25,8 £6,3 
' THiRO QUARTeR 21.~ 36!8 1~,9 10o8 ~6.1 38,6 2; 8 1o;o 1~.~ 18!_9 22!6 10,6 Uo5 
'QURTH QUARTeR 611 11 ! 8 3,2 2•2 lloJ l3o1 0~6 2! 9 4,1 3t9 6! 2 2·.2 2•1 
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AS SOC lATE !OR EQUIVALENT) 7el 17,3 Oe9 o,7 19e3 10,9 Oel 1;3 o.~ 1;2 Oe3 0,7 Oe4 
9ACHeLORS DEGREE (B,A,, B,S 1 ) J3,7 39e3 31,5 28,6 36,7 47,0 17~3 37;4 26,8 32~2 32·2 ~0.8 ~1·1 MASTERS DEGREE (M 1 A., M1 S 1 ) 33,2 25e8 ;s9,4 3!:>,11 24,8 28,9 55,5 38,7 33,9 33;8 37~2 J6,Q J5,8 
PIH,O, OR ED,D, 13,4 6!1 17,2 1ll,9 6,2 6,1 24;4 14;o 20,8 16;6 16·0 lll,Q 4:!2.2 
M,o,, D.D.s,, OR O,V,H, 5,11 2e6 6,3 \1,7 2.6 2,7 1;4 5;0 9,7 9;4 8.8 9,1 12.0 
LL.B. OR J,D, 2,2 O!~ 2e4 4.2 0.5 o;9 o;8 1!5 4,$ 3!7 2!8 3,6 6,7 
e,o. Oe5 0 I 7 0,5 0,3 Oell 0~5 0,1 De4 0 1 l o,8 Ot4 0,3 0,3 
OTHER 2el 3;6 1e2 leO 4e3 1e6 0,2 1;0 1eY 1;6 1;7 Lo 1e3 
PROBABLE MAJOR riELO O' STUDV •• 
AGRICULTURE (INCL PORESTRV) 3e7 5,4 2e1 3,2 6e3 2e8 Oe2 3e1 2 ' 1e3 0!4 4,0 0.2 . '. BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 3etl 2e7 4e5 11.3 2.& 2.2 1.7 4 ·;a 5,2 5~6 4·4 4,4 4,Q 
BUSINESS 19e1 24;0 17e2 1~·0 25e3 2o.u 1:1',4 19;o 16e.) 16;5 25.5 14,7 16t4 
eoucn roN 4etl 5e2 5,9 3,0 4e9 6,3 Q,3 7;9 5,o 6;6 3~7 J,3 lt9 
E.NG I NEER I NG 18,0 18,9 15e3 2o.o 17.2 23,9 60~6 9;1 ~.~ 6;4 5.6 2U,6 17,6 
ENGLISH 1,7 1;2 2e3 1·~ 1.2 1,4 o:. 3 2!4 3,0 2;4 4!2 1.5 2.1 
HEALTH pROrESSIONS C~ON•M 1 0,) 1,5 1,9 le1 1.5 2.1 1,2 0. 0 1,6 0,9 1;1 leO 1,5 le4 
HISTORY, POLITICAL SCIENCE 7e2 4 ·,9 9,5 7,4 4,7 5,4 4,6 10; 0 10,8 10;5 11·4 6,8 9,8 
I HUMANITIES (OTHER) 2e4 2e3 3e2 i.7 1,7 4,2 0,5 1~9 5,~ 6;4 3.6 1~6 2.3 N 
0 
"INE ARTS 7e4 8,4 6e7 7,0 9,0 6,8 1~5 e;5 1,~ 6;7 3!4 7;2 6,0 I 
MATHEMATICS OR STATISTICS 3e3 1e4 4,9 J,Y 1,.5 1,5 3;4 5·; 4 4,!:> 4;8 5.4 4,1 3,0 
~HYSICAL SCIENCES 3,6 1·6 4e6 ,,i loCI u.s 5,5 4;4 5ec! 4;2 4·2 5,2 4,7 
PRE•PROfESSIONAL 9e4 5,o 9e2 1!),3 4e7 5e8 1·6 7;6 1~e~ 14;4 13;4 14,5 18;5 PSYC~OL, SOCIOLt ANT~ROPOL 5,7 4,;s 7,1 5,7 4,3 4,4 lo1 7,4 ~.~ 8~7 9,9 !:1,3 7e5 
OTHER FIELDS (TECHNICAL.) 5,i 9,5 2e6 f!,4 9,~ 10,3 a·. 9 3;8 2,1 1;8 1~1:1 2,5 2e0 
OTHER P!ELDS (NONTEC~NICAL) loU leO 1;5 0; 4 i.l 0~8 8,4 o;3 o,.3 o;4 0!3 U,4 a,3 
UNDECIDED 2,4 2e4 2e4 2.4 2,5 2,2 o.a 3; 0 2.~ 2;4 1•0 2,5 2t1 
'ROBABLE CAREER OCCUPATION •• ARTIST <INCl. PERPORMER) 4,3 4e3 4e3 4,5 4e4 4,0 Q,4 5~0 5,~ 4,6 •2 4,5 4t3 
BUSINESSMAN 16eY 19e4 16e1 1~., 20.1 17,3 9~3 16e9 16,1 16~3 2J,J 1.5,9 16,9 
CLERGVMAN le4 1;3 2e3 o,5 0,3 4,2 OeO o;4 4,.) 6;7 4.9 U,4 De9 
COLLEGE TEACHER 1e;$ Ot9 le7 lo3 Q,<J Q,9 0~5 1;8 2,3 2~0 1;4 1,2 1.7 
DOC: TOR ( M, D, OR OeDoSe) 4e9 lo9 5e3 8,6 2.0 1.7 Del 3e9 a.~ 8~5 6o7 7~8 1le9 
!!DUCAT OR cseCONDARV) 9e9 8e9 13e9 6.4 8e6 9,7 o,5 19;6 1i,ii 14 ;·2 11;2 7~0 4.3 
ELEMENTARy TEACHER leO le3 1e2 o.4 1.2 1,4 o.o 1;9 0,6 1.1 Oe6 u,5 Oo2 
ENt;JNEER 14e!:> 13,5 12,8 17,9 11.4 20,1 49~0 7;8 ~e~ 5~5 5.~ 18,5 15t5 
"ARMER OR PORESTER 3eu 4,2 :2e0 2,7 4,7 2.7 0,3 2;8 2,0 1~8 o.5 .5,3 0,4 
~EALTH PROPES$10NAL !NON•HeOel 2,7 3e3 2e2 2.11 3e!:l 2,5 0~1 2;6 2,7 2;4 1· 7 J;o 1;7 
LAWVER 5e6 2t2 6,4 9,2 loS 3,5 1;1 5;6 9,.S s;8 9;7 8~5 llt9 
NURSE De1 Oe2 0 e 0 0. 0 0,3 Q,l o.o o;o OeO o;o 0·1 0. 0 0.1 RESEARCH SCIENTIST 3e3 lel 3e7 5,0 loB 1,5 3~3 ;s;5 4,!:1 :s;9 J!4 ~e1 4~8 
OTHER CHOICE 19e3 26!0 16e7 1.5,6 21:1,!:1 1Be2 31~4 15;2 l~e? 12;5 13•1 13;8 13oO 
UNDEC:IOEI:l Ue6 ll• 0 Ue5 12·" 10e6 12e2 3,4 12;9 14,1 11 ;9 12;6 12.4 12.5 
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NUMB!R O' A~'LlCATlONS •• TO OTHER COLLIG&S 
>o,~ 64,0 39,5 44,~ 69,4 47,6 25,2 ~0,2 27,~ J8,6 30,0 ~0,3 21,8 NONE 
ON!! 19,11 17,1 21,6 20,0 1~,0 23:7 26,3 21;7 16,~ 20:9 211,1 20~4 18,6 
TWO 14,1 10~1 17,6 1~,3 8,4 15;~ 21~6 15~3 1~.~ 17~8 20 ', 6 13~9 20 ·, 8 
THREE 8,J ~.1 11J,8 9,7 11,2 7 9 14,4 7;1 1~,0 11;6 12;7 7,7 17,0 .. 
POUR 11,2 2,1 5,6 ~.4 1,8 3,1 6,9 3;1 10,11 5;8 6~7 11,0 10,7 
r1vE 2,1 0,8 2,7 ~.o 0,7 1,1 3;2 1;4 ~.7 2;8 3:1 4!~1 6,5 
S llC OR MORE 1,7 o.a 2,3 2,3 0,6 1,3 2~5 1 ';2 4,7 2 ', 5 2~8 1~7 4,6 
MILES 'ROM HOMI TO COLLEGE 
'1.6,7 45,J 16,8 13,8 53,11 20,2 9,o 23,8 ?.~ 11! 3 17oO 12,7 17,8 10 OR LESS 
11.50 23,9 31,0 23,1 1~.J 3o,3 33;1 15;1 33;3 1~.~ 13!6 14!4 1>,o 16,5 
51·100 12,11 9,o 1~~2 1bo1 7,J 14,2 9·, 0 15;9 13,J 15o2 13·3 it!,7 6,o 
101..500 26,4 ll• 7 211~9 41,8 7,5 24,9 29,3 22;9 3~.~ 38;2 38!1 44,5 .)1,8 
501·1000 5,3 1•1 8,1 7.3 Oo4 4,4 1'1; 8 2!.4 u.b 12~9 9o2 6,Q 12o4 
MORE THAN 10Dil 4,9 1o6 7,9 ;,7 1o1 3,2 22,7 1o6 11,b 8,8 8~0 3,1 1~.4 
REGION O' HOME STATE ) •• MinOLE STATES 24,0 31,2 2~,1 12,1 33,11 23,2 30,3 18,8 45,0 24,2 24,9 8,0 27,~ 
NEW ENQLANO 7,9 7,5 5 5 11,4:! 3,e! 19,0 3:a 4;8 10,~ :s;1 6:6 9,4 17,8 
• 
NORTH CENTRAl. 37,9 211,4 39 1 2 5~,<1 2~,3 21,6 45~3 39;8 22,0 115,1 48~4 01,4 27,6 N . ' 
..... NORTI-lWEST 2,3 o;1 4,1 3,2 0,1 0,2 2,6 6;9 i,> o;6 3~3 3,8 o,8 I SOUTHERN 15,6. 15,7 15,6 16,0 9,7 34 ',2 12~2 13~' 9 1~.? 2!i;o 13~2 111,5 21,8 
WESTERN 11,1 20,0 ~~~ 2,2 26,4 0,3 4~5 15;2 3,~ 1 ;o 1:s 2,4 1,6 P'OREtGN 1,1 1,1 
' 
1,1 0,9 1,5 1,3 o;6 i,7 1~0 L8 0,6 2,8 
WHlLI GROWING U'•l LIVID •• ON A F"ARM 10,0 11,9 9,7 7,9 11,9 11,7 6,3 12,0 ~.~ 12,1 4,3 9,3 2,4 IN A SMALL TOWN 21,4 2>;1 20,4 17,.) c5,4 24,2 18~6 21;6 19,, 22;3 15~11 18,5 12,8 
IN A MODERATE SIZE TOWN OR CITY 33,9 36,9 32,7 31,1 37,2 36 ', 0 34,6 32;7 3i,~ 3!;4 32,7 H,2 .)0,5 
IN A SUBURB 0~ A ~ARGE CITY 21,!:1 13 ·~ 6 ;.?3,4 30,0 12,5 17,1 27,3 19;7 2?,0 23;3 30.1 21:1,9 .)3,9 
IN A LARGE CITY 13,3 12~5 13,8 13,8 12,9 11,0 13~2 14;o 14,7 10~9 17~~ 12,0 co,3 
rATMER! EDUCATION •• GRAMMAR SC~OOL OR LESS 10,1 12 !.9 9,3 7,4:! 13,u 12,11 7,0 10,8 ?.~ 9,9 7,4 7,4 6,1 SOME HIGH SCHOOL 17,7 23,4 15,7 12,1 2.:S,"' 23,3 1~~7 18~6 12 2 141~4 12:5 12;6 10,3 
. I' ~IGH SCHOOL GRADUATE ~1,1 34,5 30,2 27,!:> 3!ii,3 32,2 31~2 33;5 2~.~ 26,0 29~6 28,8 a,9 SOME COLLEGE 16,8 14,8 17,9 11!,4 1"1,6 15,4 19,7 17;7 17 ;.? 16;3 20~4 18,5 17,7 ..  COLLEGE DEGREE 16,1 10,9 17,1 21,9 10,4 12,2 19~9 13;1 22,0 19;6 19~5 21~1 2!:1~0 
~OSTGRADUATE DEGREe 8,3 3~5 9,8 12,9 3,2 4,4 8~5 6;2 1~.? 13,8 10;5 i1,5 18,0 
MOTM@R! !DUCATION •• GRAMMAR SCHOOl. OR LESS 6,> 8,6 5,5 4,4 9,3 7,4 4,6 6,4 4,0 5,5 4,9 4,5 4,1 
SOME HIGH SCHOOl. 15,u 20 -,0 13,5 10,0 20,3 19,41 11 ~ 4 16~2 1i.~ 11 ;4 9~9 10,4 8,3 1-liGH SCHOOL GRADUATE 45,3 47,9 44,7 42,6 "18,3 116,6 49;3 46;9 3~.~ 36;5 48;o ~41~1 J6,7 SOME COLLEGE 17,;) 13,5 18,7 20,9 1~,2 i4:"1 18,0 17 ;6 19,3 21:1 19:9 20,5 22 ·, 6 COLLEGE DEGREE 13,2 8,!} 14,4 18,4 7,7 10,8 14~ 4 10;3 20,? 19;3 14~8 17,2 22,8 
'OSTGRADUATE DEGREe 2,6 1~3 3,2 3. 7 1,2 1 .•• 2.3 2:5 5.!) · ·: ? .., - .. .. . """ 
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-ACJAL IACKOROUND ••• CAUCASUN/Wio! I TE 91,6 91,0 90,8 9.},:> 90,0 94,2 96,2 91,0 87,~ 86,1 9~,6 9!>,9 b4,4 
NEGRO/RLACI< 5,1 3 -~ 4 7,2 4,9 .s,, 3,2 2,l 6;6 10,~ 12,8 2:4 2,7 13,5 
AMERICAN INDJAN 0,3 0,4 0,2 0,1 0,5 0,1 0,1 0~3 o,~ o ; 1 O,:i. U,2 0,1 
ORiENTAL 1,8 3,3 1,0 o.~ 4,0 1,0 1,1 1;2 o.~ 0,4 1,1 U,5 1,1 
OT~ER 1,2 1,9 o,8 0,1:1 2,0 1,6 0,4 1 .!_ 0 o.~ 0 ;_ 5 0,8 0,7 1,0 
•e~IGIOUS BACKGROUND ••• 
BAPTIST 13,1 13,8 14,1 11,0 11,9 19,7 8,4 18,9 10.~ 15,5 1o8 10,9 11,5 
CONGREGATIONA~, U,C: 1 C t 4,~ 4,4 3,7 5,1 4,2 5,1 4·, 4 3;4 5,~ 4:2 0~6 5,3 4,5 
-EPiSCOPAL 3,~ 2,9 3,8 ,~, 2,7 3,3 4 -~ 7 2,-3 7 ~ s ; o 1~0 '1,8 7,9 
JEWISH 4,1 1! 9 4,0 7,1 1,7 2,5 2; 7 4;5 s'o 1 ~- 8 0~2 :>,8 11,6 
-. LATT~R DAY SAINTS 0,9 0,6 1,6 O,J 0,8 o,o 0~3 3~3 o,; 0 ~ 1 0,1 0,4 0,2 
LUTHERAN 7,4 7,!5 7,3 7,6 8,6 4,2 8~6 6;9 5,0 12;8 o;7 8,8 2,9 
METHODIST 13,3 12,6 13,3 14,3 112,4 13,2 13 ; 5 1-4 ~ 9 10,~ 17~6 1~4 15,0 11,4 
MUSLIM 0,1 o·, 2 0,1 0,1 0,2 0,1 0~1 o;1 o,~ 0; 0 o;o u;1 0,2 
PR~SBYTERIAN 7,7 6,8 7,7 ~.~ 7,3 5,3 8,5 7;4 ~.~ 10;4 o;8 9,1 7,4 
QUA1<!1R 0,1 0,1 0,2 0,1 0,1 0,2 0,2 o; 1 0,3 0,6 0~0 0,1 0,1 
ROMAN CATHOLIC 33,2 3~>. 8 31,2 3o,9 37,5 34,4 37;o 28 ; 2 22,~ 12~1 9L' .S0,1 .S3,9 
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTiST 0,3 0,3 0,4 0,1 0,4 010 0~0 o ; 1 0,2 2;1 o.o 0~1 0 ,1 
UNITARHN o,~ 0,2 u,s o.~ 0,2 0,4 0~4 o;4 1,2 o;4 o;o 0,5 0. 7 
OTHER PROTESTANT 5,4 4,9 6,8 4,5 5,1 4,3 6,4 4;7 ~.~ 12;9 o:7 4,7 3,6 
OTHER RELIGIONS 2,6 3,2 2,7 i,5 2,4 5,8 1,4 1~9 7,1 2;8 0~4 1,5 1,7 
I NONE 3,1 3,8 2,7 2,6 "1,7 1,3 3,2 3! 0 ~.; 1;7 0~8 2,7 2,3 N 
N 
I 
'RESENT RELIGIOUS 'R!r&RENCE ••• 
BAPTIST 11,2 11 .t 9 12,4 9,0 9,9 L 7, 9 7,5 16,6 ~.~ 14,6 1.1 9,0 11,1 
CONGREGATIONAl., u,c:.c, 3,7 4,1 3,2 .s,s 3,8 4,9 3,9 3;o 4 2 3;5 0~5 4,0 3,1 
EPiSCOPAL 3,1 2;3 3,1 4,2 2,2 2,7 4,5 1~9 ~ .. 4; 1 0~11 3,9 5,5 .~ 
JEWISH 3,4t 1,6 3,3 5,7 1,4 2,2 2: 2 3~6 6,'1 1;5 0,3 4,7 9,6 
LATTER DAY SAINTS 0,8 0~6 1,4 0,3 0. 7 0,1 0,4 2;9 o,+ 0~1 0~0 0,4 0,1 
LUTHERAN 6,6 6,8 6,4 6,5 7,7 4,3 7~8 6; o '1,0 11 ; 8 o:' 7,6 2,3 
METHODIST 11,1 10,8 11,3 1i,3 10,5 11,7 11 ~ 6 u ; o '·~ 15;4 1~0 11,8 9,1 MUSLIM 0,2 0,2 U,2 0,1 0,2 0,1 0~0 0 ~ 2 o,~ 0,1 0~0 0 ,1 0,2 
PRESBYTERIAN 6,1 5,5 6,2 ~.9 :>,& 4,6 8,0 5;7 6,0 9~2 0~6 7,2 5,5 
QUAKER o,~ 0,1 U,4 0,3 0,1 0,2 o;1 o ;2 o,? 1;o 0 ~ 0 u;3 0,4 
ROMAN CATHOLIC 28,9 .S2,3 27,3 26;4 32,7 ~0,9 33,9 23 ; 4 1~.~ 10;3 84~5 2!)~9 28;3 
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST 0,3 0~~ 0,4 0,1 0,3 o;1 o; o o;1 0,2 2;1 o,o 0 ~ 0 0,1 
UNiTARUN o,:> 0,3 0,6 u,& O,J u;3 0~3 o;4 1,4 o;7 0.1 0. 8 0,7 
OTHER PROTESTANT 4,8 4,3 6,3 3,7 "1,4 3,9 6,0 4 ~ 3 9,S 12;2 0 ~ 7 3,9 3,0 
OTHER RELIGIONS 3 8 4,3 4,1 2,9 3,4 6,9 2;4 3,4 v.~ 3;7 1~4 2,8 3,3 .. 
NONE 15,3 14,7 13,6 1~.o 16,4 9,4 11~ 2 15,3 17,3 9:8 5;5 17;6 19,7 
AGREE THAT PARENTS AAE 
~4,3 INTERESTED IN INTELLECT PURSUITS 83,6 ts5,o 84,5 b2,8 1!6,2 84,6 84,5 84,'1 86,6 86.4 ~'1,1 b6,o 
INTERESTED IN CULTURAL PURSUITS 76,!) 75;7 76 ·, 9 76,8 74,9 78;1 75;2 76 ;-1 77,§ 8o ; o 77,0 76,1 /Y 1 5 
DEEPLY RELIGIOUS 65,2 66,4 6b,9 61,6 6J,8 74,3 62 ·; 6 65;8 61,9 73;2 78:2 61,8 60,9 
INTERESTED IN POLITICS 78,5 75 -,2 80,1 81,1 74,1 78,4 81 ·, 7 78;5 81,~ 80,8 81~7 81,0 b1,5 
DEEPLY CONCERNED ABOUT CHILDREN 96,!:1 95,6 97,0 96,9 95,2 96,9 98,1 96 ; 6 9~.~ 97 ; 5 97:9 96;8 Y7,3 
'lNANCIALLY COMrORTAgLE 77,8 77 .~ 76,8 79,0 77 ,IS 78,2 83,2 75;3 76,'1 7!'>,8 76 : 11 79,1 18,7 
HAVE HIGH ASPlRATI~NS roR ME 94,7 92,5 96,1 96,<! Y1,6 95,2 98 ~ 1 95 : 3 9~,; 96 ',_5 96 -, J Y6,1 '>16,6 
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rATH!RS OCeUPATION •• 
ARTIST CINCL PERF'ORMER) o,a 0,6 o,8 0,9 0,7 0,6 0,6 0,8 1,; o,8 o.e 0,9 1,1 
BUSINESSMAN 29,5 ~4~6 30,3 35,0 23~0 29,7 28,6 27 -,1 34 3 32 -,4 39~2 33,8 J9,7 
CLERGYMAN 0,9 0,7 1,3 0' 7 0,4 1,7 0,5 o;6 2:~ 3;8 0~1 0,6 1,1 
COLLE!GE TEACHER 0,6 0,2 0,8 1,0 0,2 0,1 0~5 o;6 1 5 1;o o;, U,9 1,1 
. '. DOCTOR ( M, 0, OR D •~' t s I, 1,9 0,8 2,1 3,2 0,7 1,0 1~0 o;9 ~.~ 3;6 3~5 2,6 5,2 
EDUCATOR CSECONDARY) 1,9 1~2 2,4 '2,2 1,2 1,3 2~8 2~2 ~.o 2;3 1;4 2,2 2,2 
ELEMENTARY TEACHER 0,3 o,3 0,4 o,J 0,3 0,2 0,5 o;4 O,l o;6 0~2 0,3 0,3 
I!NGINEER 7,0 5;8 6,9 8,~ 5,9 5,4 9~7 6;7 ~.~ 5;8 6,4 8,7 7,8 
F'ARMER OR fORESTER 5,9 6~9 5,3 5,3 7,4 5,2 2~9 6~6 3,J 7,0 2~9 1>,3 1,5 
HEALTH PROreSS!ONAL CNON•MoDel 1,3 1;3 1,3 1,4 1,4 1,0 1,1 1;4 i.~ 1;3 1~3 1,4 1,3 
L.AWYER 1,1 o;4 1,2 1,9 0,4 0,4 o,8 o;5 2,J 1;7 2;7 1,6 3,0 
MILITARY CAREER 1,8 1,4 2,0 2,il 1,3 1,7 6,1 t;3 1.~ 1~2 L1 2~1 1,5 
RESEARCH SCIENTIST 0,!:1 0,2 0,5 o,8 0,2 0,1 o·, 5 0,4 0. ~ o;6 0,2 0,8 1,0 
SKiLLED WOFIKER 14,6 17,3 1'~,2 11,J 17,3 17,~ 16;3 16;6 11,0 10 ;3 11 ~ 8 11 ~ 8 9,4 
SEMi•SKILLED WORKER 9,1 11,8 8,5 6,2 12,7 9,1 8~9 9,5 ~.~ 8,1 6~9 b,4 !),4 UNSKILLED WORKER 4,3 5,8 4,0 2. 7 6,0 5,1 3;1 •;6 ~.~ 3;8 3~0 2,7 2,4 
UNf:MPLOYED 1,1 :i.,3 1,1 0,6 1,4 1,2 0-.7 1;4 1.~ 1~0 o;8 U~7 1,0 
OTHER 17,!:1 19~3 16,8 1:>,8 19,5 18,7 15;3 18;3 15,7 14;8 17,3 16,0 1~.1 
ISTIMATED PAFIENTA~ INCOME · (2) •• I LESS THAN $4~000 5,2 6,5 5,2 3,3 7,1 4,9 1,9 6,1 ~ • .s 6,5 3,0 3,3 J,7 N ...., 
I s4~oiio • $5,999 8,~ 11,4 8,3 5,9 11,5 11,3 4,5 10~0 ~.ii 8~4 6,2 6,0 5,3 
s6~oiio • s7!999 13,2 16,0 12,4 10,4 16,.5 15,2 10~8 14~3 9,9 12~1 10~1 10,9 8,3 
se.oiio • s9~999 17 • .3 19,1 1~,9 15,1 19,1 19,3 18 '; 5 18;7 1~.~ 15~1 15 ', 1 1!:1,9 11,9 S1fi~5~5 • $,4,999 29,4 28,6 3U,U 2~,1i 28,6 28,5 38 '; 8 3o;o 2~ :s 26;2 31,4 Jl,O ~5,4 .~ s1~.ooo • s19,999 12,1 9~6 12,8 14,9 9,3 10,5 14,8 11 ',5 !J,C> 12;9 14,0 14,9 14,6 
s2fi~oiio • s24,999 5,9 4,2 6,1 '7,9 4,i 4,5 6,4 4~9 e 2 6~6 7;5 7,6 ~.o 
- .. 
s25:oii5 • s29,999 2,7 1~7 2,7 ~.9 1,4 2,4 1,8 1~8 ~.~ 3;9 ·~J 3,5 !),6 S:5ii ', oiiii OR MORE 5,4 2_.e 5,5 8,8 2,C> 3,5 2_!6 2!7 11.~ 8;4 5;3 6,9 16,2 
MAJOR SOURCES Or rtNiNCIA~ •• SU,PORT DURiNG r~ESHMAN VEAR 
PERSONAL SVGS OR E~PL.OYMENT ~6,0 43,1 J2,7 30,2 47,9 28,4 41,5 39,0 19,1 22,7 28,0 33,2 18,9 
PARENTAL OR ~AHILY AID ~2.9 34,9 42,0 54.8 32.3 43,2 16~9 40!8 5~.? 51;2 47~2 !:1.5,5 ':>9,7 
REPAYABLE LOAN u. 7 10o7 13,8 10•/ 7,4 2o,9 5,9 12t1 17,':> 18~3 20;9 1u,o 13.4 SC~OLARS~IP /GRANT/ OTHER GirT 18,0 12o8 23,8 llio4 12,9 12~6 42.3 17!2 2~.? 26 !_2 22:03 lb,5 c5.7 
CONCERN ABOUT riNANCiNG EDUC •• 
NONE 35,2 36,9 35,2 32,9 38,2 32,9 59,5 30.2 3~.~ 31.9 29.6 .S2,2 J5,8 
SOME CONCERN 55,4 53t7 55,4 57,7 ~2.7 56,6 37,8 59,9 5e>,o 56o5 58.o :;~8,2 !:15,6 
MAJOR CONCERN 9,4 9,4 9,4 9,4 9,[1 1o,:- 2' i 9,8 10 · 4 11•6 12·4 Q.6 8,6 
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OBJECTIVES CONSIDERED TO BE •• 
ISSENTIAL OR VERV IM'O~TANT 
AC~o~ieve IN .A PERFORMING ART 9,5 6,5 10.~ 9,7 ij,!) 8,6 6,4 10,6 1~.~ 11.2 9,4 9,5 10.5 
BE AN AUTHORITY IN MY FIE~O ~2,9 60,1 64,2 6~,1 59,1 62,6 65;1 63~2 64,~ 65:o 66,4 64,9 65,9 
OBTAIN RECOGNITION fROM PEERS ~5.~ 4~,1 46,1 
47 ·' 
42,5 44,9 5o;6 H;8 4~,0 44~2 41:!~5 ~7,2 41:j,7 
INF'LUENCE POLITICAL STRUCTUR~ 19,6 15~2 21,4 2~,5 14,7 i6,9 17 ·,a zo;5 2~,; 21;2 2.5,7 :.!2,5 't-1,2 
INF'LUENCE SOCIAL VALUES 31,5 26,0 311,3 32,1:j 26,4 32,8 26~8 32~8 40,1 36;8 40,0 .S1,2 ~6,7 
RAiSE A F'AMILY 66,5 66;4 67,6 6!>,3 64,6 71,8 7o;4 65,5 6~.~ 66,5 69,8 64,8 67,2 
HAVE ACTiVE SOCIAL LI'E 61,0 61,6 61,2 60,0 60,9 63,7 58,5 63~2 51:1,0 59;7 6.S,4 6U 11 59,9 
lo4AVE FRIEND$ DlfF'ERENT PROM ME 62,6 60,3 64,1 64,0 59,5 62,8 62~4 64;3 63,~ 63;5 69,1 ~3,6 65,5 
BE AN EXPERT IN fiNANCE 22,5 24,0 21,7 21,3 24,0 23,9 18 -,3 22 ; 4 21,~ 22;6 22,6 21,1 :.!2,1 
BE ADMINISTRATIVELY RESPONSIBLE 29,8 .so~e 30,0 26,3 30,7 31,1 39;7 28~8 27,2 27;5 30,7 28,0 :.!9,6 
BE VERY WELL•Off fiNANCIALLY ~4,1 56,9 50,7 54,3 '!>6,9 56,6 48;9 5c;o 4?,; 47;6 48,9 !)4,7 ~2,9 
lo4ELP OTHERS IN DlfF'lCULTY 58,2 55,7 62,0 57,2 53,6 61,9 54~1 60~7 66,4 66,4 66~8 55,3 64,1 
BECOME A COMMUNITY LEADER 20,~ 16e4 23e6 2i.~ 15,0 20,7 24;4 21~1 25,~ 27~1 25;4 21,2 :.!4,8 
CONTRiBUTE TO SCIENTIFIC Tlo4EORY 14 eO 11,6 14,0 17,5 11,4 12,0 23~9 11 ~8 13,7 12~3 12:2 17,5 17~5 
WRITE ORIGINA~ WORKS 11,~ 9,J 12,7 1j,9 9,4 8,9 7- 9 12;9 17,~ 12~3 12~;s 1J;6 15,2 
. I 
NOT BE OBLIGATED To PEOP~E 26,0 27,4 24e9 25,4 :.!7:2 27,7 24,7 25;8 2~.~ 24;9 19~8 25,1 't-6,6 
CREATE WORKS Of ART ue;s 11,9 10,9 11,2 12,4 10,2 7~3 u;6 H,J 10;3 9,.S 11e1 11,4 
KEEP UP WITH PO~ITiCA~ ArfAlRS 52,; 44~2 56e8 56,6 43,1 47,9 58,4 54;5 5~.? 59~0 58~9 57,8 61,9 
SUCC~ED IN MY OWN BUSINESS ~5e5 60e4 51,2 54,1 60,5 6o;o 38~1 53e7 4~.~ 55,7 55:1 !:14;3 ~3,3 
I DEVELOP A PHILOSOP~Y Or ~IrE 78e5 72 -;9 82,2 81,6 71,6 76,8 81,5 6o;5 82,'1 84,9 86,4 6U,8 l:l5,5 
N 
-I" 
I STUDENTS ESTIMATE CHANCES ARE••• 
YE~V GOOD THAT THEV WI~~ 
7,3 GET MARRIED WHILE jN COLLEGE 7,2 7e5 6,7 7,3 8,1 5,0 8,3 710 8,0 4!6 7,1 5,5 
..... 
MARRY WITHIN A YEAR AfTER COLL 18e2 1~·8 19,8 16,.S 1~.5 2oe8 25,9 18;4 lli' 7 20;5 18•0 11;,8 16r5 
OBTAIN AVRG GRO Of A• OR HIGHER 4eO 3e4 3e9 -4,9 3~5 2,9 6;4 2;8 4,ti 3;6 4•1 4,4 6,8 
CHANGE MAJOR fiELD 15,5 10 .o3 17e8 19,8 10.5 9e7 7~4 20;3 19,5 18o3 17•1 1'i,9 19o3 
CHANGE CAREER CHOICE 16e!:i 11o5 18e6 2o.1 u. 7 llol 6,3 20~5 22,J 19!8 19.8 ;cu,7 't-0.4 
PAiL ONE OR MORE COURSES 2e9 2o6 3,2 z,9 2i5 3,2 1;5 4:2 2.~ 2,6 2·4 3,1 2.0 
GRADUATE WITH HONORS 4e6 3e2 ~e9 .6, 0 3,3 2,9 7~2 3;8 6,1 5,Q ,,o ~.6 7,3 
BE ELECTED TO A STUDENT OffiC~ 2ej 1e5 2,9 ~.6 1o3 2.0 3~3 2 ~ 1 ~I 0 3;7 3;2 2,3 3,7 
JOIN SOCIAL rRAT OR SORORITY 21e1 14~3 25e1 25,7 12,4 20.1 35;4 18;6 3o,~ 30,3 21;7 :./4,9 ~8.7 
AUTHOR A PUB~ISHED ARTIC~E 4,8 2;6 5;9 ~.4 2,4 3,4 4·,8 .;9 9,5 6~0 6;4 ~.9 6,4 
BE ORA~TED WHILE IN COLLEGE 2,2 3,2 1,8 1ol 3,6 2.1 0~6 2~6 i,6 1~5 1• D 1o2 Oo8 
BE ELECTED TO AN HONOR SOCIETY 2.2 oe9 2e5 3o5 Oo9 o,9 4e8 1! 4 ~.3 2;5 2o5 3~3 4,4 
PROTEST U,S, MI~ITARY PO~ICY 7e2 5,8 7,9 8,2 5e6 5,8 2e5 7,6 1·Sr 4 8,4 7~3 7,5 11•0 
PROTEST COLLEGE AD~IN POLICY 2,2 1;2 2e4 3.2 loO loB o:7 2;2 ~.~ 2;5 2!1 2e8 4,4 
PROTEST RACIAL OR ETHNIC POL 6,.S 4,2 7,5 7 I 7 3,9 5,1 z;a 6;7 1j,i e;1 8,1 6,8 11·2 
DROP OUT TEMPORARILY leO leO 1,1 o.s lrO 1;o Oo4 1;3 i,7 1;0 0 -.8 0 I 8 Oo9 
ENLiST IN ARMED SERV BEfORE GRAD 1e7 115 2eO 1.4 1o7 1,1 7;6 1! 2 1o0 o;8 1•1 1,5 Oo9 
BE MORE SUCCESS THAN AVERAGE 13e8 13o9 12,4 15,4 14,7 11,3 10;5 12,7 13.~ 12;4 12;3 15,3 15,8 
OROP OUT PERMANENTLY Oo4 De~ 015 o.3 0,5 o,5 o;4 o; 5 o,5 Oo3 0;4 U13 0.2 
TRANSrER TO ANOT~ER CO~LEGE 12e6 15~2 13,5 tl,o 14,8 16,41 2,5 17~4 u,2 14,5 1J~8 6,3 6,8 
CITUENSHIP 
NATIVE BORN U,Se CITIZEN 95e8 93e8 96e8 97,4 9~,7 93,9 95,9 96e9 96,7 97,7 96t6 'i6,1 Y4,9 
NATURALilED CITIZEN · 1,Y 2; 9 le5 1!1 3oO 2,5 2~0 1;6 i.4 lrO 1; 2 1,0 1o3 
NOT A CITIZEN 2,3 3,3 1,7 1o5 3,3 3,6 2,1 1~5 1.9 1;2 2o2 0,9 3,7 
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'EDERAL GOVERNMENT S~OULD 
IE MORI! i NVOL VIID IN '( 3)1 
39,9 CONTROL or CIGARETTE ADVERTISING 4o,5 .S5,6 43,7 4;c!,9 36,6 32,7 49,4 41,1 47,; 43!8 42,7 44,Q 
ELiMINATING VIOLENCE FROM TV 11!,5 17,9 19,7 17,9 18,Q 17,6 17,5 17,9 23,~ 21.2 22.3 17,3 ~o.o 
CONTROL OF POLLUTION 1!9,9 64,7 92 1 U 94,3 63,7 1!7,6 96,3 90;3 92,0 92; 0 94~0 94~0 Y5,3 
TAX INCENT TO CONTROL BIRT~ RATE .s;s,9 .S2t0 .S4,2 35,8 3:2,1 31~6 33,0 34;6 36,5 35~5 27~5 35,3 .s7,6 
CONSUMER PROTECTION 72,1 71,3 72,5 72.~ 70,6 73,4 70,8 73,4 72,? 70~5 74~3 7e. I 2 15,3 
COMPENSAT EDUC FOR DISADVANTAGED 67,1 67,3 67,3 66,7 66,6 69,4 58,1 6 7 ;· 7 70,6 68~9 71!5 65,3 11,9 SPF.CJAL BENEPJTS FoR VETERANS .S9,3 46 ~ 1 37,4 32.& 4~·1 45,6 36;4 39~5 34,5 35! 8 36.6 ~3,1 J1o8 
CONTROL OP PIREARMS 40,3 36,2 42,3 43,.S 3!:>,9 37~1 39~7 40,3 46,1 40,2 50;4 4U,8 ,J,o 
6LiMJNATION Or POV~RTY 75,1 73,9 76,0 75,7 74,u 73~4 71;5 75;3 76 'i 75,5 8,s;o 14,4 tl0,8 
- ' . CRiME PREVENTION ~7,4 1!5,1 66,8 86,<,1 1!4,0 1!8,4 92,2 87;5 88,0 88;8 90~6 tH!, 7 tl9,5 
SC~OOL DESEGREGATION 51,4 49,3 52,8 5~,6 ':lo,9 44,4 45,3 !:i2;1 5~.~ 53;0 58~0 5u,9 !)9,1 P!NANCIAL AID POR OJSADVANTAGED 5o,~ 52,0 5U,7 4~,4 51,9 52,3 37,1 52;2 55,; 51 ; 5 56;0 46,8 !)4,7 
CONTROL or STUDENT ACTIVISTS 46,9 47 ~ 3 48,3 44,6 45,9 5lo4 01;4 46 ~ 6 42,0 48 !_ 7 46;7 416;6 37, 0 
CURR!NT POLITICAL PRIFERENCE 
LEF'T 3,1:1 3,1 41,2 4,3 3,4 2,2 1,2 4,5 7,2 3,8 2o9 4,0 ~.6 
LIBERAL ;so.~ v ·; 1 31,9 33,4 27,2 26,6 28,3 32;0 34,.) 29~5 37!1 ;sz.2 .s7,9 
MIDDLE OF THE ROAD ~2,2 4!l _,.1 .s9,o 38,2 48,9 415,6 39,5 41~2 3J,i 38,0 39,9 ,S9,4 J3,6 
MO!lERATEL Y CONSERVATIVE 20ell 18 ! 5 21,7 21·2 17,6 21,3 27,6 19 ~ 6 2i.~ 24;7 17!3 21.5 ~0·1 STRONGLY CONS~RVAT!VE 3ei 3t3 3,1 2ol! ~.9 4,3 3 ; 4 2!6 ~·~ ;s ; 9 2•7 2,8 2.8 I 
N IX,ECTID PRErERENC! IN 4 VIARS U1 
I LEF'T 4,2 3t2 4,6 5,1 .So4 2,7 1,7 4,9 7,<,1 3,7 3·3 4,7 6,3 LIBERAL 34,2 28 ,_7 36,0 3~.3 29,1 27,4 29,0 36;7 3~.~ 34;7 42,5 J8,2 43,7 MIDDLE OF THE ROAD Jo,~ ..S3,6 28,2 29,2 .S4,4 31,0 32 ~ 2 28;9 23,ti 26~4 28.9 3o,o ~6.2 MODERATELY CONSERVATIVE 25,4 27~6 25,5 22,5 26,8 3o,2 32;o 23;-7 2~.~ 28~2 22 ! 1 z..s,o ~0,3 ST~ONGLY CONSERVATIVE 5,7 6,9 5.7 41o0 6,3 8,7 5;2 5;9 5,e 7 ; o 3o2 41.1 3.6 
AGREE STRONGLY OR SOMEWHAT ••• STUDENT DESIGN OF' CURRICU~UM ~e,o 88,6 67,6 87,6 ~9.J 86,7 76,5 90,8 87,~ 88,2 88.4 87,4 tl8,3 PUBLISH ALL SCIENC~ PINDINGS ':18,7 59,3 58,3 58,2 ~'1,9 57,4 51~8 6o ; o 61,0 57 ; o 56~7 ~7~6 60,4 
INOIVID CANNOT CHA~GE SOCIETY 39,~ 41t1 37,6 J<,l,4 412,1 38,2 35,5 39;o 38,0 35 ;· 4 37;0 3Y,7 .s8.6 COLL CONTROL STDTS OPP CAM~US zu,ll 22o5 20,8 17,J 21oll 25,6 22oO 18;1 2i,7 25;7 21 ; 8 i7;3 17·1 BENEFIT OF cOLLEnE IS MONETARY ~~~.~ 69 ; 1 54,7 5.So4 70.1 66 ·, 0 50~1 60;1 47,~ 52~9 50o3 55,o 47,3 STDT SHOULD EVAL FACULTY ~8,5 67,o 68,6 7o.4 o7,1 66,7 65~0 7o ; 4 6~.~ 67;4 67~5 7o ; 2 /1 ; 4 MY BELIEFS SIMILAR TO OTHERS 68,4 69~1 68,5 67,;s 66,41 71,11 71,7 o8;a 63,0 68 ; 5 71 ! 9 611~2 t>3,9 RE~ULATE STUDENT PUBL1CAT!ONS ~2·0 58,9 51,11 4Jo5 57,9 02o0 55 ~ 6 51 ; 7 43,, 54o4 51 ! 11 45 ; 0 ~7.8 MARIJUANA SHOULD BE LEGALIZED 28,1 27t2 26·, 5 31o1 21.i,t! 22o2 19~2 27 ; 6 35,J 23 ! 1 22•9 2Y;4 .s7,5 COLLEGE HAS RIGHT TO BAN SPKR 34,7 39 .• 5 33,3 29,<,1 ..Silol 41o 7 38;2 32! 5 29,8 34o1 3.S;9 3u ; 8 ~6.3 ARMY SHOULD BE VOLUNTARY :il8,2 55,6 58,7 6le1 56,5 52,8 49,4 60t2 64,o 58~8 55.7 6u;3 64o3 GIVE DISADVANTAGED PREP TRTMNT 113,3 48,7 41,3 3tlo4 46,8 48,5 24~7 43 ; 9 ~~~·? 45 ~ 6 41 ! 6 31lo3 ,s9,1 CO~L TOO LAX ON SToT PROTEST 63,3 65,1 63,5 61),8 b3,9 68,9 76~5 61 ; 8 !>6,Y 63,9 61o6 bC.,6 !)3,7 LIBERALIZE DIVORCE LAWS 46,5 47,6 441 t 7 47,i 49,u 43,6 36;7 48 ·, 2 5o.~ ~1;0 3<4o.S 415,6 !)2,9 
LEGALIZE ABORTIONS 77,9 73,1 78,3 8..s,8 73,6 71,4 82;4 79;1 7~.~ 77;2 66o1 ij.S,6 tl4,7 COURTS PROT~CT CRI~INAL TOO MUCH ~o.o 60~0 59,6 6Q,41 ':>11,7 61~1 68,3 ~8 ; 8 5~.~ 61 ~ 0 57,7 62,4 i>2,6 ABOLfSH CAPITAL PUNISHMENT ~o.o 46,7 51,9 52.4 416,0 48,8 44;5 51o1 57,; !51.8 56,!~ 51.0 57~8 
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'E~CENT or STUDENTS RE'ORTING••• 
THAT DURING TH& 'AST YElR THEY 
VOTEO IN STUDENT fLECTION (4) ~3,8 ~6,6 68,0 68,4 ~5.1 61,1 65,5 68,6 66,~ 70,0 66,6 ~tl,5 68,3 
CAME LATE TO C~ASS ~o,o 6o;3 60,4 59,~ 60,2 60~5 52~1 61;0 6~.~ 61,1 58:1 ~tl,6 61,9 ~LAVED A MUSICA~ INSTRUMENT ~7,3 J4,3 39,4 39,0 ~J,2 37,9 :sa ·, 3 38~2 42,Cl 42~8 34:9 3tl,6 40,2 
STUD lED IN THE LIBRARY ( 4) ~1,6 27;1 34,4 34,2 26;2 3o;o 34;4 34;o 3~.~ 36;7 34; 3 34,8 J2,1 
CHECKED OUT A ~IBRARY BOOK ( .. ) ~0,1 33~1 44,8 4'1,0 31;2 38;9 •<~:o 44 ;2 46,Cl 46;2 39:6 ~'1,4 -42,4 
ARRANGED DATE POR ANOTHER STDT ~1,3 sz;9 ~0,3 5g,2 ~1,5 57;3 44~6 51;9 ·~.~ 51;8 so;8 49 ' 7 ~2.2 - . OVERSLEPT AND MISSED A C~ASS 27,3 30,0 26,3 25,0 J0,6 28;2 17~7 27;7 31,~ 2'~;3 26 ·, 8 ~4,1 c8,4 
TY~ED A HOMEWORK ASS!GNMENT(4) 17,4 13;1 19,4 20,9 13,1 13,1 2o;u 18;6 20,9 17;1 24;o ~u.s 21,0 Discuss ruTuRE WIT~ PARENT (4) 32,7 ..SOj3 34,7 33,4 29,0 3'1;1 <~o;:s 32 ;·7 36 s 3'1;8 32;41 32,6 J6,41 
-.. WAS LATE WITH HOMEwORK ASSGNT 77,4 78,4 77,8 75;5 77,8 so;2 72~6 79;7 78 3 78;4 74 ~1 7'j 8 74,5 
ARGUED WITH TEACHER IN C~ASS :;i9,6 53,0 61,6 66,0 ~3,0 !:13,1 57;5 60,3 65:~ 63;7 67;1 ~5 :.7 67,2 
ATTENDED RELIGIOUS SERVICE tl6,9 !!3,3 89,9 es;o tl1,4 89,3 91;2 87;9 88 c 92; 8 96:1 ~7,8 68,7 
- .. PROTESTED RACIA~ POLICY 12,~ u; o 13,8 13,0 11,3 9;9 6;2 13;8 2o;~ 14;3 13;1 11,5 19,0 
PROTESTED US MILITARY ~OLlCY 7,7 7,4 7,9 8,0 7,6 6;9 3;3 e;1 12,0 7~7 7:2 7,2 11,4 
PROTESTED AGAINST ~,S, ADMIN 24,;:! 20,6 26,41 26;5 20,8 19,7 18;9 26;o 32,0 26;9 29~6 ~5,0 ~2,0 
DID EXTRA READING ,0~ CLASS(4) 11; 0 7,9 12,3 13.~ 7,8 8,4 12;9 11;7 1~,0 12;1 11 ~~ 1~,0 15,5 
TOnK SLEEPING PILL! 5,7 6;4 5,4 5,3 6;4 6~3 3~2 s;5 6 5 5;e 5:3 5,1 6,0 
- .. TUTORED ANOTHER STUDENT '10,7 29;1 47,1 41§,o 27 f 0 35;4 62;6 412;9 50,0 43;o 46,0 46 ' 6 ~6,4 
- I FILAYED C~ESS '>3,9 48;8 56,5 57,6 48,9 418,7 68;3 54~5 5~,0 53;8 53;3 ~8~0 ,6,2 
READ POETRY NOT REOD IN COURSE 46,4 .s9;5 5U 1 5 50,6 37.7 45,0 415;9 48;9 57,1 53;3 418;7 49,7 ~5,0 I TOOK A TRANQUILIZING PILL -6,9 7,8 6,7 5,9 ' 7,5 8,6 3;6 7;2 ~.ii 6;8 6:1 5~7 6;3 N 
"' OISCUSSEO RE~IGION ( 4 ) 22,2 16;6 26,2 2~.0 14,5 23,0 23;8 22;7 30,8 30~3 3.5;6 c4,3 'C7,7 I 
TOOK VITAMINS 56,3 ':>7,7 60,41 56,~ 57,5 58,1 58;7 61;o 61,~ 6o;8 57 : :.> 56,2 58,9 
VISITED ART GALLERy OR MUSEUM ~7,5 64;6 69 1 U 69,7 6.5;7 67,6 66 ' 5 68;1 74,0 n; o 641,0 68 "7 l3,5 PART IN ~,5, POLITIC CAM'AIGN ~2,6 J1;9 49,4 119,1 3U,O 37,8 49!6 417 -;6 ~~~.~ 52 ; 4 52;1 ~9:0 419,41 • 
.PART iN OTHER POLITIC CAMPAIGN 15,ii! 10;5 16,9 1Y,~ Y,t! 12;8 14;3 16 ~· 0 1~.~ 18;4 17;8 16,9 22,2 MISSED Sr.HL BECS Or IL~NESS(4) 2,'1 2;9 2,2 2,1 3,1 2,1 1,3 2;3 2,4 2;2 2~3 2,2 2,0 SMnKED CIGARETTES ( 4) 17,9 23~8 1~,2 14,3 23,1 26,0 7;7 15;6 1~,? 13;2 20~1 14,0 15,2 
DISCUSSED POLITICS ( 4 ) 28,2 19,Z 31,7 36,1 1tl,3 22,0 34; 1 28;e 36,7 32;3 32:5 35,1 39,9 
DRANK BEER ~6,9 70,2 63,3 66,~ 70,9 68,0 61;9 63;8 62,~ 56;2 77~2 ~6;2 69,2 
DISCUSSED SPORTS c 4) 54,1 49;4 57,7 56,2 4tl,3 52,6 57;4 56;5 57,0 6o;o 61;8 56,2 ~6.0 
ASKED TEACHER POR ADVICE ( 4) 23,0 19;3 25,7 24,8 18,1 23,0 22~8 24 ;· 4 2~.; 28;41 26:6 24,0 'C7,7 
~AD VOCATIONA~ COUNSELING 56,8 ~7,5 57,7 54,7 ~6 ·, 4 61,2 56,3 57;6 51 J 58;8 71:1 !:15,7 ~0,8 
'-STAVEO UP AL~ NIGHT 64,4 65~1 63,6 6~,5 65,7 63,1 55,6 66~5 6~.~ 60;8 64;7 64,7 6.5,5 
(l)States have been grouped according to the areas defined by the six regional accrediting associations. 
(2)Reported estimate of total income of parental family last year (all sources before taxes). 
(3)rncrease involvement or initiate crash program. 
(4) 
Freauently only, all other items frequently plus occasionally. 
Note--Items indicated by ** are repeated as shown from thP 196~ - 1967 or 1968 surveys. 
Note -- Items indicated by '"'''~' are repeated in modif i ed fonn from earlier surveys. 
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AGI~ IN YEARS, u or •• 
DI!CEMII!R :U, 1969 
16 0~ YOUNGEA D,1 Dol D,l Dol DoD u ,1 0,6 0,1 0 ~ I • Dol D. u U,l D,2 
17 4,8 3,0 6,0 5.D J,1 2,8 16,7 6,0 8,1 4,1 .,,6 4,5 7,3 
18 79,3 72,1 81,9 83,9 69,4 79,7 70.7 82,2 &1),~ 61,6 83,6 84,5 1$1,3 
19 1D,6 ~3.1 9,6 9,2 13,D 13,2 10,8 v,2 9,J 11,5 '1o6 '11,2 9,0 
20 1,3 2,6 0,9 0,6 2,9 1,5 (1,6 0,8 o,9 1,1 u.s U,6 0,8 
21 D,6 1,2 D,• 0,3 1,3 D,7 0,6 0,3 o.~ 0,6 ..... U,3 D,3 
OLOE~ THAN 21 3,J 6.0 1,1 1,0 10,2 1,9 o,o 1,3 o.~ 1,0 llo9 U,9 1,3 
AVIIUG! GRAD! IN H!Giol SCioiOOL •• 
A OR A+ 5,8 1,7 6,7 9,3 1,6 2,2 11,6 5,6 ~.~ 7,2 7,7 8,8 11,7 
A. 1D,7 3,9 13,D 15,1 ~.8 4,4 33~7 u;8 16 2 13,6 12:1 15,0 15,2 
- t • 
B• 19,9 11,2 24,3 23,7 11,6 1D,1 297 25;4 2~.~ 2D,7 23~1 24,1 i!:..,7 t . 
8 Z7 ,6 26,7 29,3 2~.~ 28,2 22,7 20~5 32;o 24,9 2o;o 27 : 4 41!6,9 ;.!6,9 
e. H,!) 17,6 13,4 12,4 18,1 16,3 2,4 13;3 12,6 14;3 14~4 12,2 13,4 
e. 12,6 2:&.,11 8,8 8,3 20,6 22,4 D t 0 8;o s,? 11.1 10 ~ 1 !!,3 8,1 
c 8,4 17,2 4,4 4,2 15,7 21,3 1 : 9 3 ~ 7 4,1 7~0 5;1 4,5 41,9 
0 0,3 0,5 0,1 0,1 0,5 D,6 o,; o O!l o.~ 0!2 o;1 u ,;1 010 
IECONDARY SCioiOO~ ACHiEVEMENTS ** 
ELECTED PRESIDENT !TOT ORGNZ 19,9 13,6 22,1 2~,8 12,8 15,7 32,4 20,1 2~,0 23,4 24,4 23,3 i!6,o 
HIGH RATING STATE MUSIC CONTEST 11,9 8,4 12,9 14,1 8;3 8,6 15,8 11 ~ 4 12,3 21 : o 9~4 15,5 10,7 
STATE/REGIONAL SPEECH CONTEST 6,3 4 ; 1 7,3 7,3 4,0 4,3 8;6 6;6 ~.6 8 ; 6 10;6 /~3 7,7 
I MAJOR PART JN A PLAY 16,~ 12,9 18,0 18,8 12,1 15,2 21 ; 1 15~7 21,~ 21~2 19 ~ 5 18,8 18,9 ,_, VARSI TV LETTER (SPORTS) 13,5 12,3 13,8 14,~ 11,2 15,1 11;8 13 ;o 17,1 13;2 1J;o i4,5 14,8 .... 
I AWARD IN ART COMPETITION 6,41 5,5 6,6 7,1 5,4 5,8 9~3 6 ; 4 7 9 5;4 7:7 7,1 6,8 
~DITED SCHOOL PAPER 15,2 10,1 17 1 11;1,3 9,3 12,1 25,6 15;5 21:7 16,2 18,1 lt!,O 19,7 
~AO ORIGINAL WRITING PUB~JSHiO 19,6 13,4 2l 1 8 23,6 13,0 14,7 31 ; 6 19;2 27,~ 22 ; 2 25 : 5 23,41 ;.!4,9 
• NSr SUMMER PROGRAM 0,6 0,3 0 1 6 0,9 0,3 D,3 9~2 o;4 1,0 o;8 o: 7 0,8 1,3 
ST/REGIONAL SCIENCe CONTEST 2,1 1,4 2,1 2,~ 1,1 2,0 2;4 1 ; 8 2 C! 2;9 z;a 2;8 3,6 I . 
SCHOLASTIC HONOR SoCIETY J1,8 13,0 39,D 43,1 12,4 14,7 66;7 38~9 41,? 37,5 35:5 43,7 ~D,3 
NATIONAL ME~Jl RECOG~ITION 7,8 3,0 9,1 u ; 1 2,9 3;1 22!5 7 ~ 2 1~.~ 8~3 9", 7 p;4 t3,o 
TY'E or S&CONDARY ICioiOO~ •• 
PURLIC 83,4 85,1 81 , 6 84,2 86,2 82,3 56,9 88,0 7~.~ 86,1 38,0 8b,4 i'4,3 
PRIVATE DENOMINATIONAL 13,1 11,7 141,7 12,4 11,2 12,9 36~8 10 ; a 10,~ 11 ; 2 57,4 11,1 18,4 
PRIVATE NON•DENOMINATIONAL 2,~ 2,2 3,4 2,9 1,6 3,9 4;4 1 ; 0 10,~ 2 ; 4 J,9 2,1 6,5 
OT~E~ 0,6 0,9 o,;s 0,4 1,0 0,8 1;9 o;2 o,~ 0~3 0. 7 0,3 0,8 
"ANI< IN HIOH SCHOOL C~ASS •• 
TOP 1 PE~ CENT 6,J 2,5 7,3 9,0 2,4 2,8 16,8 5,9 10,J 8,6 7,2 8,9 9,5 
TOft 10 PF.R CENT 24,9 12,1 2?,0 32,7 u, 7 13,2 44 ; 9 28 ; 5 32,~ 28;9 24 ~ 6 ,S3~5 ~9.2 
TOP QUARTER 28,, 21,8 31,7 30,9 22,2 20,7 29:7 35 ; 4 2~.~ 27 ; 6 28,5 31,2 ~9,o 
SECOND QUARTER ~4,2 31,3 22,1 19,5 J2,1 29,0 a ; 6 22;2 20,~ 22 ; 8 24 ; 8 1!!;5 i!41,D 
TH t RO QUARTER 13,4 26,5 !!,4 6,6 25,8 28,3 O ~ D 1; o ?,U 10;3 12:6 6,6 6,9 
F'OURfH QUARTER 2,7 5 ; ~ 1,4 1,3 5,8 6,0 o-; o 1 ! 0 2,0 1 ! 8 2:4 1,3 1,3 
~~G~IST DEGREE '~ANNID tt 
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NONE 2,~ 4,8 1,2 1,0 ),5 3,0 1 1 9 0,9 1,7 1,5 1o1 1,1 0,5 
ASSOCIATE lOR EQUIVA~ENT) 10,9 29,6 1,9 2,7 2~,9 31,5 o;o 2;1 1,~ 1~9 1 ; 5 3,0 1,4 
BAtHELORS DEGREE Ce,A,, B,S,) ~4,0 37~3 45,9 4H,9 ~6,~ 39,4 10;4 46;4 40,1 50;2 48:9 50,3 42,7 
MASTERS DEGREE (M 1 A,, M1 $ 1 ) ~2 1 6 20 ~ 2 40 1 3 35,2 20,5 19,5 54~9 42;6 3?,1 34;7 36~~ J4;5 38,5 ~H.D, OR ED,D, 6,1 3,0 7,6 7,7 ~.1 2,6 30!3 5!.9 12,~ 7!7 7! 1 7,0 10,5 
M,O,, O,D,S,, OR O,V,M, 1,8 0,9 1,6 3,0 1,1 0,6 0,6 1,0 2,b 2,0 2,2 2,8 4,1 
LL,B, OR J,D 1 O,~ 0,1 0,4 0,6 0,2 0,1 0;0 0;2 O,'ll 0,3 0,6 U,4 1,4 
e,n. o,2 0,2 u,2 o,1 o,2 o;2 o; o o; 2 o.~ u; 1 o ~ 1 0,1 0,1 
OTHER 1 1 ? 3,8 1,1 0,9 4,1 2,9 1,9 0 1 8 1,~ 1~5 1.7 U,9 0,8 
'R08A8LE MAJOR r!ELD Or STUDY tt 
AGRICULTURE CINCL pORESTRY) 0,2 0,3 0,1 0,3 0,4 0,1 0!0 0! 1 0,~ 0,1 o,o U,4 0,1 
BIOLOGICAL ~CIENCES 2,7 1,6 3,1 ~.~ 1,8 1,2 3,7 2,7 !.~ 3,3 3,0 3,3 3,3 
BUSINESS 12 1 5 27,9 5,5 5,6 27,7 28,6 7 ~ 6 6;3 !,3 5;o 3;2 ';9 4,0 
EDUCATION 19 1 2 16,5 22 1 4 17,7 15,3 19,5 o;o 21;2 11,~ 21;0 17;4 19 1 0 11,6 
ENGINEERING O,! 0,2 0,3 0,6 0,2 0,1 57,0 o; 3 0 1 2 0~1 o;3 U,6 0,8 
ENGLISH 6,1 3,8 8,1 5,H 3,8 3~7 o;o 8;8 7,~ 6,6 8,3 5,9 5,3 
HEALTH ~ROrESSIONS CNON•M,O,) 10 1 7 14,6 7 1 0 11,6 15,9 11 1 1 0~0 5;9 ~.~ 11;2 12;9 11,4 12,9 HISTORY~ POLITICAL SCIENCE 5,0 2,9 6,1 5,~ ~,9 3,2 o;o 5; 9 7,3 4;6 7,4 5,0 8,6 
HUMANITIES (OTHER) 5 1 4 2,9 6 1 8 6,0 3 1 1 2,6 1~8 6;1 9,i 6~6 7,3 5,9 6,7 
riNE ARTS 10,4 8,4 11 1 0 11,7 7,9 9,9 2;5 9;3 1;,2 11~9 10;9 11,6 12,2 
MA ! HEM&T!CS OR STATISTICS 3,8 1,5 4,9 ~,8 1,4 1,6 1?,5 5;1 ~.? 3,9 5,, 4,8 4 1 8 
• PHYSICAL SCIENCES 1,0 0,6 1,0 1,4 0,6 0,6 4 ~ 9 o;8 1,4 1 ; 1 1,4 1,4 1,7 ~ PR~·I'ROfESSIONAL 2,~ 1;6 1,9 ~,8 1,7 1,1 0! 6 1;3 ~~~ 2;2 2,1 3,4 ~,5 
PSVCHOL, SOC!OLt ANTHROPO~ 12,6 8,9 1!,8 13,5 8,8 9,2 2,5 12 1 4 20,~ 16,4 15,3 12,6 17,5 OTHER riELDS (TECHNICAL) 1,6 2,4 1,2 1,2 2,9 1,2 1,8 1,3 1,1 1,2 0,8 1,2 1,3 
OTHER rtELDS (NONTECHNICAL> 4,1 4,0 3,? ~,6 3,8 4,8 0 ~ 0 4 ~ 3 2,~ 3,3 2,8 5,2 1,9 
UNDECIDED 2,1 1,8 2,2 2,5 2,0 1,5 o;o 2! 3 2,5 1,8 1,3 2,6 1,9 
'R08A8LE CAREER OCCUPATION •• 
ARiiST liNCL PERrORMER> 1,~ 6,2 7,5 9,2 5,5 8,U 3,7 6 1 0 12,~ 6,9 7,6 9,2 9,3 
BUSINESSMAN 3,~ 6,2 2,2 2,6 6,3 5,8 7 ~ 6 2 ; 2 2,1 2,3 2o1 2,5 2,9 
CLFRGY"'AN 0,3 0,3 0,4 0,1 0,2 0,6 o; o o;1 0,5 1;1 0,6 0 1 1 0,3 
COLLEGE TEACHER 0,8 0,5 1 1 0 0,9 0,5 0,5 1:2 o;9 1,~ 1;2 0,8 0,8 1,5 
DOCTOR !M,D, OR o, o,S,I 1 1 3 0,9 1 1 1 2,1 1,0 U,5 0 1 6 0~6 2,1 1 ~ 5 1,7 1,8 3,8 
EDUCATOR !SECONDARY) 17,2 10,9 21 1 3 18,, 10,H 11,2 o;6 25;3 1~,i 18 1 1 17,9 19,4 13,0 ELEMENTARY TEACHER 19,3 16,9 24,0 14,9 16,U 19,2 o;o 29;6 11,~ 20;7 20 ~ 4 16,0 9,8 
ENGINEER O,J 0,1 0,3 0,5 0,1 0,1 56,1 0;2 0,2 0~1 0;1 U1 4 0,7 
rARMER OR roRESTER 0,2 0,1 0 1 2 O,J 0,2 0 1 1 0,0 o;2 0,~ 0,1 0 ; 1 U1 3 0,1 
HE&LTH ~ROrESSIONAL INON•M,Oe) 6,0 6,3 4,9 7,~ 6,7 5,3 0,0 4;9 4,0 5,6 6,1 7,4 6,6 
LAWYF.R 0,8 o,:S 0,9 1,2 0,3 0,2 0,0 o ; 6 i,7 0,7 1·1 0,9 2,4 
NURSE 6,0 8,9 3,5 6,5 9,7 6,8 0 1 0 2,2 2,~ 7,5 8;0 6,2 7,8 
RESEARCH SCIENTIST 1,~ 0,4 1,6 2,3 0,4 0,5 s;o 1~2 2,~ 1,9 2,1 2,2 2,7 
OTHER CHOICE 24,3 33,5 19,6 20,6 33,7 33,1 14;7 16 ; 1 28,2 21,2 20,6 19,6 25,0 
UNDECIDED 11,~ 8,5 11,3 13,3 8,6 8,3 7,5 9~8 1~,~ 11,2 10~7 13,1 14,1 
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NUMBIR or APPLICATIONS •• 
TO OTHIR COLLEGES !:>;c!,~ 6o,ll 411,5 41!,7 7'i,,7 49,2 111 19 118,4 31.~ 48,8 4lol ~3,2 2b,3 NONE 
20,7 16,7 22,6 22,11 i4,5 22 .,9 21~8 24,8 1~.~ 22o5 22o5 22,6 ~1.5 ONE 13,o 9,2 16,6 14ol 7,5 13,8 33,0 15,9 19,0 1~.0 18.5 12,9 19,9 TWO 
THREE 7,4 5,0 9,0 7,9 3,(1 8,8 21,7 7,1 1~o? 7,9 10 -.1 6,5 141o4 
POUR 3,~ 1e9 4,1 ~.t! 1o2 3,6 11,9 2e4 9,6 3,4 4o4 2,8 8,3 
F'IVE 1,5 0,6 1,9 1,9 0,4 1,2 3,1 1;o 5,3 1o2 1~6 1,3 4,7 
SIX OR MORE o,9 Oe3 1,3 1o1 0,2 o,6 o,6 0 ·,4 3,S 1o3 1~5 Q 17 2o9 
MILES rROM HOM& TO COLLEGE 
1D OR LESS 26,2 49,6 15,9 111,5 60,7 19,2 33,0 19,2 7. 0 11,3 22,0 14,3 15,8 
u-sn 25,2 .5Q,6 26,9 16,2 .52,2 26,1 31,9 36,6 1;.~ 14~4 20~7 16,6 14,9 
51·100 13,6 7~0 16,3 17,2 3,3 17,2 7;2 19,3 10,~ 15,2 10~9 19,7 5,9 
101•500 26 2 9,11 2~,4 40,9 3,1 26,5 17,1 22,2 42,0 39,5 3o;6 42,2 ~5.1 
. ' 
7' ii 6~4 2;o 1~,(] 12,9 t!,O 5,4 14,6 §i)i .. iiion 5,3 1,9 6,9 0,1 6,5 
MORE TI-IAN 1000 3,!> 1;5 4,6 ~.1 0,5 4,<4 4,4 OjJ 12 .~ 6,7 7,1! 2,0 1..S,7 
REGION or HOME STATE (1) •• 
MlnDLE STATES C!1,5 27,4 2~,1 10oY 30,4 19,2 51,5 22,8 3~.~ 17,6 22!9 7,4 ;O,o NEW ENGLAND 9,6 9,2 8,8 u . ..s 4,o 23,6 o,6 9~4 12.~ z"; 3 Sol 11o2 11o5 NORTH CENTRAL. 37,o 21,8 .S6,o 55,9 22,6 19;9 41;0 34;8 2~.~ 52;0 4..S!o 62,3 ~6,9 NORTHWEST 1,8 Ot3 2,2 2,9 o,3 o,3 o.o 2;7 1,5 0~6 3.9 .S~3 Oo9 SOUTHERN 17,5 1loO 1S;9 16.0 10e0 35,6 3~8 15;7 2~.~ 25;7 17! 1 12;8 ~0.5 
I WESTERN 11,9 23,4 9,3 2o5 31,1:! o,5 o,6 14;4 3,6 1~0 3o2 2;6 2o1 N rO~E!GN 0 I 7 o;9 0,7 Oo!:i 1;u o,9 2;5 o!3 i.~ o!_8 (.8 o;3 1o2 \0 I 
WHIL~ GROWING UP,l LIVED •• ON A F'ARM 9,3 10t7 9,7 7o0 1o,o 12,5 7,o 10,2 5,o 15,2 5oS t!,1 2o1 IN A SMALL TOWN 21,4 24,6 21,2 11L o 2J,9 26,5 13,o 21;8 20ol 22;6 17;1 19,1 12.9 IN A MODERATE SIZE TOWN OR CITY 35,B 111,6 33,7 32,2 42,9 38,1 16~0 34!_7 32,~ 30;8 3~!8 32;4 J1o1 IN A SUBURB or A ~ARGE CITY 20,2 u,• 21,7 2tl,;,s 9,6 16,3 19,3 20.0 2~.~ 20;3 25oO 27,7 J1o0 IN A LARGE CITY 13,3 u.7 13,7 14,6 13,5 6,6 44,6 13;3 15,2 11! 1 16;2 12,8 ~2.9 
rATHER! EDUCATION 
** GRAMMAR SCHOOL OR LESS 9,1! 13,8 8,8 6,7 14,6 11,8 10,4 9,3 6,0 10o3 9.3 7,0 5,3 SOME HIGH SCI-IOOL. 15,5 20o3 1~,8 11' 0 21,8 16,3 22,9 17;3 ?.~ 13;8 11 .·2 11,4 9,Q Hlr.~ SCHOOL GRADUATE 28,9 32t4 28,4 25o7 32o3 32,7 18;5 32;7 19,3 24,9 27o4 :c!6,9 19,7 SOME COLLEGE 1S,5 16,7 16,7 20o4 16,6 16,9 23;1 19·; 6 16,8 17;1 19o8 20,5 :c!Oo1 t':OLLI:GE DEGREE 17,7 12o!:i 1~.1 23o1 11tU 16,8 20o1 14;7 25,() 20,3 19o7 22,2 ~7.o POSTGRADUATE DEGREE 9,5 4,2 11,2 13,2 3,8 5,5 4;9 6; 4 22,7 13!6 12!6 12,0 16,9 
MOTHERS EDUCATION •• GRAMMAR SCHOOL. OR LESS 6,3 9,8 5,1 4o1 10' 6 7,4 8,6 5,5 2,9 5,5 6.4 4,4 3o2 SOME HIGI-I SCHOOL 13,7 lS tl 12,5 9,5 20,2 14,6 19~7 14~4 ~.~ 11o9 10·1 9,9 7,9 HIGH SCI-IOOL GRADUATE ~1,6 43;~ 41,7 39,!:) 43,6 42,9 37;1 47;1 30,~ 36;0 42o2 41.1 ~1.9 SOME COLLEGE 20,5 17,5 20,9 2.3,6 16,7 19,6 25;1 19;4 2.S,J 23o1 21o5 23,0 ~6,4 COLLEGE DEGREE i4,9 9,3 16,1 1Y o4 7,1! 13j6 8 18 u, 6 25,~ 19,8 17:o3 18,2 ~5.1 POSTGRADUATE DEGREE 3,0 1t4 3;7 ;s,t! 1o2 1,9 0,6 2t0 8,7 3,7 2o6 J;4 5,6 
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RACIAL BACKGROUND ••• CAUCASIAN/WHITE 90o0 90o2 86,6 9~.0 88,2 95,5 82o6 90,9 82,8 84,7 94.8 94o5 80o4 NEGRO/BLACK 7o1 4o5 9,5 6,7 5,0 2o9 9,4 7o0 15o~ 14,4 2.7 4o3 17o8 AM~RICAN INDIAN Oo3 Oo4 Oo2 o.2 0,!:1 Oo3 DoD Oo3 0 3 Oo2 0·3 U0 2 Dol 
' -ORIENTAL 1,5 :.So4 0,7 0.5 4,5 0,3 6o8 0,7 0,'1 0,3 o.9 U0 4 0,7 OTI-IER loO lob 0,9 o.o lo8 1,0 lo2 1ol o,S 0,3 lo3 Uo6 0,9 
RE~1~10US BACKGROUND ••• BAt:»TIST 13,4 13.9 14,4 11o3 11o6 20,1 15,9 16o1 12,:;, 17,2 loS 1Uo1 16o7 CONGREGATIONAL., u,eoc, 4,5 4o9 3,8 !:lol 4oO 7o3 2,5 3o6 5o !:I 4o2 0·5 !:1,5 3o3 EPiSCOPAL 4o4 3o6 4,3 5o3 3ol 5o2 3,7 3o1 9 0Y 3o8 Oo9 4,8 7o7 JEWISH 4o4 lt8 3,9 8o2 1o4 2,7 lo8 4.1 7o4 Do8 0·1 7o3 12o3 LATTER DAY SAINTS Do5 Oe6 0.7 0.2 u,a o;1 DoD lo2 Dol. DoD o.o Uo3 Dol LUTHERAN 7,4 7,0 7o6 7,5 1:1,1 4o1 5,0 8,1 ~09 14o3 leO 8o5 2.8 METHODIST 12o9 llt 1 13,1 14o6 11o5 10,1 6o3 14.6 10oO 17o2 lo5 15o1 12.7 MUSLIM o,o Dol o,o 0 0 0 Dol OoO Oo6 0 0 0 Oo1 o.o o.o U 1 0 0 0 0 I'ReSBYTER I AN 8o1 7o1 6o2 9o1 7o6 5o6 2.5 8.2 Bo~ 11· 0 1•1 9o5 7.2 CIUAKER Do2 Ot2 0,3 o.1 Dol 0,4 o,o Oo2 DoJ Oo9 o.o U,1 Uol ROMAN CATHOLIC J2oo 37,3 31,0 29,6 3Y,3 31,8 53,0 32o4 19o41 1o7 9lo4 29o8 ~9.o SEVENTH DAY ADVENTiST OoJ Oo2 0,6 0·1 Oo2 o.o o,o Dol Oo1 3,o 0·0 u 0 0 Oo2 UNITARIAN o,4 Oo2 0,5 oo7 Do2 0.2 o.o Oo3 1o4 o,3 0·0 u 0 7 o,8 OTHER PROTESTANT 5,4 4,6 7,o 4o0 5,2 3,1 2,5 4,3 10,J 16o2 0·4 4,1 3o2 OTHER RELIGIONS 2,i:l ... ~ 2,6 1o4 2,7 8,5 1o2 1•7 6,'1 1t9 0•7 1,3 1o4 NONE 2,6 3,2 2,1 (i!.6 4,o o,9 4,9 2o0 3.4 1o4 0. 7 2,7 2o2 
I PR!S~NT RELIGIOUS PRtrE~INCE *** 
w BAPTIST 11,6 12,5 12,9 9,6 lO,o 18o9 12,4 14 i5 10,8 15o9 1•2 8,6 14t4 0 I CONGREIU TIONA~, u,c.c. 3,9 4,5 ~.2 4r0 3o6 7oO o,6 3o3 3,9 3o6 0·3 4i4 2o3 EPISCOPAL 4o2 3t6 3,9 5o1 3o1 5,2 3,2 3ol 8oO 3o6 1•0 4o7 6,6 JEWISH 3~7 io6 3~0 1,3 1t3 2,:; OoO 3.2 5o3 o,8 0·1 6;5 1i1,6 LATT~R DAY SAINTS o,o o,7 0,6 o.3 0,9 o,l o,o 1,3 Oo2 Oo1 o.o u,3 OoO LUTHERAN 6,8 6t3 7,0 6o9 7,4 3,5 3,9 7,5 2•8 14•1 Oo9 7,9 2.4 METHODIST u. 0 9,6 11,2 12.2 9,9 8,8 4,5 12,9 7,9 14,6 1•2 12,7 1Dt1 MUSLIM o,l Dol 0,1 Ool o,1 o,u 0,6 Oo1 0,2 o.o 0·1 u,1 Do2 I'RFSBYTERIAN 6,7 6t2 6j6 7,5 6,8 4,8 2,5 6,7 6,~ 9,5 Oo7 7,9 ~h 7 CIUAKER 0,4 Oo3 0,5 o,3 0,2 0,4 DoD Oo3 1,0 1.3 Ool 0,3 0,3 ROMAN CATHOLIC 30,2 34' 9 28,7 27.1 36,7 30,2 43,5 3o.o 16,4 7o8 86,8 27,3 26o3 SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST 0~4 Ot3 0,6 Ot1 o,.s Ool o,o o.2 0,1 3,2 0•1 o,o Ot2 UN! TAR IAN o,c,~ 0 .• 6 o,8 lt2 o,5 o,7 0,6 0.6 1,9 0,7 Dol 1,2 1,3 OTHER PROTESTANT 5;o 4,3 6,7 3o4 4,ij 2,6 o,6 4,0 lOt 'I 15,8 Oo5 J,4 3,3 OTHER REU G IONS 3,8 5t3 3,6 2o4 3,6 9,9 1,3 2,6 8,,s 2,7 1·5 2,4 2o7 NONE 10;6 9,~ 10,3 12o7 10 o8 4.9 26,1 9,9 16,14 6,5 5-4 12i5 1J,6 
AGRE& THAT PARENTS ARE 
INTERESTED IN !NTEL~ECT PURSUITS 1:16,3 t16,4 89,1 89,2 85,4 89,1 81o9 88,5 89o~ 89o6 91,7 8t:lo8 Ylo2 INTERESTFD IN CULTURAL PURSUITS 81,6 80t1 a2,o 82o7 71:1,9 83,4 78oO 80,1 84,7 83,3 85,8 82,1 85o4 DEI!PL Y RELIGIOUS 64,> 65,7 65,9 6oo9 62,9 73,1 49,o 63o5 6o.7 74,8 78,6 6U 1 7 61,8 INTERESTED !N POLITICS 82,2 80el 82,6 84,1 78,4 64,6 71,5 81o3 84,7 83,6 85.7 84,0 84,6 DE~PLY CONCERNED ABOUT CHJ~DREN Y6 1 7 95;9 97,0 97,1 Y5 1 5 Y6,9 ~4,4 96,7 97,~ 97,5 97.7 Y7,o Y7o5 
'INANCIALLY COMFORTABLE 79,9 6Q,4 78,9 Bo,l:! 79,4 83,1 72,7 78,3 81,0 78,7 79o2 8U,5 1:12,2 HAVE HtGH ASPIRATIONS FOR ME \1:,,1 93o1 96.1 96eQ 92.3 95,2 96,9 95,8 96,6 96,4 96o4 \15;9 Y6,7 
== . --
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'ATWeRS OCCUPATION •• ARTIST !INCL PERF'OFIMER) o,Y Ot6 0,9 ,,2 0,6 0,6 o,o 0,6 1.~ 017 l10 112 112 
BUSINESSMAN 29,4 25,0 29,6 34,2 22~2 32,5 27,5 27,0 34,; 2914 3717 ~JI4 J6,1 
CLERGYMAN leU Ot9 1,3 litO o,6 119 o,o o,5 21c 3,8 01l u,5 111 COLLEGE TEAC~ER 0,9 o,3 1,0 112 0,3 0,3 o,o 0,6 21; 1,2 01, 1,2 1,3 
OOCTOR (MID I OR o~~~s,> 212 1t1 2,3 3,~ o.s 1t9 o,6 o,6 5,2 2,9 411 2,7 518 
EDUCATOR <SECONDARY) 2,2 1e5 2,7 213 1,6 1,1 3,9 2i5 312 3,3 1·7 21<4 2,0 ELEMENTARY TEACHER o.~ o,J 0,4 014 0,3 Ot3 o,o 0,4 0,4 0,<4 0•1 o 1 3 Ot4 ENGINEER 7,j 6.3 6,9 a~9 6,g 6,9 17~2 710 7,2 6,4 6t1 9,1 6,1 
rARMER OR roRESTER 6,0 6,8 5,8 513 6,6 6,9 o,6 5,6 3;1 10,2 J,6 611 1.8 ~EALTH PROF'ESS!ONAL INON•M,Q,) 1.~ 1,6 1,0 1.4 1,7 112 119 0,8 1,~ 1,0 o.7 1,5 1,2 
LAWY!l!R 113 0 .C• 1,4 210 o,5 o18 o,o o16 312 1,5 3.o 1,6 3,5 
MILITARY CAREER 1,, 115 1t3 loll 114 1,6 o,o 1·1 1,7 112 115 118 1,9 
RESEARCH SCIENTIST 0,5 013 0,5 o.s o.~ o,2 o,o 014 1,1 015 o.J 0 18 018 SKILLED WORKER 12,2 14tl 12;2 919 1!),3 11,0 1'1 I 4 14,9 7,o 9,1 10.9 10,4 715 
SEMI•SKILLEO WORKER 7,3 617 7,8 5.1 9;6 6,1 8,8 9,4 ~.1 6,5 5.6 ~.1 4,7 
UNSKILLED WORKER 4,1 5,6 3,9 217 6,4 3,3 5,0 <412 3,1 411 3t2 2,9 119 
UN'"MPLOYED 113 1 ,!) 1,3 1.0 1.5 1,5 1,2 1t5 1.2 110 016 1,0 o,7 
OT~ER 20,4 23,4 19,8 16•0 24,1 21,6 16,9 2210 16,2 16,5 16o9 1s1o 17,9 
!STIMATED PARENTAL INCOME ( 2) •• 
I LESS THAN $4,000 5,9 7,7 6,1 3t7 6,4 5,9 6,8 6,0 5,!) 718 4o7 317 3,9 w 
s5,999 913 u.s 9,2 6,9 11.7 1110 914 9,5 7,4 1013 817 7,1 6,1 ..... $4,000 • I $6,000 • s7,999 13,7 16,7 13,4 10•6 1715 14,9 l114 15J1 9,3 1312 11·3 1111 a,~-
se.noo • $9,999 15,7 17,11 1518 l..S1Y 16,1 14,8 15.~ 18 1o 10.~ 1416 14eY 14,7 10eD $10,000 • $14,999 :a,o 26•0 27,7 29,3 26,6 24,5 3716 ao.o 22,0 25,8 27.7 Ju,• 23,9 $15,000 • $19,999 13,1 11o0 12,6 1516 10tO 13,5 9,6 12,6 1412 12t2 13oO 15,9 15,6 $20,000 • $24,999 6,6 5,2 6,4 til7 415 7,1 6,2 4,6 10,2 7,0 6.2 t!,1 u~• $2'5,000 • $29,999 3,u 1,8 3 , 2 .. ; 2 1e.S 3,1 o.o 1t8 6,(1 3~5 4e.S 3,6 ~.7 
S3o.ooo OR MORE 5,0 2e7 5,5 6,9 1e8 512 3,3 2,5 13,6 5,6 7.2 5,5 1319 
MAJOR SOURCES OF riNANClAL •• IU,,ORT DURING rRESHMAN YEAR 
~ERSONAL SVGS OR E~P~QYMENT 20,6 2912 1~,7 16,3 35,5 12,0 29,6 ii!110 819 12,9 11.9 17,9 8,7 
~ARENTAL OR ~AMILY AID 5715 50,7 57,7 6),0 46,5 62,3 39,7 54~6 68,1 57,2 55.2 64,4 68,1 
REPAYABLE LOAN 14,1 1015 17,8 1217 711 19,9 9,9 17,1 15,9 2110 21,6 12,3 14,4 
SCHOLARSHIP IGRANTI OT~ER GirT 18,4 13,0 1!2 1 4 18,7 12,5 14,3 35,1 19,2 2219 29,2 29,8 1~,o 2118 
CONC~RN ABOUT 'INAN~ING fDU~ •• NONE ~3,0 .S8,5 2914 31,9 37,9 40,1 35,5 27,6 36,~ 2614 29.0 ~o,8 J7,1 
SOME CONCERN 5519 51;8 58,9 56,2 51,9 !)1,5 5410 61,1 52,3 59,4 57,8 57,1 ,1,9 
MAJOR CONCERN 11,1 9,7 11,8 11,9 1012 814 10.4 1112 10,I;j 1412 13,1 11! 1 1 11 I D 
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OBJECTIVES CONI!DE~En TO Bi •• ESSENTIAL OR VERY JMPO~TANT 
AC~IEVE IN A PERrORMING ART 13,7 11o4 14,6 15,1 11.0 12,5 4,3 12,8 19,1 15,6 14ol 1,,0 16oO 
BE AN AUTHORITY IN MY F!E~D ~4,3 ~0~7 54,8 57,6 49,9 52,7 63!3 52;7 5?,~ 56;9 59~3 57,4 ~e;e 
OBTAIN RECOGNITION FROM PEERS 35,3 35 - 5 34,8 36,o 33,4 40,9 37,1 33;8 35," 36;5 37~0 35,6 J7,9 J 
INFLUENCE PO~ITICAL STRUCTURE 12,0 9,<> 12,8 1~.6 9,5 9,9 H;9 11 ;1 17,6 12;2 1!:1 ; 2 12,9 i7;3 
INrLUENCE SOCIAL VALUES ~7,1 J5 1 o 38,9 3~,b 33,7 38,7 37~4 37;1 4i.2 39;9 44~ 4 35,7 40,9 
RAISE A FAMILY 77,8 7818 77,7 76,6 77' 7 81,9 63jO n;9 76,7 77 ;o ao;o 76,8 15,9 
~AVE ACTIVE SOCIAL LirE ~6,4 ~810 55~1 56,6 57;3 59;9 39,0 56;8 50~J 54;5 56;5 56;a ~5~7 
WAVE FRIENDS OlrrERENT FROM ME 71,!:1 67,7 72,4 74~5 67,7 68,o 7o;1 72; 0 71.~ 72;5 76 .! 1 74,2 '16,o 
BE AN EXPERT IN FINANCE 9,0 11 17 8,1 7,3 i2,1 10;5 12;5 a;5 ~.~ 9 ; 3 6o5 7,4 6,9 
BE ADMINISTRATIVELY RESPONS!B~E 16,4 19,6 1~;9 15oO "0•1 18,5 20;6 15;3 12,7 15 ~ 8 15~2 14,9 15o6 
BE veRY WELL•OFr rtN4NC1ALLY 32,1 35;8 29;8 31;2 35,8 35 ' 8 34; 1 31;7 27,4 27,8 26~0 .So,9 J2,4 
HELP OTHERS IN DIFFICULTY 75,0 73~ 1 76,9 74o2 71o3 78!1 65}8 75i4 71' i 79 ;·9 81 ! 6 73,5 l7o4 
BECOME A COMMUNITY LEADER 14,1 1116 15,2 15.2 10,3 15,3 17,7 14t0 1~.~ 17;3 15o8 14,6 17o8 
CONTRIBUTE TO SCIENTIFIC TWEORY 5,5 5!0 5,3 6.5 5,4 4;1 28;9 4!8 6i3 5;4 5! 9 6,3 7.4 
WRITE ORIGINAL WOR~S 16,2 12t4 17,8 1So2 12o4 12,3 9;8 16,6 22,4 16;6 17!J 1s,o 19oo 
NOT BE ORLIGATEO To PEOP~E 22,~ 24.12 22,0 21,6 24,5 23,3 29;7 21 ! 9 22;~ 22;0 19o6 21;2 ~3.6 
CR~ATE WORKS OP ART 21,2 2010 21,4 22,3 20t0 19;9 18;1 2015 2~.2 19;o 21!0 22,5 ~1•1 
KE~P UP WITH POLITTC4L ArrAIRS 49,8 40!6 52,5 56,5 39,3 44~1 46~0 5019 55,0 51,9 59!1 !:1!),2 b2t2 
SUCCEED IN MY OWN BUSINESS J3,1 37J5 30,4 32 ; 1 36,9 39,2 37;1 30!1 2~·? 33o5 30!1 31,9 J3oO 
DEVELOP A PHILOSOP~Y Or LIFE ij5;8 81,0 88;2 ae;o 79,1 84;5 84~5 87,1 89,0 ea;9 91o8 87,6 tl9;9 
I STUD!NTS ESTIMATE CHANCES A~E••• w 
N VERY GOOD THAT TWEY WI~L I ~ET MARRIED WHILE JN COLLEGE 9,6 8,3 10,0 10,5 6 ol:l 6,8 7,5 11 ,_2 ~.~ 8,9 6o4 10 ,a 9,3 
MARRY WITHIN A YEAR ArTER CO~L 24 1 Z 21~0 24,7 27,0 19,6 24,9 27; 4 24!8 2~.~ 25;4 22.1 41!6,8 'l7 9 
. ' OBTAIN AVRG GRD Or A• OR HIGHER 3;o 3,2 2,7 J,2 a;5 2,4 9;4 215 3 0 2;6 2~9 3,0 4,1 
' ' CHANGE MAJOR FIELD 17,3 101~ 19,4 21,8 10,1:1 10 '0 7,4 18,8 23 0 18;8 16;5 21,5 4!3,0 
- ' CHANGE CAREER CHOICE 17,11 1114 19,7 22,7 11,5 11;1 4", 9 17;9 25,~ 19;9 17~6 22,4 24;3 
PAIL ONE OR MORE COURSES 1,7 1,5 1,9 1,1:! 1,2 2;4 o;6 2,1 2,0 1;2 1 ~ 1 1,8 1;4 
GRADUATE WITH HONOR$ 3 4 2;9 3;4 4,1 3,0 2;5 9;3 3,0 3,9 3;7 3;9 3,9 5;o ' . BE ELECTED TO A STUDENT OrriCE 1,4 018 1,8 1,3 0,7 1,2 o;6 1,3 ~.~ 2;1 2~4 1,2 2,1 
JOIN SOCIAL rR&T OR SORORITY 24,6 2212 26j1 25,0 16,9 31;2 45;6 23,3 26,~ 31;7 28~5 24,0 30,0 
AUT~DR A PUBLISHED ARTICLE 4;7 2,9 5,5 5,4 2,7 3,3 6;7 4,6 ~.~ 5;2 6;8 5,3 6,1 
BE DRAPTED WHILE IN CO~~EGE o,1 o;2 0,1 0,1 o;2 o;1 o;o 0,1 o,~ o;1 0~1 0,1 0,1 
BE ELECTED TO AN HONOR SOCIETY 2;4 1;3 2;7 3,3 1,2 1,7 6;9 2,3 ~.~ 3;1 3;o 3,1 4,4 
PROTEST U,S, MILITARY POLICY 5,6 3j5 6,6 6,7 3,1 4,4 14~5 5,1 12,~ 5;4 5~5 6,0 9,7 
PROTEST COLLEGE ADMIN PO~!CY 1,8 1 10 2,0 2,6 0,7 1,7 4;3 1,5 3 ' 4 1;7 1~8 2,3 3,6 
- ·-PROTEST RACIAL OR ETHNIC POL 6,4 3,5 7,7 8,0 3,2 4;4 15;6 5,6 14,1 7;3 7;7 7,0 12,5 
DROP OUT TEM~ORARILY 1,3 1,0 1,6 1,2 1;1 o;a 1 - 2 1,4 2 ' 1;2 1;2 1,2 1,1 o!o ' . &NLIST IN ARMED SERV BEFORE GRAD 0,3 o 1 3 0,2 0,3 0,4 o,1 0 '1 o,~ o;3 o;4 0,3 0,3 
BE MORE SUCCESS THAN AVERAGE 7,0 8,4 ,;9 7 1 0 ~.o 6,8 7;4 5,9 ~.~ 5;7 4; 8 6,8 7,9 
DROP OUT PERMANENTLY 0,7 o,~ o,s 0,6 o;6 0. 7 o;o o,7 1,~ o;e o;7 0,6 0,6 
TRANSPER TO ANOTHER COLLEGE 12,7 13;9 13,6 10,0 13,8 14;4 3,7 13,8 13,0 13;9 13;6 9,9 10,6 
CITUENSHIP 
NATIVE BORN U,S, CITIZEN 116,5 94,3 97,3 97,Y 113,3 96,9 95,1 117,4 97,0 97,6 96,6 lll.l,1 <;6.6 
NATURALIZED CITIZEN 1,9 2,7 1,6 l,J J,1 1,8 1,9 1,6 1,0 1,6 1.~ 1,3 1,5 
NOT A CrTtlEN 1,6 3,0 1,1 Q,l:l 3,~ 1,3 3,1 1,0 1,~ 0,8 loll u,6 1,9 
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'EDERAL GOVERNMENT S~OULD 
8E MORI!! l NVOL VED 1 N (3) 
417,1 ~2,8 CONTROL Of CIGARETTE ADVERTISING 42,5 39,6 441,5 42,tl 40,3 37,9 46!4 43,5 4~.~ 42,0 ll;c! 1 4 
ELIMINATING VIOLENOE FROM TV 29,1 27,7 30,6 26,5 27,3 29,0 32,4 28;2 32,~ 32,4 36,9 26,2 29,5 
CONTROL or POLLUTION 90,0 85,3 91,3 93,1 8~,1 65~8 94;9 91!3 92,0 90;2 92;1 92 9 Y4,o 
- I TA~ INCENT TO CONTROL BlRT~ RATE 28,~ 28,0 28,7 30,2 26,4 26,9 41;3 28,2 33 7 28;6 19~9 29,8 J2,3 
-.-CONSUMER PROTECTION 71,0 70,3 71,5 7Q,9 69,J 73,0 81~1 71 ~7 71,9 69;2 72~5 70,4 /3,6 COMPENSAT EDUC fOR DISADVANTAGED 13,41 72;6 74,3 72,9 71,6 75;2 64;6 72,9 n.~ 74;7 76~2 72 t1 16,5 SPECIAL RENEfiTS fOR VETERANS ~0,7 35;8 29,1 27 ; .. 35,1 ~7;5 33;3 ~0~1 2~.~ 26;5 30~0 ;a ,2 ~8,o CONTROl or fiREARMS !)9,9 57j41 61,0 60,9 56,5 59,7 68j41 60,3 62,~ 57;4 66~4 oo,3 bJ,7 
ELIMINATION OF POV~RTY 81,4 79,7 82,5 81,6 79,6 eo;1 84,6 a2;o a~.~ 79;8 87 ; 2 61,3 1:!3,3 CRIME PREVENTION ~9,5 86,6 90,6 90,9 86,1 88,4 91,8 90;6 89,8 90,4 92~9 90,8 Y1,41 SC~OOL nESEGREGATION ~6,4 53!2 !;i6 0 57,1 5!;),4 47,2 49j2 55 - 8 62,~ 57~3 62;7 ~7,3 !i>9,5 
53 15 . 1 riNANCIAL AID FOR niSADVANTAGED 52,6 52,7 51,2 !;)1,9 54;9 39,5 52!0 51 ' 9 52;5 56~2 50,2 55,8 
' 4o:s CONTROL or STUDENT ACTIVISTS 48,1 !S1,3 47,9 441,7 49,6 55,3 51~6 !;)0,3 48;1 49;o 115,9 J9,3 
CURRENT POLITICA~ PR!FERENCE 
LEF"T 2,2 1,9 2,5 2,2 1,6 1,9 1,8 1t9 !>,~ 1,9 1.6 2,0 3,2 
LIBERAL 28,3 2511 28,9 31 ; 0 26;1 22;3 35;1 27,8 34,7 24;4 31;7 ;su;3 J4;1 
MIDDLE or THE ROAD 47,3 52!7 44,9 441,0 !;)3,2 51,3 31; 6 47~9 37 ~ 43;3 46;5 46,0 J8,2 ... MODERATELY CONSERVATIVE 20,6 18!6 22,1 2o;7 17,3 22 ' 3 29~6 21;3 21,~ 2e;o 18:9 20 1 3 22,4 STRONGLY CONSERVATIVE 1-6 1,8 1,5 1;~ 1,6 2:2 1~9 1;1 1,~ 2;4 1,4 1,3 2,0 
!XPEeT!D P~ErERENC! IN 4 YEARS 
I LEF'T 2,7 115 ~.1 3,:> 1,6 1,5 5,1 2,4 ~.~ 2,1 1,8 3,2 5,J w 
w LIBERAL ~6,9 30,8 38,4 41,8 31,7 28,3 31!~41 37~8 41i? 33;5 44~2 41,2 44,1 I MIDDLE or THE ROAD <:?8,4 31'j2 26 -;5 27,~ 32,4 27;8 29;2 28,2 22;1 26;1 20~2 26,7 24,1 
MODERATELY CONSERVATIVE 2ll,1 31,6 27,9 2~,3 29,9 36;3 26,7 27 . 8 26;i 32;o 25;2 24;5 23,5 STRONGLY CONSERVATIVE 3,9 4,9 4,1 2,5 4,4 6,1 0,6 3!8 3,7 6~2 2~6 2,4 3.0 
AGRE! STRONGLY 0~ SOMEWHAT ••• 
SYUDENT DESIGN Or CURRICU~UM ~1,4 91,2 91,6 91,1 91,3 91,0 85,6 92,2 91,~ 89,8 91,7 111,1 Y1,3 
PUBLISH ALL SCIENC~ riNDINGS !;)O,I:I 51~11 50;2 51,0 !>1,8 50;2 5o;6 49;9 53 ' 7 49;1 46;6 !;)U,5 53,3 
-'. INDIVID CANNOT CHA~GE SOCIETY 31,8 33,0 J0,5 32;3 34,4 29,1 36;9 31;3 30,~ 29;4 27.1 32,3 J2,1 COLL CONTROL STOTS OfF CAMPUS 19,1 21,9 19,2 15,tl 19,i 29,4 16;3 161:6 21,~ 26:o 19:9 15,5 17,3 BENEPIT Of COLLEGE IS MONETARY ~5.~ 58;4 39,6 39,1 !;)9,2 56,3 37;8 412,3 33 ' 6 '10;6 33,7 39,7 J6,5 
-.-STDT S~OULD EVAL FACU~TY b6,3 62;7 oo · 9 69,6 62;5 o3,u 68;o 67;6 6~,2 65;1 66;5 69;1 /2;2 
. ' MY BELIEPS SIMILAR TO OT~ERS 71,0 7o;3 71,8 7o,7 66,6 74;6 65;5 72~5 67;~ 73;4 75;o 71,6 b6,5 REGULATE STUDENT PUB~ICATIONS 52,0 61t1 50,3 44,1 60,U 64;1 34;4 5Qj9 112,0 57;6 52~0 ~4,7 '11,1 MARIJUANA SHOULD BE ~EGA~IZEO 22,4 20,3 21;7 25,6 21,7 16;7 26;5 20;1 32,6 16;6 17~0 24,5 J1,0 COLLEGE HAS RIGHT TO BAN SPKR 28,~ ~3;3 27 6 2!::1,6 J1,9 36;9 23;6 2a;o 24;2 29;5 29~7 2o;o 23,7 ARMY SHOULD BE VO~UNTARY 45,J 41,8 46 1 7 47,J 42,6 39,7 38;3 46;o 53 ' -S 44;4 41;6 46,5 50,9 I 
- ! -GIVE DISADVANTAGED PREF TRTMNT ~9,0 42;8 37,8 36,2 42,3 44;2 19,6 36;3 40,4 111;8 35:4 36,0 J6,7 COLL TCO LAX ON SToT PROTEST 56,2 58,;5 56,3 53,7 ':J 'l. 0 61,9 511;6 57!9 4~.~ 59;3 56~6 !;)4,4 50,2 LfBER~LIZE DIVORCE LAWS 35,2 36~6 33~9 35,6 J7,7 33 ; 7 3o;9 33,9 42;o 27;9 27;1 34,1 112,5 
LEGALIZE ABORTIONS 74,1 69;1 74,0 79,9 70;6 65,1 86;4 74j7 7?,~ 74;3 54;6 79 8 1:!0,3 
- ' COURTS PROTECT CRI~INAL TOO MUCH 46,~ 117;~ 45,9 47,41 47,2 48,5 43~2 47!4 39,5 418;a 44~7 46,4 113,0 ABOLISH CAPITAL PU NISHMENT 59,0 !;)3,8 oL5 6i,3 !;)2,9 56;1 63;4 60;4 65.9 58;7 63 ~ 9 ou;8 b3,5 
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'E-C!NT or STUDENTS ~E,ORTSNGttt 
THAT DURING THE ,AST Y&AR THEY 
votED IN STUDENT ELECTION (oil , 71.9 65,2 75,0 75,0 62,8 71,7 72,8 74,7 75 3 76,3 74,3 74,3 1e,2 
'-CAME LATE TO CLASS :;,6,i 53,1 58,1 56,'1 51,7 56,7 47,8 57,2 63,~ 56,5 53,7 :;,5,4 01,0 
PLAYED A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT 4 3,2 35,7 46,9 46,4 34,2 ~9,7 60,6 42,6 5~,~ 55,5 45,6 415,8 49,1 STUDIED IN THE LIBRARY (4) 42,1 J8,o 44,2 43,0 36,6 ~1,4 44,1 43,1 4'1,..S 48,1 44,4 44,2 '11,1 CHECKED OUT A LIBRARY BOOK ( 4) ~7,2 49,9 61,1 59,7 47,1 57,4 68,5 60,3 62,S 63,5 58,2 ~Y,9 :,8,5 ARRANGED DATE rOR ANOTHER STDT 
'19,9 49,2 4~,0 53,5 '15.9 57,9 45,3 48,4 4b,U 45,7 5u,u ~2,5 57,9 OVERSL~PT AND MISSED A C~ASS i9,3 20,1 18,5 19,6 zo,4 19,4 7,4 17,7 2.5,~ 16,5 16.9 111,0 ~2,7 TYPED A HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTC4) 31,7 30,2 31,6 3J,7 31,3 27,2 44,3 31,4 33,J 31,1 29,3 3'1,5 ~o.o DI~CUSS rUTURE WIT~ PARENT ( 4) 48,1 '16,8 48,7 48,6 '14,6 52,8 57,8 48,0 48,8 51,0 49,2 48,2 :;,o,7 
WAS LATE WITH HOMEwORK ASSGNT 66,6 67,3 66,8 6~,5 65,7 71,7 60,9 66,3 70,~ 66,. 63,0 65,4 05,6 
ARGUED WITH TEACHER IN C~ASS 46,3 37,0 48,7 53,4 36,7 37,9 45,4 46,7 54,~ 48,0 49,7 5J;1 :;,4,7 ATTENDED RELIGIOUS SERVICE ~2,1 90,1 93,4 92,6 88,3 94,9 87,9 93,3 90,J 95,8 98,0 92,7 <J2,0 PROTESTED RACIAL POLICY 10,3 7,8 11,5 11,,) 1,6 8,3 19,8 9,4 18,? 10,4 9,9 1U,1 16,8 PROTESTED US MILITARY 'O~ICY 4,'11 3,7 5,6 5,2 j,7 3,7 9,1 .,4 10,~ 4,6 4,7 4,6 7,8 
PROTESTED AGAINST ~,S, ADMIN 22,0 17,6 23,8 2'1,1 17,8 17 '9 30,3 21,9 30,4 22,0 241,3 23,1 ~8,8 Din !XTRA READING ;oR CLASS(~) 16,9 13,2 11:1' 1 1'11,3 13,2 13,1 H,3 17,2 20,!> 18,0 18,0 19,0 '!0,3 
TOQK SLEEPING PIL~S 7,4 7,!;j 7,5 
'·" 
7,1 8,5 3,1 6,'f 9,4 7,4 7.1 7,1 6,0 TUTORED ANOT~ER STUDENT 47,2 35,9 52,4 5~,4 34,5 39,!> 77,5 51,5 55 9 418,2 57,6 5U,3 :;,9,6 
. ' PLAYED Cj.jESS 23,6 20,9 25,0 25,2 21,4 i9,7 46,5 24,6 26,4 24,2 2~.6 25,3 ~4.9 
I RE&D POETRY NOT REQD IN COURSE 72,9 65,2 7~,3 76,5 63,0 71, u 73,8 74,7 79,4 77 ,J 78,7 76,0 79.2 
...., TOOK A TRANQUILIZING PILL 13,0 13,7 1~.0 12,J 13,1 15,2 1o,• 12,8 14,5 12,5 11,6 12,0 13,5 
""" I DISCUSSED RELIGION (41) 35,6 29,o 39,6 J7,J 26,8 35,0 39,6 36,6 42,~ 412,8 47,5 36,4 "1,5 
TOOK VITAMINS 05,1 66,0 65,5 6.),6 05,7 66,6 s8,o 64,6 67,o 67,6 64,6 63,1 06,0 VISITED ART GALLERy OR MUSEUM 76,5 71,8 78,1 79,6 71,1 73,9 88,9 75,7 83,..S 78,5 80,9 78,5 114,4 
PART IN H,S, POLITIC CAMPAIGN '16,~ 36,4 51,5 52,2 J3,3 44,6 61,7 50,6 51,, 51,8 58,3 !H,6 55,1 
PART IN OTHER POLITIC CAMPAIGN 17 ;9 12,7 19,2 21,8 11,6 15,7 18,7 17,2 24,9 18,4 20.7 21,0 '!5,3 
MISSED SCHL BECS Or IL~NESS!4) 5,2 5,7 5,0 4,9 5,4 6,6 4,3 4,5 6,9 5,0 4,7 4,9 4,9 
SMOKED CIGARETTES !") 12,5 15,9 10,1 14!,0 15,0 18,5 11 ;a 9,5 12,6 7,5 12,9 11,5 14,4 
DISCUSSED POLITICS (41) 22,9 t!S,l 24,9 26,8 14,3 17,3 29,8 22,5 30,9 2<4,1 28,0 ~7,8 ~3,1 
DRANK BE~R <42,6 45,5 39,9 44,0 4~,8 44,9 42,8 39,8 41,3 32,1 51,6 43,9 44,7 DISCUSSED SPORTS ( 4) 28,4 2•,5 30,1 30,1 22,::> 30,0 25,5 30;6 28,3 32,0 28,3 30,7 27,5 
ASKED TEACHER rOR ADVICE ( 4) 25,8 21,9 27,7 27,5 20,1 26,9 25,5 26,2 31,4 30,1 25,0 26,7 j1,0 ~An VOCATIONAL COUNSELING !>9,0 59,6 59,7 57,.S 57,8 64,4 53,5 60,9 50,2 63,8 6~,9 58,8 50,7 ~TAYED UP ALL NIGHT 63,1 60,5 63,5 65,4 60,5 oo,6 67,1 63,8 66,..S 58,5 64,4 65;2 06,4 
(l)States have been grouped according to the areas defined by the six regional accrediting associations. 
(Z)Reported estimate of total income of parental family last year (all sources before taxes). 
(3)rncrease involvement or initiate crash program. 
(4) Frequently only, all other items frequently plus occasionally. 
Note--Items indicated by ** are cepeated as shown from the 1966, 1967 or 1968 ~urveys. 
Note -- Items indicated by 1o»~ are repeated in modified form from earlier surveys. 
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AGI!, iN 'EARS, AS OF' •• 
DECEMBIR :H., 1969 
o,l 0 '0 o,1 16 OR YOUNGER o,l o,o 0,1 0,1 0 ,1 o~~ 0,1 0.1 U1 1 0,2 
17 318 2,3 5;o 4.J 2,3 2;1 4;6 5,1 6,t! 3,5 3.5 3,8 6,1 
ie 74,0 o3,7 78;7 81.~ o2,7 66,5 80,4 78,9 77,0 77,6 8o,a 82,0 77,7 
19 14,3 18,3 12,4 11,4 17,8 19,8 1310 11,8 11,9 14,6 12 .tl 11,3 11.7 
20 2,1 3,8 1,4 0,8 3,9 3,7 1,2 1,3 1,~ 1,6 1.2 u,8 1,1 
2i 1,0 1,8 o,6 0,4 210 1,4 0,4 0,6 01? 017 0.4 u,4 0,5 
OI,.OER T~AN 21 4,7 10,0 1,8 loS 11,2 6,4 0,4 2,2 1,4 1,9 1·2 1,6 2,7 
AViiUQI! GRADE IN HIG~ SC~OOI. •• 
A t)R A• 4,~ o 19 5,3 7,5 0,8 1 1 U 10,3 3!8 ] I 7 5,2 5,3 619 1011 
A. 8,2 2,3 10,7 12,4 2,2 2,5 2017 8,7 13,~ 10,0 9,4 1213 12,9 
B• 1516 711 20,4 2o.J 7,3 6,7 30;9 20,3 20,~ 16,6 18,5 2u,5 19,2 
B 23,7 19,4 26,8 25,4 20,1 17,2 23,6 29,6 23,~ 23.1 25,6 25;5 ~4,6 
e. 15,6 16;5 15;3 15,0 17,u 14,9 8,6 16,1 14,!:1 16,4 16,1 14;9 15,6 
C• 16,9 25,2 12,7 11,9 25,5 24,4 4,3 13,0 11 ., 15,8 14,6 11,9 11,9 .. 
c 14,7 26,9 8,4 7,2 25,6 30,9 1,5 8,2 8,0 12,1 10.2 7,6 5,5 
D 0,9 1,7 0,4 0,3 1,5 2,4 0,1 0,4 0,4 0. 7 0,4 0,3 0,2 
I IECONDAR' SCHOOl. ACHIEVEMENTS tt w 19,7 12,4 23,2 24,5 V1 ELECTED ~RESIDENT STOT ORG~Z 11,8 14,4 28,9 20,5 26,1 25,3 23.9 24,0 26,6 
I HIGH RATING STATE ~USJC CONTEST 9,9 6!8 11,0 12,4 6,7 7,o 8,8 10;2 10,8 17o2 7.4 13;2 9;3 
STATE/REGIONAL SP-E~CM CONTEST 5,5 3t3 6,7 f:/, 7 3,1 3,7 5,5 6,1 7,0 7,5 8.8 6,6 7,2 
MAJO~ PART JN A PI.AY 16tO 12t1 18,o 18,5 11,4 14,2 15,o 16tO 21t0 22t2 18•2 18,6 18•1 
VARSITY LETTER (SPORTS) 31,2 28,4 32,3 33,5 28,o 29;7 52,3 28,6 33,7 33,7 30o8 ,)3' 0 .)5,2 
AWARD IN ART COMPETITION 5,4 5,2 5,6 ~.5 5,3 5,2 3,4 5,7 6,'1 5,2 5.9 5,5 5,4 
EDiTED SCHOOL PAPER u;o 6(8 13 2 13.7 6,3 8,2 9,3 12,0 17;5 12,9 15o0 13i2 15,8 15;~ - ' HAD OR1GINAL WRlTlNG PUBI.ISHEO 9,7 11:1,6 20o0 "'·1 11o2 14,6 16,6 24,0 19,4 21o9 19,4 22t2 
NSr SUMMER PROGRAM 0,1:1 o;4 o,e 1,3 0,3 0,5 2,9 0,4 1,~ o,8 o.5 1,2 1,8 
ST/REGIONAL SC!ENC~ CONTEST 2,4 1,5 2;3 3,5 1t3 2,3 4,1 1t8 2,:> 3,0 2o5 3,5 J,5 
SCHOLASTIC ~ONOR SOCIETY e4,3 7,7 31,9 35,6 7 ; 4 8,7 52,7 29,2 34,7 29,5 28·2 J5;e .54,6 
NA'i'inNAI M~g!T RPCnGN!TION 7,2 2,1 8,8 11· 7 2.1 2.2 16,2 6,4 13;1 7,5 8.4 i1.1 14,1 
TY~E O' SECONDARY SC~OOI. •• 
~UBL! C ~3,6 1:!6,8 81,4 82,4 8t!,o 83,2 82,9 88,6 7~!~ 85,0 34.0 1:15,2 H.o 
PRIVATE DENOMINATIONAL 12,5 10 ; 0 14 1 o 13,0 9,3 12.1 14; 2 9,8 10,::> 11 I 1 59;7 11,5 i9 ; 1 
PRiVATE NONwDENOMlNATJONAL 3;2 i!;1 3,6 4,1 1 ; 6 3,6 2,4 1,3 10;2 3,4 5.5 2;9 9,2 
OT~ER 0,7 1p1 0,4 0.5 1,1 1,2 o ; 5 0,3 0. 7 0,4 0.9 0,4 0. 7 
lit ANI< IN HtOH SCHOOL CI.ASS •• TOP 1 PER CENT 4,6 1t'l 5,6 7,2 1o3 1,5 8,4 4.2 t!,3 5,9 5o0 6,9 8,4 
TOP 10 PER CENT 20t0 7~8 25,1 27,9 7,7 5;3 44,6 22,6 28,o 23 ; 5 19•1 et~;4 c6,2 
TOP QUARTER e6,1 17;1 30,6 3g,9 17,5 16,u 32;1 34,0 25;? 26,7 26oO 31,5 ~8;5 
SECOND QUARTER 26,6 31,4 24,7 23.2 32,o 29,7 u. 6 26,2 23,3 26,3 27o8 22,6 c5;4 
THIRD QUARTER 18,2 32,8 11,7 Y,o 3e,3 34,4 2,8 11t1 1i,8 14,7 17o7 8,8 9,7 
rQURTH QUARTER 4,7 9,5 2,4 i.t~ 9,2 10t2 o,6 1o9 3,0 2,9 4t3 1,8 loB 
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WIBHISf DEGREE P~ANNED •• NONE 2,0 4,3 0,9 0. 7 5,1 2,1 0!3 o,8 1.~ 1,1 0!8 o,8 0,3 
ASSOCIATE lOR EQUlVA~ENTl 8,7 22;0 1,4 1;!:i 23,0 19;3 0,1 1~7 1,~ 1;5 o,<; 1,7 0,8 
BAC~ELORS DEGREE (B •• I. B Is., 38,2 38~5 36,5 37,4 36,6 43;9 17~ 2 42;2 33,~ 40;9 40~J 39;3 29,6 
MASTERS DEGREE (M,A, M 1 5 1 ) J2,9 2J;6 39,8 35;6 23,1 25;1 55;4 40~8 3~;? 34~2 37~1 ~5,3 ~6;9 PH.D, OR ED,D, 10,3 4_~9 12,5 1411 !>lo 4;7 24;5 9;7 1~.~ 12~3 u; 7 13,2 1716 
M,o.~ o.o.s,, OR D,V,Ma 4,i 2_~0 4,0 (),9 2,0 1;8 1~4 2;9 ~~o 5;a 5;6 6;4 6;9 
LL.B. OR J,o, 1,4 Oe4 1,4 ;c,7 0,3 o;6 0~8 0~8 2,~ 2;1 1;7 212 416 
e,o, 0,4 o;5 o,3 o;2 016 0,4 0 ~ 1 o;3 0 4 0; 4 o;:z o;2 012 ,_ 
OTJ.jER 2,0 3;7 1,1 1;o 4,2 2;1 o;2 Ol 9 116 1;6 1~7 o,9 1.1 
'ROBABLE MAJOR 'IELD or STUDY tt 
3,4 1,1 1,7 AGRICULTURE IINCL PORESTRYl 2,1 2,0 4,0 0,2 1,5 1,2 0. 7 o.2 2,4 0,2 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 3,3 2!3 3,8 ~·'~ 214 1,8 1~7 3;6 ~I? 4;4 3~6 J,9 318 
BUSINESS 16,2 25,6 11,5 1110 26,2 '23;6 a:• 12~1 9,~ 10;9 1416 1U ,a 11,6 
EDUCATION 11,1 9;7 13,9 913 619 u;a o;3 1813 ij 9 13;6 10; 4 1U ,1 5,7 
- t -
ENGINEERING 10,2 11 ;5 a;o 11,7 10;6 14;o 60~6 4 ;·3 2 5 3;3 3;o 11,9 11 ~ 0 I . 
ENGU SH 316 2;2 5,1 314 212 2;3 o;3 5;9 51J 4;4 6;2 314 3,4 
WEALTH PROPESS!ONS (~ON•M 1 0.) 515 6;9 4,0 5,& 7,5 5;3 o;o 3;9 2,~ 6;o 6;8 5,8 5,9 ).jJSTORV, POLITICAL SCIENCE 6;2 .. ;1 7,9 6,7 4,0 4,5 4;6 7;8 ~.? 7;6 9;4 6,0 9,3 
' 
WUMANITIES (OTHER) 3,7 2,5 5;o ~.~ 2.2 3,5 Oi 5 4;2 7,~ 6~5 5;4 3,5 4,0 w PINE ARTS 8;4 8,8 9,0 8~9 9;2 "' 8,7 8,5 8,1 1,5 U,tl 7.1 '1,1 814 I MAT~EM4T!CS OR STATISTICS 3,5 1,4 4 9 •;~ 1,4 1~5 3,6 5~" 2 ~~~ 4~3 5~4 4,4 317 . I 
P~VS!CAL SCIENCES 2,5 1;2 2;9 3,!:1 1,J oj7 5;5 2;5 ~;1 2;7 2~8 3,5 315 
PRE·PROrESSIONAL 6,3 3~6 5,6 10,<4 3,5 3,9 1,6 4 ,' 2 ~.o 8~4 7~9 '1,7 13,4 PSVCHOL~ SOCIOL, ANT~ROPOL 8,7 6,2 10,8 ~.o 6;1 6;4 1;1 10;1 1~,0 12;4 12;5 1:1,4 11,4 
OT).jER 'IELDS (TECHNICAL) 3;6 6;7 1,9 1;9 6,7 6;5 0~9 2;4 1;5 1;5 1 : 3 1;9 1,7 
OT~ER PIELOS (NONTEC~NICA~) 2,3 2" 2 2,6 2,2 2,1 2;5 a;3 2;5 116 1;8 1;5 41,5 0,9 l 
UNDECIDED 2,3 212 2,3 2,<4 2,3 1,9 o;a 2;6 2;4 2;1 1;5 2,5 2,0 
PROBABLE CAREE~ OCCUPATION •• ARTIST IINCL PERf'O!'MER) 5,7 5,1 5,8 6,5 4,8 5,7 0,5 5,6 ~.~ 5,7 5.3 6,6 6,2 
BUSINESSMAN u;1 14;3 9,4 9,4 14,8 12,5 9;2 9 ;· 0 8,7 9;5 13:o s;9 11,4 
CLERGYMAN 0,9 o; 9 1;4 6,3 o;3 2;7 o;o o;3 z·s 4;o 2~a u;3 0,6 . -COLLEGE TEACHER 1,1 o;7 1,4 1;1 0. 7 o;7 o;5 1 ~- 3 1,8 1~6 1:i 1,0 1,6 
DOCTOR I M, 0, OR 0, D, S, ) 3 4 1 j5 3,3 5 tj 1,6 1;2 0~7 211 5,0 5;1 5;.s 5,1 8,7 t ' 
·-EDUCATOR CSEC!ONDARV) 13,1 9,7 17,5 u;5 915 10 ;3 o;5 22,6 12;6 16 ; 1 14 : 4 12,4 7,7 
BLEMENTARY TEAC~ER 9,0 7;4 12;2 ~.6 6,9 8,6 o;o 16;9 6 0 10;6 10; 3 7~2 410 
- •-ENGINEER 8,3 a ·;3 6,7 10 ;:; 7,1 u;8 49~1 3;7 2,4 2~9 2:9 10;7 9;8 
rARMER OR roRESTeR 1,8 2;6 1,1 1;7 3,0 1,6 o;3 1~4 i;~ 1;o o:3 2,0 0,3 ).jEALTH PROrESS!ONAL <NON•M,Ot) 4,2 4;4 3,5 4,7 4,7 3,6 o;1 3,9 ~.~ 3 ;9 3:9 4,9 3,6 
LAWVI.!R 3,5 1;4 3,7 5,8 1,2 2,1 1~1 2;9 5 J 4 ; 9 s:5 5 2 8,2 
NURSE 2,7 31~ 1,7 2,8 3;9 219 o;o 112 1:~ 3;6 4;o 2 17 3,1 • RESEARCH SCIENTIST 2 5 1,2 2,7 ,s,9 113 1:1 3~4 2 ; 2 3,4 2;9 2:1.1 3,8 4,0 t . 
OTI-IER C~OICE 21,5 28,9 18,1 16,~ 30;5 24,4 31;2 15i7 2i.~ 16;7 16;1.1 16;3 17,7 
UNOECIDEO 11,3 1010 11,4 12,8 9,9 10 ;6 ;s;• 11.2 15,~ u;5 11:6 12,7 13;1 
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NUMBIR 0' APPLICATIONS •• To OTH!R COLLEGES 
NONE ::i1,;s 6 .. ,9 "1, 9 46,2 70,6 48,2 25,0 49,2 29,1:1 43,6 35.5 ,1,6 ~4.3 
ONE ~o.o 17,0 22,1 21.0 14,e 23,3 26;2 23,4 1~;~ 21~7 23 • .5 21,4 19,7 TWO 13,8 9;7 17,1 14,8 ~:~,o 14.7 21;8 15;6 1~.~ 16,4 19,6 13,4 ~0.4 THREF: 7,9 5~0 ?,9 8,9 <~~,u 8,2 14~5 7~ 1 15,~ 9,8 11·5 7,2 16,0 
'OUR 3,8 2t0 4,9 4,7 1,6 3,3 6;8 2 ;7 10,0 "1,6 5.6 J,4 9,8 
'IVE 1,1! o! 7 2,3 2.5 Uo6 1,2 3;2 1~2 5,!:1 2,0 2o5 1,7 5,8 Sf)( OR MORE 1,4 Ot6 1,8 loti Oo'l 1,0 2~5 o;8 "1,1 1,9 2·1 1,3 4,Q 
MILES 'ROM HOMi TO COLLe~e 
10 OR LESS 26,5 47,0 16,3 1~.1 56,2 19,8 9_, 3 21,3 ~.; 11,3 19,4 1J,4 17,0 
1~·50 24,4 Jo;8 25,0 15,7 ·Sl' 0 30,2 15,4 35;1 1~.~ 14;o 17:!) 15;7 15,9 
51·1 00 13,1 8;2 15,2 1~.~ 5,8 15;4 9;o 17 ~ 8 12,0 15;2 12~1 111;1 6,0 l 101.·500 26,J 10 ;a 29,7 41,4 5,6 25;6 29;1 22,5 40 ' 38;8 34;4 43,4 J3,1 .. 501oo1QOO 5,3 1,6 7,5 7,2 0,3 5,3 14 ;7 2,2 1~.~ 12;9 8~6 5,7 13,3 
MORE THAN 1000 4,3 1,6 6,3 5,0 0,9 3,7 22;5 1!:2 12,2 7;7 7:9 2,6 14,8 
R&m!ON or ~OME ~TATt Jl) •• HinDLE STATES 23,0 29,7 25,1 11o6 32,, 21,6 30,6 20,9 38,~ 21o0 2Jo9 7,7 27,3 
NEW ENGLAND 8,6 8!2 7,1 11o2 .3,8 20,9 3,7 7,3 11.~ 2~7 7~4 10,2 15o4 
NORT~ CENTRAL ;s7;5 23,4 37,6 55,0 24,J 20,9 45,2 37,1 23,0 48;5 4!)~7 ~1;8 27,3 
NORT~WEST 2,1 0~2 3,2 3.0 o,z o.2 2,6 4,7 1.~ o;6 3~6 3,6 0 '8 
I SOUTHERN 16,5 16;2 17,2 16oO 9,8 34,8 12oO 14,8 20,0 25;3 1!>~1 13;8 ~5.2 w 
" WESTERN 11' ~ 21,3 8,8 ;2,4 28,5 o,4 4,4 14,8 3,~ 1;0 2o5 2,5 loB I 
'Q.RHGN 0,9 leO 0,9 o.s 0,9 1,2 1,3 o,4 1,1> o;9 1 -.8 o;5 2.2 
WH!L! GROWING UP,l LIVED •• ON A F'ARM 9,7 11,4 ?,7 7,'j 11,2 12,0 6,4 11.0 ~.~ 13,6 5.0 8,8 2.3 
IN A S~ALL TOWN 21,4 214;9 20,8 17.6 24,9 25.1 18~5 21!:7 19,6 22;4 16~3 18,7 12o9 
!N A MODERATE SllE TOWN OR CITY J4;7 .58~8 33,2 31;!) 39;4 36;9 34~3 33,8 32,3 31i1 34~.5 J1,7 Jo,a 
IN A SUBURB OF A ~ARGE CITY 20,9 12;7 22,6 29,3 llo'+ i6,8 27~2 19~9 2~.? 21;9 27~6 28,4 ~2.8 
IN A LARGE CITY 13,3 12~2 13;7 14.1 13,;.:! 9,2 13!7 13;:6 15,0 u!o 16!8 12,4 ~1;3 
'ATM!RI EDUCATION •• GRAM~AR SC~OOL OR LESS 10,0 13,3 9,1 7 I 0 13,6 12,2 7,1 10,0 6,7 10.1 8.3 7,3 5,8 
SOME ~IGH SCHOOL 16,7 2212 15,3 u,6 22,6 20;4 13;8 17;9 10.~ 14!:1 11 ;y 12;1 9,8 
~IGH SCHOOL GRADUATE .50,2 33,7 29,3 26,7 34;1 32,4 31;0 33;1 21t? 25,5 28~5 :za;o 4!1,6 
SOME COLLEGE 17,6 15~5 1_8, 3 1Yo2 15.4 16,0 19;7 18f.7 17,0 16 ;·6 20·1 19,4 18;7 
COLLEGE DEGREE 1~.~~ u;5 17,6 22,4 10;6 14.1 19;9 14,0 2~.~ 19!9 19;6 21;6 ~5.8 
POSTGRADUATE DEGREE 8.8 .,s;s 1U 1 5 13·0 3;4 4;9 8~5 6~3 19,9 13,7 11:5 u; 1 18,4 
MOTH~RS !DUCATI~N •• GRAMMAR SCHOOL OR LESS 6,4 9,2 5,3 4,.,S 9,S 7,4 4,7 5,9 3,"1 5,5 5!6 4,5 3,7 
SOME HIGH SC~OOL 14;4 19;5 13,0 9,8 20,2 17,4 11 6 15;2 10,0 11,7 10!0 10,2 lj,1 
H!GH SCHOOL GRADUATE '+3,7 46!1 43,3 41,J '46,~ 45,1 49 1 47;0 34,, 37;3 45!1 4;z;8 ~4.9 
SOME COLLEGE 18,7 15!0 19,7 22o1 i4,~ 16,5 18 1 18:i_6 2i;4 22i1 20!6 21~6 ~4.1 
-
_ ,.. -= 
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~ACI&L BACKGROUND ••• CAUCUUNIW!oliTE Yo,Y 90e7 69,8 9{2,9 ti9,J 94o7 96oO 9o.9 8!:1,1 65o4 95.2 Y!:l 03 ts2,6 NEGRO/BLACK 6oO 3;8 11,3 ;o? 4ol 3ol 2,3 6o6 13,j 13,6 2·5 3o4 15o2 AMERICAN INDIAN o,.s 0,4 0,2 Oo2 o,5 0,2 Ool Oo3 oo2 Oo2 0.2 U1 2 0,1 OR I ENTAL 1,7 3,3 o,e Oo6 4o2 Oo7 lo2 Oo9 oo6 Oo4 leO u,5 1,0 OTI-IER 1,1 1;7 o,e o.l 1,9 1,3 o 1 5 lol o,o Oo4 1·1 Uo7 1;o 
~ELIBJOUS BACKGROUND ••• BA!)TJST 13,2 13,6 14,3 11ol 11o6 19o9 6o5 17,4 11,7 16,3 1e6 1Uo6 13o5 CONGREGA Tl ONAL., u,eoc, 4,4 4,() 3,8 5.1 4ol 6,0 4,4 3,5 5o4 •·2 Oe5 ~.4 4,0 EPJSCO!)AL 4e1 3t2 4,0 ~.4 ;.!o9 4,1 4o7 2t7 8 0o 4,4 o.9 4o8 7o8 JEWISH 4o2 1;8 4,D 7,o 1o6 2o6 2,7 4o3 7ol 1o3 D·1 6o5 11o9 LATT~R OAY SAINTS D,7 Oe6 1,1 o,J Uoij 0 0 0 0,3 2o1 0,1 0 0 0 0. 0 Do3 Dol LUTHERAN 7,4 7e3 7,4 7o5 f:l,4 4o2 6,5 7o5 4o4 13o5 o.6 ti;7 2o9 METHODIST 13o1 12o0 13,2 14o4 12t1 12o0 13,4 14o7 10,4 17.4 lo4 1~o1 12o0 MUSLtM Otl 0,1 0,1 Oo1 Ool Oo1 Oel Oe1 Dol OoO 0. 0 0,1 0 01 ~RESBYTERIAN 7,6 6,9 7,9 11,9 7o4 5,4 6,4 7o9 e,& 1Do7 1·0 9,3 7o4 QUAK~R D,2 Dol 0,3 Oel Del Oo2 De2 Oo2 o,~ ooa 0. 0 U,1 D 01 ~OMAN CATHOLIC 33,0 37oO 31,1 30e4 38,2 33,3 37,2 30e4 20,9 1Dt0 91.4 3u,o .S2oO SEVENTH OAY ADVENTIST o,3 Oo2 0,5 Oo1 o • .s 0. 0 0 0 D Oo1 Oo2 2,5 D. 0 0 0 0 u 0 2 UNITARIAN o,4 Oe2 0 1 5 o.6 Oe2 Oo3 Oo4 o,3 1o~ Uo4 D. 0 o,6 D. 7 OT!o~ER PROTESTANT 5,4 .;a 6,9 4o.S 5;2 3;8 6,4 4o5 1Del 14o5 0•6 4o5 3o5 OTHER RELIGIONS 2,7 3,6 2,6 1o4 2o5 6o9 1,4 le8 6o? 2o4 o.5 1o4 1e6 NONE 2,9 3;6 2,4 2eO 4o4 1o1 3,2 2o!5 3,.S lo5 Oo7 2o7 2o3 
I 'RESENT RELIGIOUS 'Rtr!R!NCE *** (..> IAI'T I ST 11,5 12t1 12,6 9o3 9o9 18o3 7,6 15o4 9otl 15o2 1•2 H08 1lo2 co I CONGREGATIONAL, u,c,c, 3oB 4,2 3,2 3.9 J.7 5,8 3,8 3e2 4oO 3.5 0•4 4,2 2o8 EPISCOPAL 3,6 2t8 3,5 4o6 2.:; 3o7 4.4 2t5 6 7 3,9 0•9 4,2 5.9 JEWISH 3o5 1,6 ;s,1 6,4 1e4 2,3 2,2 3,4 s:e 1o2 Oo2 !:1,5 1Do0 LATTF-R OAY SAINTS 0 I j Oeo 1,1 o.J u.s o.1 o,4 2o0 o,2 Oo1 0·0 Uo3 Uo1 LUTHERAN 6,1 6e6 6,7 (),7 7,6 4,0 7,7 6,8 3,"1 12o9 0·7 7,7 2.3 METHOOfST 11; D 10o3 u;2 11t 7 10e3 10' 5 11,6 12,9 7,7 15,o 1·1 12,2 9,5 MU!RIM 0,1 012 0 1 1 ooi 0,2 0,1 0,1 0,1 o.~ 0,1 D, D U1 1 0,2 PRF.SBYlER I AN 6,4 5,8 6,4 7.1 6,2 4,7 7,9 6,3 6,1 9,4 Oe6 7,5 5o6 QUAKER 0,3 o.~ 0,5 D ',S 0,2 D,3 Dol 0,3 o,~ 1.1 0·1 0,3 Oe4 ROMAN CATHOLIC 29,5 33,3 28,0 26,7 ;s4,3 3o,6 34,0 27tO 17ot1 9,1 8:).6 26o5 ~7.5 SEVENTH nAY ADVENTiST D,3 o13 o,5 Ool o;3 Oo1 o.o Dol Oo~ 2,6 0, 0 u 0 0 Dol UNITARIAN 0,7 Oe4 u,7 o,9 Ue4 o;5 0,3 0,5 1,~ 0,7 Gel U1 9 0,9 OT .. E~ PROTESTANT 4,9 4t3 6,5 ;s,!:l 4,6 3,4 5,9 4,1 10.0 13,9 0•6 J,7 3,1 OTHER RELIGIONS 3,tl 4,7 3,6 ~.7 J,5 8,1 2,4 2,9 8,7 3,2 1•4 2,6 3,1 NONE 13,2 12t5 12,0 15o7 14,3 7,5 11.4 12,4 1o,6 8,2 6o'J 1!:1,4 17.3 
AGR&e THAT PARINTS AAE 
INTERESTED IN INTELLECT PURSUITS ti6,Q 84,7 86,9 86,5 83,8 117,4 84,5 86,6 87,0 88,0 86,9 66,2 t18oO JNTE~ESTI!D iN CULTURAL PURSUITS 78,7 77' 4 79,4 79,3 7o,4 80,3 75,2 78,3 81,~ 81,6 61.6 ~H,7 81,8 ~EFPLY RELIGIOUS 64,9 66,1 66,4 6lo3 63,5 73,8 62,4 64,6 61,,~ 74,0 78,4 61,3 61o2 INTERESTED IN POLITICS t10o1 77,1 81,3 82,4 75o7 1:11,0 81,5 ao,o 83,~ 82o2 8,5,6 82,3 82,7 DEEPLY CONCERNED AeOUT CHILDREN 96,!:1 95e7 97,0 97,0 95,.3 96o9 96,1 96,6 96,? 97,5 9le8 9o,9 Y7o4 
'INANCIALLY COMFORTABLE 78,7 78,9 77,8 7\1,1:1 71:1,4 80,3 83,0 76.9 78,1:1 77.2 78.0 7Y 1 7 tiOol HAVE HIGH ASPIRATIONS FOR ME 94,9 92o7 9o,1 96,1 Y1 09 95,2 96~1 95,6 96,3 96,5 96.4 96,0 Y6,7 
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'ATHIRI OCCU,ATJON •• ARTJ5T <INCL PERrO~MER) 0,8 Oo6 u,8 leO 0,6 0,6 0,6 0 I 7 
'-·"' 
0 I '7 o.9 1,0 1o1 BUSINESSMAN 4!9,5 2'4,8 30,0 ;s4,7 22,7 30,9 28~6 27,0 3~,i:! 31.0 38.5 33,6 J9o1 CLERGYt-lAN 1,0 o,8 1,3 0. 7 u,4 1,8 o,s 0 i 6 2,2 3,8 Dol U1 6 lol COLLI!GE TEAC~ER II I 1 o.~ 0,9 1.1 o,-s 0,2 0,5 0,6 1,6 1,1 o.5 1,1 1,2 DOCTOR (M,D·, OR o,". s I) 2,u 0,9 2,2 3,2 0,7 1,4 1,0 o,9 4,7 3,3 .s.e 2,7 ~.4 EDUCATOR <SECONDARY) 2,0 1,3 2,5 2,3 1,'1 1,2 2,9 2,4 3,! 2,8 lo5 2,3 2,1 ELEMENTARY TEACHER 0,3 0,3 0,4 u,3 0,3 0,3 0,5 0,4 o,~ 0,5 0.2 U13 0,3 ENGINEER 7,1 6o0 6,9 1:1,7 o,u 6,0 9,8 6,9 6 I ( 6,1 6.2 tl,9 7,9 
rARMER OR PORESTER 5,9 6,9 5,5 5.3 7,2 5,9 2,9 6,1 3,1! 6,5 3.3 6,2 1o6 ~EALTH PROPESSIONAL CNON•MrDt) l,J lt4 1,1 lo4 1,5 1,1 1,1 1,1 1,~ 1o1 1o0 1,4 1,3 LAWYER 1,2 o.5 1,3 1o9 0,4 o,s o,e o,5 2,~ 1o6 2o9 1,6 3,2 MiLiTARY CAREER 1,o 1o5 1,6 1o9 1o4 1,7 6,0 1o2 1.~ 1o2 lo3 2,0 1o7 RESEARCH SCIENTIST o,5 o,2 0,5 o.a 0,2 0,2 0,5 0,4 1,0 0,6 Q,3 u,8 0,9 SKILLED WORKER 13,5 1Dol 13,3 10ol 16,5 14,7 16,2 15o6 9,2 9,7 11•4 11o2 8,6 SEM!•SKILLED WORKER 8,3 10o6 8,2 5,7 11e6 7,8 8,9 9,4 ;,6 7,3 6.-s 5,9 5o1 UNSKILLED WORKER 4,2 5,7 4,u 2,7 6,2 4,4 3;1 4,4 ;s,'l 4,0 3ol 2,8 2,2 UNFMPLOYED 1,2 1t4 1,2 o,9 1t4 1,3 o,7 1t4 1,2 1o0 o.a U,9 Oo9 OT~ER 18,7 20,9 16,2 Hol 21t2 19,9 15,4 20o3 16oU 15,6 18o1 16,8 16o2 
ISTJMATED 'AR!NTAL INCOME (2) •• I LESS THAN s•,oou 5,5 7oO 5,6 3o5 7,., 5,3 1,9 6,0 ~.4 7,1 3.8 3,4 3.7 w 
\0 s-.,ooo • s!!,999 9,o 11•5 8,7 Oo3 11t6 1lt2 4,6 9,7 7 1? 9,3 7o4 6,5 5,6 I S6,DOO • s7,999 13,4 16t3 12,9 10o5 16,7 15ol 10 ,a t4,7 9,6 12o6 10o7 11o0 8,4 
se.ooo • s9,999 16,6 18,~ 16,4 14o6 1tlo7 17,5 18,4 16,3 11·" 14,9 15oo 15,4 11o2 
s1o.ooo • S14,999 28,1 2"1o 7 29,o 29,6 27,9 26,9 38,8 30,0 23,? 26oO 29o7 -su,7 4!!4,9 
st5,ooo • si9,999 12,5 10t1 12,8 15,3 9,6 u. 7 14,8 12t1 1~.~ 12,6 1J,5 1!:1,3 15,o S2o,ooo • S24,999 6,2 4.6 6,2 e.2 4,3 5,5 6,4 4,8 9,i:! 6,8 7o8 7,8 9,9 $215,000 • $29,999 2,8 le7 1!,9 4,0 1,4 2,7 1,7 1,8 5,!) 3,7 4o3 3,6 6,0 
SJO,OOO OR MORE 5,2 2,6 5,5 6,0 2,3 4,1 2,6 2;6 12,7 7,1 7,8 6,3 15,3 
~AJOR SUVRCijS Df fJNANCJAL •• SU,PORT DURING rRESH~AN YEAR 
~E~SONAL SVGS OR E~P~OYMENT 29,3 :S7,7 24,9 24,3 43,2 21,7 41,3 29,4 13,7 18o0 20o1 Z6 1 6 14,9 PARENTAL OR rAMILY AID 49,~ 44,1 49,6 59,2 37,7 51,1 17,2 48,2 62,~ 54,1 51o1 !;1!!,2 t>3,o REPAYABLE LOAN 12,7 10,6 15,7 11,6 7,3 20,5 5,9 14,7 16,? 19,6 21,3 11,0 13,8 SC~OLARSHIP IGRANTI OTHER GJPT 18,2 12,9 23,1 18,';) 12,7 13,3 42,2 18,2 23,tl 27,7 26,0 17,1 ~4,2 




OBJEeTIVES CONIIDERED TO BE •• 
ISIENTtil OA VIRV IM,ORTANT 
ACWiEVE JN A PERPORMING ART 
BE AN AUTHORITY JN MY ~IELD 
OBTAIN R~COGNITION ~~OM PEER$ 
INrLUENC~ POLITICAL STRUCTURE 
JNPLUENCE SOCIAL VALUES 
IUlSE A rAMII.Y 
HAVE ACTtVE SOCIAL LirE 
WAVE rRIENOS OJF'rERE~T FROM ME 
BE AN EXPERT IN riNA~CE 
BE ADMINiSTRATIVELY RESPONSIBLE 
BE VERY ~ELL•OFF' FiNANCIALLY 
WELP otHeRS IN OlrPICULTY 
BECOME A ~OMMUNITY LEADER 
CONTRIBUTE TO SCIENTIFIC ~WEORY 
~RITE ORIGINAL WORKS 
NOT BE OBLIGATED To PEOPLE 
CR~ATE WORKS OP ART 
KEEP UP WITH POLITiCAl. AFFAIRS 
SUCCEED IN MY OWN BUSJNESS 
!lEVELOP A PHILOSOPj.jY OF' ' I. 'I'E 
!TUDINTS ESTIMATI CMiNCES AR!ttt 
ve•¥ GOOD THAt TMEV WILL 
GET MARRIED WHILE iN cOLLEGE 
MARRY WiTHIN A YEAR AFTER COI.L 
OBTAIN AVRG GRD OF' A• OR HIGWE~ 
CHANGE MAJOR FIELD 
CHAN~E CAREER CHOieE 
PAIL ONE OR MORE COUqSES 
GRADUATE WITW HONORS 
BE ELECTED TO A STUDENT OF~lCE 
JOIN SOCIAL rRAT OR SORORITY 
AUTHOR A PUBLISHED ARTICLE 
BE DRAPTED WHILE IN COLLEGE 
BE ELECTED TO AN HONOR SOCIETY 
PROTEST U,S, MJLJTARY POI.JCV 
PROTBST COLLEGE ADMIN POLICY 
PROT~ST RACIAL OR eTHNlC POL 
DROP OUT TeMPORARI(Y 
eNLiST IN ARMED SERV BEFORE GRAD 
BE MORE SUCCESS THAN AVERAGE 
DROP OUT PERMANENT~Y 
TRANSPER TO ANOTHER COLLEGE 
CITU!N!~IJI 
NATIVE BORN U,S, CiTIZEN 
NATURALIZED ClTIZEN 
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10 ~ 4 
0,4 












14 ; 9 



















21 ~ 1 
4 ~ 7 








0 ~ 6 15;4 
97,2 
1 ;·6 
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21 ; 9 








45 ;· 0 
86 ; 8 
8,4 
22 ; 8 
3;1 
18;6 
19 ; 9 
1;9 






6 ; 9 




9 ~ 1 











74 : 8 





74 ', 0 




15 ·, 0 
59~0 










2> : o 
6; 6 
0,6 
2 : 1 
6~4 
1,11 




0 -; 5 
13 ~ 7 
96,b 






























































































'EDERAL GOVERNMENT S~OULD 
BE MOR! 1 NVOLVID IN (3) 
CONTROl or CIGARETTE ADVERTISING 
ELIMINATtNG VIOLENCE fROM TV 
CONTROL Of POLLUTION 
TAX INCENT TO CONTROL BIRT~ RATE 
CONSUMER PROTECTION 
COMP6NSAT EDUC fOR DISADVANTAGED 
SP6CIAL BENEfiTS fOR VETERANS 
CONTROL or fiREARMS 
ELiMINATION Of POVeRTY 
CRIMe PREVENTION 
SC~OOL DESEGREGATION 
PINANCIAL AID fOR DISADVANTAGED 
CONTROL OF' sTUDENT ACTIVISTS 
CURR!NT 'OLITICAL PM!rEMtN~t 
I..EF'T 
LIBERAL 
MIODLE or T~E ROAD 
MODERATELY CONSERVATIVE 
STRONGLY CONSERVATiVE . 
IXP&CT&D PRE'ERENCI IN 4 YIARS 
I..~F'T 
LIBERAL 
MIDDLE or T~E ROAD 
MOnERATELY CONSERVATIVE 
STRONGLY CONSERVATiVE 
AGREE IT.ONGI..Y OR SOMEWHAT *** 
STUO&NT OESfGN Or CURRICULUM 
PUBI..I$~ ALL SCIENCE rJNDINGS 
INniVIO CANNOT C~ANGE SOCIETY 
COLL CONTROL STDTS OF'f CAMPUS 
BENE,iT or COLLEGE IS ~ONETARY 
STDT SHOULD EVAL fACULTY 
MY BELIEF'S SIMILAR TO OTHERS 
REGULATE STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
MARIJUANA S~OULD BE LEGALIZED 
COLLEGE ~AS RIG~T TO BAN SPKR 
ARMY SHOULD BE VOLUNTARY 
GIVE OISAOVANlAGED PREf TRTMNT 
COLL TOO LAX ON STeT PROTEST 
LIBERALIZE DIVORCE LAWS 
LEGALIZE ABORTIONS 
COURTS PROTECT CRIMINAL TOO MUC~ 
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Catholic 
40.9 
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'E~CINT or STUDENTS •EPORTINQ••• 
tHAT 6URiNG THE 'AIT YElR THiY 
VOTED IN STUDENT ELECTION (., 67,3 ~9,9 71,4 71,2 !)6,u 65,5 6516 71,8 71,1 73,1 71,41 7110 12,1 CAME LATE TO C~ASS ~813 ,7~5 59~3 58,1 ~7.u 58,9 5211 59,0 65,1 58,9 56,0 ;1,2 01,6 PLAYED A MUSICA~ INSTRUMENT 39 9 .S4,9 4310 42,1 3.SI6 3816 38 ", 6 40,6 4~10 41819 40,2 ~118 'I.SI7 nuoieo IN THE ~IBRARY ( 4, ' I 31.4 3911 311,2 3U 12 3417 3415 38,9 3~,2 42,2 3Y.3 .S819 .s5,6 ~611 CHECKED OUT A LIBRARY BOOK (4) ~7,, 3916 5217 5o,7 37,3 46,5 44,4 52,9 55,0 55,6 48,7 ~1.1 411,7 ARRANGEn DATE rOR ANOTHER STDT 5o,7 '1·4 4912 51,6 49,J 57,!? 44,6 50,0 4617 48,9 50.4 ~U,9 !)4,4 OVERSLEPT AND MISSED A C~ASS 231'i 26,2 2215 22,7 26,7 24,5 17,6 22,3 27,2 20,5 22.0 0:!1,9 26,2 TYPED A HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT(4) 23,6 19,7 25,3 26,3 20,0 18,9 20,3 25.5 27,~ 23,9 26,6 26,8 241,5 DiSCUSS PUTURE WIT~ PARENT (4) 
.S9,4 .S6,7 41,5 39,9 3~10 41,8 40,6 40,9 43,0 42,7 40,6 JY 1 4 '12,0 WAS LATE WITH HOMEwORK ASSGNT 72;7 74,1 72,5 71,2 73,2 76,7 72,4 72,5 74,~ 72,6 68,7 71,3 11,0 ARGUED WITH TEACHER IN CI.ASS 53,11 46,8 55,5 60,7 46,8 46,8 57.3 53,0 59,~ 56,1 56,6 6U 1 3 62,4 ATTENDED RELIGIOUS SERVICE 89,2 8610 91,6 90,0 6410 9116 91,1 90,6 69,.> 94,3 97,0 8919 YO,O ~ROTESTED RACIA~ POLICY 11,5 9,7 12,7 14!,3 919 9,3 6,4 1115 19,~ 12,4 11.5 1019 1611 PROTESTED US MILITARY P0~1CY 6,~ 519 ~.a 618 6,1 5,5 3., 4 6,1 1111 6,2 6,0 o,1 10,0 ~ROTESTED AGAINST ~,s, ADMIN 23,2 19,~ 2~,1 25,5 19,7 19 1 U 19,1 2318 31,1 24,5 27 ,o 24,2 .so11 OlD EXTRA READING rOR C~ASSC•I 13,!> 10,0 15,1 16,0 9,8 1013 13~2 14,7 17,4 15,0 14,6 1!:1,6 17,4 TOOK SLEEPING PILLS 61!) 6,6 6,4 611 6~7 712 3,2 6,2 8,1 6,6 6,2 ~.9 6,8 TUTORED ANOTHER STUDENT 4315 3117 4917 50,2 29,8 37,1 62,8 47,5 53,1 45,5 51.7 48,4 ';)7,7 PLAYED C~ESS 40,11 36,0 411,3 43,1:1 3614 36,6 68,0 38,4 46,~ 39,5 39,8 43,8 '1410 READ POETRY NOT REOD JN COURSE ,7,9 49,5 63,u 6i,ll 4713 55,7 46.-3 62,8 68,'11 64,9 63,4 b1,1 0415 TOOK A TRANQUILIZING PILL 9,5 10,1 9;7 6,6 9,7 11,3 3,7 1012 1114 9,6 8,8 815 9,1 DISCUSSED RELIGION ( 4) 26;1 C!1,5 32,7 3012 19,2 27,9 2410 30,2 37,o 36,3 40,4 2916 .S311 I 
~ TOOL< VJTAM!NS 61,3 60,9 62,9 5~,7 60,o 61,6 56;7 6219 6413 6411 60,tl >912 0117 N VISITED ART GALLERy OR MUSEUM 73 1Y 66,> 70,2 66,8 72,2 76,~ 74,7 72.t> 7310 17,8 I 71,~ 67,4 73,14 FIART IN H,S, POLITtC CAMPAIGN 4415 3317 50 1 4 5Q,4 31,3 40,6 49,7 49,2 5o,~ 52,1 55,1 !:1011 ';)1,6 PART iN OTHER POLITIC CAMPAIGN 16,4 11,4 18,0 20.~ 10,5 14,U 14,4 16,7 22,~ 1614 19,2 1918 i<'3,5 MlSSED SCHL BECS or ILLNESS(4) 316 4,0 3,6 3,3 4,U 4,0 113 3,5 4,tl 3,6 3,!> 314 3,1 SMOKED CIGARETTES t4, 151, 20,d 12,2 13,.S 2010 22,'1i1 7,6 1213 13,1 10,4 16,6 12,9 14,9 DiSCUSSED POLITICS ( 4) 25,9 17,6 28,4 33,0 1o 17 2011 34,0 25,4 3~,6 28,3 30,3 J~,o .s7,2 DRANK BEER 56,4 6016 51,9 5 ~ ,1 6113 58,5 61,6 ,0,9 51,11 44,5 64,7 56,5 >9,6 DISCUSSED SPORTS ( 4) 42 1 Y 3917 44,3 45,1 311,~ 4313 57,0 4215 41,tl 46,4 45,4 4~,1 '14,9 ASKED TEAC~ER POR ADVICE ( 4, 24,2 20,3 26,7 2$,'1i1 111,9 2416 22~9 25,-' 30,~ 29,2 25,8 2!:i,2 c9,o ~AD VOCATIONAL COUNSELING 57,7 !>8.3 58,7 5>,8 ';)619 62,5 56,3 59,4 50,? 61,2 68,6 5710 >U,8 STAYED UP ALl. NIGHT 63,6 63,3 63~6 64,9 63,11 62,1 5518 65,0 65,6 59,7 64,5 641,9 64,6 
(l)Sta t e s have been grouped ac c ording t o the a r eas de fined by t he six r e g iona l a ccrediting associations . 
( 2 )Report ed est ima t e o f tot a l income of parental family last year (all sources be fore taxes). 
( 3)Increase invo lvement or initia te crash program. 
(4) Frequen tly only , a ll other items fre quent ly plus occasionally. 
No t e -- I t ems i nd i c a t ed by ,.,., are r epea t ed as sh own f r om the 1966, 1967 or 1968 s urveys. 
No t e - - I t ems ind i c a t ed by ,.,.,., are r epea t ed in modified fo rm from ear lier surveys . 
•L t\ 
~ 
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION 
OFFICE OF RESEARCH FALL 1969 
WEIGHTED NATIONAL NORMS FOR GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
MEN WOMEN ALL STUDENTS 
East Midwest South 
.!!!! §!! MWm!. ~ ~ at Midwest South 
.lYaL 
AGI, IN VEARS, AS Of' •• DECEMBER 31, i969 
16 OR YOUNGER 0,1 0,1 o,o 0' 0 0,1 0 1 0 0,1 011 0,1 0.1 0 1 1 0,1 17 4;8 2,3 2,4 2,4 6,6 3,7 5,0 3,8 5,6 2.9 .5,6 .s~o 18 67~1 75,9 70,8 6.5,7 t!0,4 82,9 7817 7213 7218 7tl,9 74,4 b714 1? 15 ', 7 1516 19,5 19,5 716 10,0 12,1 14,7 12,2 13,2 16,1 1715 20 3;4 117 217 J,3 1,2 1,0 1,3 212 2,4 1·4 211 218 21 1,6 019 o,a 1;9 1:,7 0,4 0,5 019 1,2 o.7 u,7 1,5 OLOER 'I'HAN 21 7j 4 3,6 3,1;1 9,1 314 2,2 2,J 5,9 5,6 3.0 3,1 7,8 
AV!RAGE GRADE IN HIG~ SCHOOL •• A OR H 3,1 318 2,4 3,0 5,2 6,2 6,3 5,7 4,0 4,1;1 4,2 4,1 
•• 4,9 7,8 4,9 616 9,4 12,3 9,6 1110 6,8 9,7 7,0 8,5 B+ 11,6 1~,8 11,1 11,9 20,4 2019 19,1 1814 15,5 16,6 H,7 1417 B 2311 19,9 18,~ 19,7 .50,8 2616 27,0 26,2 26,4 22,6 2215 2215 e. 1i,3 16,4 14,7 17,4 15,0 11.,2 13,7 14,8 16,3 15,4 1413 16,3 P• 20,8 19,0 21,3 20,8 12,1 11,7 13,5 13,9 17,0 15,9 17,7 17,8 c 18,4 18,0 24,7 111,1 7,0 7,9 10,4 917 13,5 13,7 1812 15,1 0 019 1,3 2,1 1,5 U,1 0,2 0,4 0 I 3 015 o.a 1;3 1,0 
IECONDARV SCHOOL ACHiEVEMENTS tt 
E~ECTED PRESIOENT STDT ORGNZ 16,6 20,4 24,0 19,1 17,6 19,8 24,3 19,3 17,0 20o1 24,2 19,2 
I HIGH RATING STATE ~USIC CONTfST 4,2 11,4 9 , 7 t1,1 5,6 17 18 12,6 10,9 4,8 1 ... 1 11,0 9,3 
-1>- STATE/REGIONAL SPEfCH CONTEST 3,3 5,8 5,0 5,1 3,7 7,9 5,9 7,7 3,5 6,7 ~.4 6,2 (..> I MAJOR FtART fN A PLAY 13,2 17,0 19,5 1~,3 15,0 17,5 19,8 14,8 14,0 17,2 19,6 13,9 VARSITY LETTER (SPORTS) 
•4,5 45,3 47,1 412,b 17,5 11,0 16,5 ~.2 32,8 30,6 .53,2 28,3 AWARD IN ART COMFtETITION 4,2 4,4 4,9 5,7 5,6 6,7 6,2 7,4 4,8 5,41 5,5 6,4 EDITED SCHOOL PAFtER 8,1 8,2 8,J 6,7 16,6 15,6 15,8 11,8 u,8 11,4 11,7 8,9 HAO ORIGINAL WRITING PUBL1SHEO 12,3 13,7 1"1,U 11,4 20,5 21,3 19,2 15,9 1!5,9 16,9 16,4 1313 NSr SUMMER PROGRAM 1,0 1,1 o,a 0,8 0,6 016 0,7 (1;5 0,8 0,9 u,7 017 ST/REGIONAL SCIENCE CONTEST 2,0 312 3,.5 1,7 1,5 2,5 2,9 1,6 1,8 "·9 J,1 1,7 SCHQLAST!C HONOR SoCIETY 15,2 22,2 17,7 17,7 28,5 34,6 34,1 2S,9 20,9 27.~ 2~,1 22,9 NATIONAL MERIT RECOG~ITION 6,6 9,2 4,41 4,6 s,o 1U,1 6,1 513 7,2 9,6 ~.2 4,9 
TVPE 0, SECONDARY IC~OOL •• PUBLIC 8115 81,3 87,3 87,9 80,0 1;1115 8912 86,9 80,8 81,4 88,2 t17,5 FtR!VATE DENOMINATIONAL 12,8 15,9 7,4 8,1 14,9 1C.,1 7,':1 10,5 1317 16,0 7,4 9,1 ~RiVATE NON.OENOMINATIONAL 4,8 2,2 4,7 2,9 4,3 2,0 3,0 2,1 4,6 2.1 .5,9 2,6 Of HER 0,9 0,5 0,6 1,1 0,9 0,5 0,3 0,5 0,9 o.5 u,5 0,8 
IIANK IN HJOH SC~OOL CLASS •• TOP 1 PER CENT 2,8 3,7 2,8 3,41 5,1 7,0 7,4 610 3,8 5,1 41,9 4,5 TOFt 1D PER CENT 1316 18,9 14,'1 16,5 22,6 27,1 26,3 23,1 17,5 22,4 19,8 111,3 TOFt QUARTER 22,0 25,5 23,7 z:;,8 28,5 2913 2811 27,3 24,8 27,1 25,7 £614 SECOND OUARTER 29,U 27,6 30,5 2711 2~,9 2219 23,4 24,4 27,7 25,6 ;a,3 26,0 THIRD OUiRTER 25,4 19,3 2211:1 20,6 1!;;,4 1112 12,5 15,1 21,0 15,8 11:1,2 11;\12 POUATH QUARTER 712 5,0 5,8 6,7 2,S 2,4 2,2 412 5,2 3,9 •,2 516 
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~IBHEST DE~REE P~ANN!D •• NONE 214 118 017 2,2 1,5 215 115 3,7 2,0 2.1 1;1 2,8 
AS SOC I ATE lOR EQUIVA~ENTl 10~6 6,3 3 8 6,0 15,6 6"15 9,4 12~5 12~8 6,4 6,3 6,8 , _ 
BA(:HEI,.ORS DEGREE (B,A,, 8 1 S.) ;so ·, 1 3310 <41,1 34,2 36,0 48,8 4817 43;4 32;7 39,8 44i6 ~8;1 
MASTERS DEGREE (M,A,. M, S1) j3,9 3416 30,5 .52.1 36,8 31~5 30,3 30~0 35;2 3J,3 3o;4 31,2 
I!IH.o. OR ED,O, 13,8 13,4 1115 14,7 6,5 610 6,!:) 5~5 10; 6 10.2 '112 10,8 
M, 0 .', o.o.s,, OR O.V,Mo .a;7 6,4 7,1 5,7 1,8 119 116 1;7 3;4 4.5 4,6 4,0 
l.L,B, OR J,O, 1~8 2,2 3,4 118 0,4 u '4 014 0~3 1;2 1o4 211 111 
B,D, o;5 0~4 014 0; 7 0,2 0,2 012 o;2 o;3 0.3 u,3 0,5 
OTI-IER 2~3 118 115 2 ;·6 1,2 2,3 1,4 2!7 1;8 2,0 1,4 216 
~ROBABLE MAJOR riELD Or STUDY •• 
214 4,0 3,3 0,2 AGRICULTURE <INCL F'ORESTRY) ~.2 0,2 o,o 0,5 1,4 2.3 118 3,2 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 4~2 3,1 3"16 414 3,2 2,3 218 2;5 3 ;·7 2.6 3,3 3,6 
BUSiNESS 18,8 18,3 23,7 17,3 15,6 817 13,2 14;o 1714 14,1 1819 15,9 
EDUCATION 5",1 4,4 613 3~9 19,8 21,0 2015 14~1 11,6 11,6 12,8 813 
ENGINEERING 20,0 20,7 11,1 1518 0,3 U14 0,2 o;5 l.1 ,"3 12;o 6,1 9,1 
ENGLISH 2·, 2 1,5 1,5 1~4 6,0 611 6,1 6;4 319 3,5 3,6 3,6 
~EA~TH PROF'ESSIONS CNO"l•M 1 0 1 ) 1;1 1,2 2,0 2,2 9,9 11 ~2 1017 10~9 5~0 5,5 o,o 519 
loiiSTOf:!Y, POLITICA~ SCJENCE 8,6 6,4 717 5,9 4,6 4~9 5,1 5;7 6~9 5,8 615 5,8 
loiUMANITIES (OTHER) 215 2,2 2,9 2,3 5,7 5,8 4,1 5;4 3,9 3,7 3,5 3,7 
I 
riNE ARTS 617 6,9 6,9 9,9 7,8 11,9 1010 11 ;a 7,2 9,0 813 10,7 .p-
.p- MATHEMATICS OR STATISTICS 3,6 3,4 2,'1 2,9 4,4 4,0 319 2;5 3,9 3,b 3,3 2,8 I 
~HYSICAL SCIENCES 3,6 3;6 3,5 3,8 1;1 110 018 1~0 2;5 2.5 2,3 2,6 
PRE•PROfESSIONA~ 616 10,4 12.<11 9"13 2,4 2,4 2,0 2~4 418 (>,9 716 613 
PSVCHOL, SOC!O~, ANTHROPOL 5;7 5~4 515 0~4 12,6 12,4 12,8 12!6 8,7 8,4 e,s 91o 
OTHER rJ ELOS (TECHNICA~) 5,4 5,7 3,1 5;4 1,..S 1,5 1,0 2,5 3,6 J,9 2;1 4,2 
OhlER F"IELOS (NONTECHNICAL) 1,8 0,4 0 I 7 l~D 3,6 3,9 415 4;7 2,6 1.9 2,4 2,6 
UNOEetDEO 1,9 214 217 2:9 1,5 2,4 213 2~5 117 2.4 215 217 
'ROBABLE CAREER OCCU,ATlON •• ARTiST IINCL PERF'ORMERI 317 319 416 5,8 5,8 8,6 7,6 8,4 416 5,9 ~.9 7. 0 
BUSINESSMAN 16;9 16,6 20,8 1414 4,1 216 4,1 31S' 11 ;3 10,6 13,2 9,9 
CLERGYMAN 1~1 1,6 2,4 0,9 0,3 0~2 0,4 0,3 Q 1 7 leO 1,4 016 
COLLEGE TEACHER 1,4 1,2 1,1 :1.,5 0,8 0,7 1,0 019 1,1 1,0 111 1,2 
DOCTOR ( M 1 0, OR o~o.s,l 3,8 5,3 6,3 418 1,2 114 112 1,5 2,7 3,6 410 3,4 
EDUCATOR (SECONDARY) 11,5 10,0 9,7 7,5 15,3 19,6 1812 15,1 13,2 14.1 1J,5 1018 
ELEMENTARY TEACHER 1,5 018 019 0,6 21,2 19,6 1910 15,8 10.2 8,9 911 7,1 
~NGINEER 1511 18,1 9,~ 11,8 0,3 0,4 0,2 013 8,6 10,5 5,2 6,9 
PARMER OR roRESTER 1,9 3,3 2,8 ~.4 0,2 (J. 2 012 013 1,1 2,0 1,6 2,6 
HEALTH PROF"ESS!ONAL INON"Me01) 211 2;5 313 3,6 5,9 5,7 518 6,9 3,8 3,9 4,4 5,0 
LAWVER 4;5 5,8 8,1 419 0,8 U17 019 016 2,8 3.6 4,8 3,1 
NURSE 0~1 0,1 Q I 0 0,2 5,6 6,4 6,4 5,8 2,5 2,8 219 2,6 
RESEARCH SCIENTIST 3,2 3,4 3,1 ..s:o 1,6 1,5 1,2 1,2 2,5 2,6 2,2 2,6 
OTHER CHOICE 2214 15,9 15,7 23,8 26,7 2019 23,9 26,8 2412 18,0 1915 2511 
UNDEci OED 10,8 11,7 12,0 12,1 10,2 1l,5 10 I 0 12,1 10,6 11,6 1111 12,1 
•;} 
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NUMB!R or APPLICATJON5 •• 
TO OT~!R COLLEGES 
NONE J3,7 ~6,8 46,7 6o,o 34,6 57,5 53,4 70!2 34t1 57ol 4Y 1 8 07,8 ONE 19;5 2Q,7 2(),9 lt,, 1 20,9 22,8 21,b 16t1 20o1 21o6 ~1,2 16o1 TWO 18,9 12o1 15,8 9,1 19,1 llt 7 13,1! a;4 19!o 1lo9 14,9 8,8 T~REE 13~2 6,0 8,9 4,4 13,5 4,9 6,7 3;2 13,3 5.6 7,9 3,9 F'OUR 7,6 2,4 4,2 2,3 6,8 1,9 2,7 1~1 7;3 2o2 3,5 1,8 f'IVE 3·; 9 1,1 1,8 1,2 3,2 0~8 1,2 0,5 3;6 0~9 1,5 0,9 SfY I'IQ MOQE 3;1 1,0 1 ', 7 0,9 1,9 0~5 0,7 0~4 2,6 o:7 1,3 0,7 
MILES rROM HOME TO CO~~EGE 
~0 0~ t.ESS 25,3 22,2 16,~ 44,5 24,7 21,6 15,9 45,5 25,0 22,0 16,1 44,9 11-50 31,0 22,2 17,9 21,1 29,2 25,4 18,2 25,0 30,2 23,6 18,0 "2,8 5t-1no 13,8 15,0 15,7 5,2 15,7 15,2 16,9 4;9 14,6 15o1 10,3 5,1 10t•500 23~4 J1,9 34,0 14,9 25,4 28,1 34,2 16;o 24,3 30,5 34,4 15,4 501 . .. 1000 3,1 5,4 10,4 4,5 3,1 5,8 10,3 3;5 3,1 5,5 10,3 4,1 MORE THAN 1000 3,3 J,3 5,1 9,8 2,0 3,4 4,5 5~0 2,7 3.4 4,8 7,8 
•eGiON or HOME STATE (1) •• 
MiDDLE STATES 68,4 5,8 9,2 ~.1 64,2 4,3 6,2 1!1 6(1,5 5o1 7,8 2.2 
I . NEW ENGLAND 24!6 o,a 1,2 1t0 31,2 0,8 o,7 Oe4 27,5 o.8 1,0 o,7 
"" 
NORTiol CENTRAL ;,,7 Yo,7 16,1 15·3 1,8 92,1 15,4 14;1 2,3 91o.S 15,8 14,8 V1 
I NORTioiWEST o,4 Ot2 0,2 lOti 0.2 u,J Ot2 a:;) Oo3 0•2 0,2 9,6 SOUTHERN 2,3 1t3 71,9 l'ilt7 1.7 1,6 76,2 15!6 2t1 1•5 73,9 15t1 WESTERN o,5 0,4 0,4 ,3,6 o,3 0,5 0,5 59,2 0,4 0•5 0,4 56,o F'OREIGN 1.1 o.7 0,9 1,6 0,7 0,5 0,7 1~3 0,9 Oo6 o,8 1,5 
WHILE GROWING UP,I LiVED •• ON A F'ARM 5,6 13,4 12,!'1 1!,7 4,8 12,0 13,0 810 5,3 12dl 12,8 6,4 IN A SMALL TOWN 26~3 18,.1 22,!! 11l,6 26,6 16,9 25,9 1712 26,5 17o6 ~4,2 18,o IN A MODERATE SIZE TOWN OR CITV ;p,a a7,3 38,1 ;5,,8 40,9 27,6 38,3 39,9 39,1 27o5 .;58,2 ~7,6 IN A SUBURB OF A ~ARGE CITV 18,5 27,1 18,4 U,6 17,7 28,0 14,3 16;1 18,2 27.5 3,6,6 17,5 IN A LARGE CITV 11j 7 14,0 8,1 18t.S 9,9 15,6 8,5 18~7 10,9 1•h7 8,3 16,5 
'AT~ER! EDUCATION •• GRAMMAR SCioiOOL OR LESS 9,0 10,3 10,0 u,;s 6,2 9,3 12,4 10o8 8 , 7 9,9 11,1 11o1 SOME HIGH SCHOOL 20 .! 4 16,5 17.~ 15o7 1a.o 13,7 17,3 13o2 19,4 15o3 i7,4 14,6 ~IGH SC~OOL GRADUATE 33,6 32,7 28,~ 27.1 31,, 29,9 27,~ 24,5 32,7 31o5 28,0 ~6,o SOME COLLEGE 14,7 17.2 17,0 19.2 15,8 19,4 17,6 21t8 15o2 1Bo2 17,3 "0·3 COLLEGE DEGREE 14!8 15,2 17,7 1!jaO 17,2 17,9 16,0 19,7 15,8 1bo4 !6,9 18,7 POSJGRAOUATE OEGRE~ 7,4 8,1 9,5 6,8 9,3 9,8 9,1 9,9 8,3 a.6 '11,3 9,2 
MOTHERS EDUCATION •• GRAMMAR SCHOOL OR LESS 6,6 6,1 5,2 7,9 5,3 b,1 6,2 8,3 6,1 6o1 5,6 8,1 SOME HIG~ SC~OOL 17~0 13,5 15,6 14,4 15,0 11 I 7 16,1 12t8 16;1 12o7 15,8 13,7 ~IGH SC~OOL GRADUATE 48,1 48,4 40,4 39,9 45,8 43,3 38,3 35,7 47,1 46o2 39,4 ~8.1 SOME COLLEGE 13,5 17,5 19,3 21;0 16,i 21,5 20,3 25,7 14,6 19·2 i9,8 "3·0 COLLEGE DEGREE 12.2 12.2 16~3 14.0 14.6 14.5 11L7 1 4 . Sl .. -~ . , ...... . .., .. 4 ~ 
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~ACIAL BACKG~OUND ••• CAUCAS 'I AN/WH l TE 92,5 95,2 90,0 65,7 92,5 93,5 83,3 86.6 92,5 9<4.5 86,9 tH>o 0 
NEGRO/BLACK 5,4 3,6 9,1 <4o1 5,8 5,5 15,9 4,1 5~6 4.4 12,2 4,1 
AMERICAN INDIAN 0,2 Oo2 0,1 0,7 0,2 0,1 0,3 Do7 D,2 Doc 0,2 0,7 
ORIENTAL D,8 0,5 0,<4 o,5 0,5 u,4 0,2 6,D G,7 0.4 U1 3 6,3 nr~o~r:~:~ 1,1 Oo6 0,<4 ~.1 0,9 0,5 o,3 2;7 1.0 o.5 0,4 2,9 
~E~1GIOUS BACKGROUND ••• BAPTIST 6,4 6,6 34,3 1~.7 6,3 8,2 35,9 12t8 6,3 8,<4 .s5,o 13,3 
CONGREGATIONAL., u,c,c, 4e8 4,8 3e2 4,D 6,0 4e7 2,9 3e4 5,3 4.8 .s,o 3;8 
EPISCOPAL 4,5 2o3 5,6 4e<4 5o5 3,Q 5,2 4~3 5oO C!o6 5,4 <4t3 
JEWISH 7e2 3.8 1,5 C!oO 7o1 5,4 o,8 1t9 7,2 <4o5 1,2 2o0 
LATTER DAY SAJNTS 0,1 Oo2 0 1 1 3e8 u.o 0,1 Del 2,5 0,1 Oo2 0,1 3,2 
LUTHERAN 5e<4 12.4 2,7 5,6 <4,6 13,1 3e0 5,8 5,0 12o7 2e8 5,7 
METHODIST 10,0 14,7 19,2 llo 0 9,<4 14,0 18e9 10,9 9,8 14o<4 19,1 10o9 
MUSLIM 0,1 0,1 0,1 o,2 o.o DoD o,o Dt1 Dol 0·1 0 0 0 0,2 
PRESBYTERIAN 6e4 7,6 9e1 d,5 6o1 8,5 8,9 9,5 6.3 8.D 11,0 8,9 
CJUAKER Dol Ot2 Oe3 Dol 0,1 Oe2 De5 De2 Dol Do2 0,3 Uo1 
ROMAN CATHOLIC 46e6 Ho3 12e9 2tl,3 47,8 32,8 10,6 29;4 47o1 33o7 lle9 28,7 
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST 0,1 Oo4 0,1 Do 'I 0,1 Oe6 De2 D1 3 0 '1 Oo5 De1 Do4 UNiTARIAN o,6 Oo3 Oel De5 u,6 0,4 Del Dt4 Oo6 Oo4 u ,1 o,5 OT~ER PROTESTANT 3e9 6,1 5,4 6,5 2o9 5,7 6,5 7e9 3.5 5.9 5,9 7,1 
OT~ER RELIGIONS 1,8 1o6 4,0 4o1 1.7 1,3 5,2 4e8 1,8 1•5 4,6 4,4 
I NON I= 1e9 2o5 1o~ 7 0 0 loB 2o0 1t2 5.!.9 1·9 2o3 1,4 6,5 ~ 
"' I 
'RESENT RELIGIOUS 'R!rERENCE ••• 
BAPTIST 5,1 7ol 30o7 Uo4 5,5 6,9 32,9 10e8 5,3 7oO J1e7 1li1 CONGREGATIONAL, u,c,c. 3,7 -4.2 3e2 3,2 4.9 4oO 2e9 2t7 4,2 4o1 3,1 3,0 ~Pisco,.,AL 3,3 1o9 5,2 3,2 'to6 2,8 6,3 3,9 3,9 2o3 ~.7 3e5 
JEWISH 5,9 3o1 1e3 1e7 SoB 4o7 0,7 1;7 5o9 ;s,8 1o1 1.7 
LATTER DAY SAINTS Oe2 o,2 0,1 3o3 Oo1 0,2 Oe2 2,<4 0,1 0·2 0 1 2 2,9 
LU')'HERAN 4o8 Uo~ 2e3 '1,4 4oO 12,5 2o8 4o8 4,4 u.s 2,5 4,6 
METHODIST 8,4 12o1 17,3 8ol 7,8 11.7 17,5 8e6 8,1 12o0 17e4 8o3 
MUSLIM Oe2 Oo1 0,2 Do3 0,1 Uol OoO Oo2 Dol Oo1 0,1 Do2 PRESBYTERIAN 4,9 6o1 8,1 6o4 5,1 7,1 7e9 7o4 5,0 6.6 SoD 6,8 QUAKER 0,3 Uo2 0 1 4 0,3 0,4 Uo3 D,5 Oo3 Do3 Oo3 Oo4 0,3 ROMAN CATHOLIC <40;2 30ol:l llo 7 2.Sol 4308 30,7 10e7 26e6 41o8 3o.7 11,3 C!4,6 SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST Oel 0,3 Oe2 0,5 0,1 0,6 0,2 De4 Dol Oo5 0,2 Oo4 
UNiTARIAN 0,6 o,s Oo5. o.~ 1,1 0,9 Oo5. 0,9 o,a Oo7 0,5 o,7 OTHER PROTESTANT 3e4 5,3 5o2 5,6 2o4 5o2 6oO 7,9 2o9 5o3 !:i,6 6o6 
OT~ER RELIGIONS 3,2 2,6 4,9 6oO 2,8 2e3 5,8 6,2 3,0 2o5 ~e3 6o1 NONE 15,8 Hoo 8,0 22o2 1lo0 10 '0 5oO 15e1 14oO 12o3 7,o 19o2 
AG~E~ THAT ,ARENTS A•E 
INTERESTED IN INTELLECT PURSUITS 1:14e1 84,5 86o2 82,9 56o8 89o3 89e7 87,3 85o3 86o6 t17e8 84,8 INTERESTED fN CULTURAL PURSUITS 75e7 76,6 ao,o 74e5 !!o,8 82,4 82e6 8Q,4 77o9 79o1 tl1,2 noo DEEPLY RELIGIOUS 62,3 66e1 l'lo 9 60o0 ~909 64o8 76e1 60,2 61o3 65.6 75e4 00o1 INTERESTED fN POLITICS 77,5 79 e7 80o3 76,5 81,1 63,7 83o7 80e2 79,o 81o4 81o8 /8o1 DEEPLY CONCERNED ABOUT CHJ~DREN 96,5 96o9 96o9 95,3 96o7 97,1 96,8 95o8 96o6 97o0 V6e9 Y5o5 FINANCIALLY COMrORTABLE 76,7 78,3 78,8 78~0 78,7 80,7 79,<4 dD,8 77o6 79.3 79e1 i'9o2 ~AVE HIGH ASPJRATIONS FOR ME 94,5 94o9 96o3 'tiJ,5 Y5,o 95,4 96eO 94o3 94o7 95o1 96o2 'J3,8 
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East Midwest South West East Midwest .s.2l!lh West ].u1 Midwest South .lYCS1... 'ATH~RS OCCUPATION •• ---ARTIST C!NCL PERrO~MERl o,e 0.7 0,7 o,9 1,0 1,0 0,6 o,e 0,9 o.8 017 0,9 BUSINESSMAN 27,1 30,2 ;53,1 211.6 2Y,o 31,3 27,7 28~41 27;9 30o6 J0,6 4!6,6 CL~RGYMAN o,6 o,9 1,6 0,7 o,7 0.9 1,8 o,9 o,7 Oo9 1,8 o,8 COLLEGE TEACI-IER o,5 0,6 0,6 0,7 o,a 0,9 0,6 1;0 o.7 o.8 0 1 6 o,a DOCTOR CM,D, OR o,o,S,) 1,6 1·8 2,!) lt8 1,9 2,3 2,7 2io 1.7 2oO 2,6 1t9 EDUCATOR (SECONDARy) 2,0 1,8 1,1:1 2.1 2,3 2,0 2,2 2.!.5 2,1 1o9 2,0 2,3 ELEMENTARY TEACHER o,3 Oo3 0,3 o,s 0,3 0.3 o,41 o,5 o,3 0·3 u,3 o,5 ENGINEER 6,8 7.2 5,6 7,9 7,!; 7,41 5,2 Bi5 7,1 7.3 5,4 6,2 PARMER OR FORESTeR 2,2 8,8 5,0 6,8 2o2 8,5 6,3 7.0 2.2 8.7 5,6 6,9 HEALTH PROFESSIONAL CNON•M,D 1 ) 1,3 1t1 1,4 lt8 1,1 1,1 1t2 1:;:8 1o2 1•1 1,3 loB LAWYER o,9 1o1 1,4 leO 1,3 1,3 1,2 1!3 1·1 1o2 1,3 1o1 MILITARY CAREER 1,41 o,9 2 1 Y 2,9 1oO o,s 2,7 2.3 1o2 o.8 2,8 2,7 RESEARCH SCIENTIST Ot5 Ot5 0,4 Oe5 o,6 u,5 o,4 o;6 Oe6 0•5 0,4 Oe5 SKILLED WORKER 16,9 H,5 12,7 12,8 13,8 12o2 11,2 10:;:5 15,6 13.5 12,0 u.s SEMI•SKILLED WORKER 11,5 9,2 7,1 7.2 8,7 7,1 7,9 5,1 1De2 8 ··3 7,5 6,3 UNSKILLED WORKER 5,41 41,2 3,4 ,S,6 41,8 3,9 4,1 3;41 5,1 41o1 3,7 3;5 UN!==Mro»LOYED 1o0 0·9 1,41 1•41 1.1 leO lt8 1:;:5 1o1 Oo9 1,6 1o41 OTWI=R 19eO 15e3 18,0 16o5 22,1 17,4 21,9 21!9 2Do3 16·2 19,8 19o9 
ESlJMATED ~ARENTAL INCOME (2) •• LESS TloiAN S4tOOO 4,7 3,9 6,8 6,7 41,3 4,5 9,3 7.!.7 4,5 41·2 7,9 7,1 S4,oon • s5,999 9,2 7,5 1Ut1 9,6 9,o 7,9 12t3 9,2 9,1 7.7 11t1 9,41 I u,ooo . s7,999 14,8 12.7 12,2 12·~ 15,3 12,7 15,4 u:;:5 15•0 12•7 13,6 12t1 ~ 
...... se,ooo • s9,999 19,3 17,6 16,2 141,5 17,5 15,8 15,5 13!1 18,5 16,9 1!),9 13o9 I S1n,oon • $14,999 29,o .S2o0 26,2 2ijt1 27,7 29,7 22,7 28,3 28,5 31•1 241,7 2~·2 515,000 • $19,999 llt 3 12,6 12,2 12e6 12.7 13,6 11t2 141:;:41 11o9 13oO u.s 13t3 
s2n.ooo .. $24,999 5,0 6,1 6,1 6,7 6,1 7,2 5,9 7!2 5.5 6o5 6,0 6,9 !25,000 - $29,999 2t2 2,6 3,4 2,9 2etl 3,2 2,8 3!2 2.4 2o8 3,2 3~0 S30,000 OR MORE 4,6 41,9 6,6 6,4 4,5 5,3 4,9 5!3 4.~ 5··1 5,9 5.9 
MAJOR SOURCES Or FINANCIA~ •• SU,,ORT DURING rRESHMAN YEAR 
PERSONAL SVGS OR E~PLOYM!NT 31,7 ~2,8 21,9 42,1 19,0 21,8 11,9 28,5 26,2 33.8 17,3 J6,3 PARENTAL OR PAMILY AID 41 , 5 411,2 55,6 37,5 ~6,8 57,9 60,2 55~3 48,2 48,3 57,7 ... ,.1 REPAVAFlLE LOAN 16,5 1U,1 13,7 !;1,9 16,8 12,2 17,1 7,6 17~5 u. 0 1~,3 6,6 SC~OLARS~IP /GRANT/ OTioiER GirT 19,9 17,3 17,7 17,0 16,8 21,6 20,0 13!7 18,6 19,1 18,8 15,6 
CONCERN ABOUT 'INANC!NG fDUC 
•• 38,3 36,9 32,9 30,2 35,2 35,8 34,41 31.5 30,9 J6,4 NONE ~5.6 ;s2,5 
SOME CO.NCERN 55,9 5tt,o 52,0 52,5 57,~ 57,6 53,1 53:3 56;5 57,8 ~2,8 ~2.8 MAJOR CnNCERN 8,5 9,6 9,1 10,6 9,7 12,2 11,8 10~9 9,0 10.7 10,3 10,7 
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WEIGHTED NATIONAL NORMS FOR GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
MEN WOMEN ALL STUDENTS 
East Midwest South 
---
West East Midwest South West East Midwest South 
..wm. 
OBJECTIVES CONBIDEREQ TO BE •• ISSENTIAL OR VERY IMPORTANT 9,3 9,5 9,4 AC~iEVE IN A PERF'ORMING ART 10,0 1;:!,6 14,5 13,3 14,2 10,6 11· 7 11,2 11.8 
BE AN AUTHORITY IN MY F'IELO 61 ~ 0 64;1 64,~ 62~1 !>1,6 56,1 57,2 52~4 56~9 60~7 ~1,3 !:>7,9 
OBTAIN RECOGNITION r~OM PEERS 45 ·, 7 45,3 47,4 43;2 36,3 35,3 38,7 3o;8 41; 6 41~0 43,5 37,9 
INF'LUENCE POLITICAL STRUCTURE i9~7 18,9 20,8 19~7 12,6 11,7 11,8 11 ~8 16 ; 6 15;9 16;7 16;3 
INF'LUENCE SOCIAL VALUES 32,5 30,5 33,9 z9;6 37,8 36,4 39,4 35;o 34;8 3.s;o 36,4 J1,9 
RAiSE A F'AMiLY 68 ·, 4 64,9 70,6 63,0 79,6 76,7 79,1 75;5 73 ; 3 70o0 74,5 68,4 
MAVE ACTIVE SOCIAL LirE 63,7 60,6 64,5 55;1 58,3 56,8 58,5 51;1 61;3 5Y~O 61,7 !:>3 .• 4 
HAV~ F'RiENDS OirF'ERENT rROM ME b3;o 6;),9 63,4 5\1;2 71,9 7<4,2 66,8 7o;5 66;9 68 ·. 3 b5,o 64,0 
BE AN EXPERT IN F'INANCE 19,6 22;2 27,<4 23,0 7,3 8,1 12,4 10;3 14;3 16~2 20,6 17,6 
BE .AOMINtSTRATIVELY qESPONSJBLE 28!8 29,7 32,4 29;5 15,5 15;9 18,5 16;9 23;0 23~8 iU>, 1 ~4;1 
BE VERY WELL•OF'r rjNANCIALLY 54,9 52,5 58 ·, i 52 -,4 31,8 30,2 36,5 31~8 44;8 42oY 41:1,3 '13,6 
HELP OT~ERS IN DtrF'ICULTY 59,6 57 1o 61,4 55~7 7~,3 74,3 76,3 73!0 66,9 64 _! 4 ~1:1,2 03t2 
BECOME A COMMUNITY LEADER 18,4 19.7 26,9 18,9 12,3 13,6 20,4 Uo9 15 ~ 7 17•1 c.s,9 15o9 
CONTRIBUTE TO SC!ENTIF'IC THEORY 14 ·, 0 Hi4 12 ·; t! 14!6 5,8 5,1 5,8 5!9 10o4 10 ! 4 9,6 10,8 
WRjTE ORIGINAL WORKS 11.t7 11t2 u;4 1ih2 16,7 16;5 15,1 15.t8 13 ; 8 13o5 13,1 1413 
NOT BE OBLIGATED To PEOPLE 26,8 23;2 28!4 27;6 22;5 20;7 25;o 23.18 24;9 22 ! 1 co,9 ~610 
CREATE WORKS OF ART 11j 0 10;2 10,0 1•;9 20,6 21;4 18,8 23.t4 15;3 15o0 14,0 18,5 
KE~P UP WITH POLITiCAL AFFAIRS ~2,0 53;4 54,3 50~4 49,2 52;9 47,3 47,7 5o;8 53~2 !:>1;1 49;3 
SUCCEED IN MY OWN aUSINESS 51,4 !'>4,5 63,8 5~_!6 2~;o 33;1 39;1 35!5 41;2 45~3 5c,6 ~716 
DEVELOP A PHlLOSOP~Y OF LIF~ n; 4 7819 8l,2 77,4 85,5 86;9 86,7 8317 8o ; 9 82!3 !!3,7 t10o1 
I STUDENTS ESTIMATE CHANCES AREttt -1'-00 
I VERV GOOD TMAT THEY Wl~l 
GET MARRIED WHILE IN COl~EGE 4,7 7,4 9,0 b,9 515 9,7 10,9 14,3 5,1 8o4 Y19 1112 
MARRY WIT~IN A YEAR AfTER CO~L 17,2 1818 21;6 16~2 23,0 24;5 27 ;;s 22;5 19;7 21~2 24,2 18,8 
OBTAIN AVRG GRD or A• OR HIGHER 3;9 4;o 3,0 4;9 2,7 2;7 2;6 4.13 3;3 3-,4 2,9 4,6 
CHANGE MAJOR FIELD 11;9 1~;9 16;7 1~;8 14,4 17;9 17 ;1 2017 13;o 16~1! 1619 1916 
CHANGE CAREER CHOICE 14 ;1 17;1 16;Y 11!~5 15,8 19;2 16; 7 19.18 14~8 18 ~ 0 16,8 19,1 
PAIL ONE OR MORE COURSES 2;6 2,2 4;11 2;9 1;7 1;2 3,0 1,5 2;2 l ; tl 4,0 213 
GRADUATE WITH HONORS 4_i1 5,2 3;7 4,8 3;o 3;7 3,3 317 3;6 4;6 .5;5 414 
BE ELECTED TO A STUDENT OrFICE 2 2 2,3 2,6 2;1 .i 13 1;5 1,6 1.t2 1;8 2~0 2,1 117 
JOIN SOCIAL FRAT OR SORORITY 21:4 20,2 28,~ 1f?;5 25,3 21;5 32,0 22,0 23;1 2o ; a .so,o 1818 
AUT~OR A PUBlJSHEP ARTIClE 5,0 4,6 4,9 4~7 5,1 4,8 413 411 5;o 4 ~ 7 4,7 4,4 
BE DRAFTED WHILE IN COLLEGE 1;3 1,8 2;!:> ~~8 o;2 o;1 0,1 0,2 0~8 1;1 1,4 2,2 
BE ELECTED TO AN HONOR SOCIETY 1,8 2;4 2;1 2~3 1,9 2;5 2,7 217 1;8 2,5 2,4 2,5 
~ROTEST U,S, MILITARY POLJCY 8,3 ~;3 5,~ t!;3 7,? 5,2 3,0 5.13 8;2 5,8 4,4 71 Q 
PROTEST COLLEGE AD~!~ POLICY 2;6 211 1,~ 1;9 216 1;7 1.3 1!3 2; 6 1,9 1,6 1,7 
PROTEST RACIAL OR eTHNIC POL 7;3 s;a 5,a ~!1 8 7 6,1 4,7 5.13 7~9 5,9 5,3 5,7 
o:9 " I DROP OUT TEMPORARILY 0,8 0,8 1,5 1;3 1;2 o;9 117 !;1 1,0 U19 116 
ENLIST IN ARMED SERV BEFORE GRAD 1,5 1;3 1 ~ 7 2;6 o;2 u;3 0,3 014 o;9 0.8 1,0 116 
BE MORE SUCCESS THAN AVERAGE 12,4 13;3 13;5 17!0 6,3 6;5 6,8 819 9;8 10,4 10,4 1316 
DROP OUT PERMANENTLY 0,3 o 14 o;4 0,6 0,6 o;6 0 1 7 o,a o;5 o,5 u ,6 Q I 7 
TRANSF'ER TO ANOTHER COLLEGE 9,4 11,4 14,11 17~4 9,3 13,4 11;9 1715 9 ; 4 12,3 13 5 1714 . I 
CITI:lENSH!P 95,2 Y7,2 97,8 NATIVE BORN U,S 1 CITIZEN Y'/.,7 Y6,8 97,5 98,0 93,0 95,9 97,J '0,9 IJ2,8 
NATURALIZED CITIZEN 2,1 1,6 1,1 2,9 1,9 1,7 1,3 2,8 2,0 1oO 1,2 219 
NOT A CITIZEN 2,7 1,2 1,1 <4,4 1,3 u,8 Q 17 412 211 1,0 U,9 4,3 
~ 
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MEN WOMEN ALL STUDENTS 
'EDEFUL GOVERNMENT· SIJOJJI.D East Midwest South West East Midwest South West ~ Midwest South ..wm.. 
!E HORI i NVOL Vi!D 1 N (3) 
43,7 40,7 34,1 40,8 44,3 43,~ 37,7 42,4 44,0 41,9 35 7 41,5 CONTROL OF CIGARETTE ADVERTISING 
- I 
ELIMINATING VIOLENCE FROM TV 19;6 18,2 16,3 111,2 ;)1,\1 29;3 27;1 2717 24;6 23~0 21;2 22,9 
CONTROL OF POLLUTION 91,0 91,2 89;o ~6,5 92,3 91 ' 3 86;6 66,9 91~6 91:3 87;9 ~6,8 
- ' TAX INCENT TO CONTROL BJRT~ RATE 32;1 32,8 36;o 36,6 27 ;6 27;5 31;9 30i2 30;2 30;5 34;1 33,9 
CONSUMER PROTECTION 74 . 8 71;1 73 4 611,0 74,.3 69;4 72,8 66,9 74;6 7o:4 73,1 b8;1 
- ' ' -COMPENSAT EOUC FoR DISADVANTAGED 69,0 66,4 68,1 64;7 75,6 72; 6 74,9 70!0 71;9 69~1 71; 2 67,0 
SPECIAL BENEfiTS FoR VETERANS 42~0 36,1 43,1 37~7 ..s:2,4 28,2 36,0 27,7 37~8 32:7 39,9 ~3,4 
CONTROL OF FIREARMS 48;6 40,3 33,4 ..S4 1 D 6~,5 61,6 53,0 49~6 57;3 49;4i 42,3 40,6 
ELiMINATION OF PoVeRTY 1a;1 75,<4 68,2 71;6 67,3 82,9 73,3 76!9 83;8 78~6 70 1 5 13,9 CRIME PREVENTION 88 " 7 ~8,2 88,8 83~1 90,6 90 -,6 89,7 8517 s9~5 89 -,2 89,2 lj4,2 
- ' SC~OOL DESEGREGATION ~7;9 52;5 36;~ 52;3 65;2 58,9 37,7 5515 61 ;1 55;~ 37;0 !>3;7 
fiNANCIAL AID FOR OISADVANTAGEO 54;8 4~j6 50;3 47;7 5~;3 51j2 53;7 481<4 55;5 49:7 >1,9 48,0 
CONTROL or STUDENT ACTIVISTS 44;9 46,1 52,5 46;6 45;4 46;1 s5;a 4817 45;1 46~1 !>4;o ~7;5 
CURRENT POLITICAl. PRerERENCE 
LEh 4,5 3,5 3,0 4,1 3,0 1,9 lo? 2,2 3,8 2.8 2,4 3,3 
LIBERAL ..S2;3 3o;8 26;3 :so;1 30,7 29;1 22,9 27-9 31i6 30:1 24,7 ~9.~ 
MIDDLE or THE ROAD 42 ' 1 43~1 o41; 9 41;1 4tl;1 47;4 46,1 4618 44;8 45~0 ~3,8 43,o 
i8 14 
I 
MOOERATEL Y CONSERVATIVE 
-' 
zo;o 24;1 20;8 17j0 20;4 26,6 21~1 11;s zo;z ot5,4 ~0,9 
STRONGLY CONSERVATIVE 2,7 2;6 4 "8 3i2 1;2 1;2 2,5 2!0 2! 0 2:o 3;7 2,7 I -
I EX~ECTED PRErE~ENCE !N 4 YEARS _p. 
"' 5,2 3,8 2,6 ~.4 3,9 2,6 l,!:i 2,3 4,6 3,3 2,2 3,5 I LEFT 
LIBERAL 36;4 :s:S;9 28;9 32;4 41,6 3s;o z9;o 35~0 38 ; 7 36:8 2~,9 J3,5. 
MinDLE or THE ROAD 3o;5 31;4 25;2 30;6 27,9 29;5 25,~ 29,3 29;4 30~6 2.7,1 JO,O 
MODERATELY CONSERVATIVE 22;9 24;4 30,9 2~;5 23;9 27;1 35;9 2913 23;4 25;6 33,2 't-7,7 
STR.nt~~r.l v r.nt~~SF:RV 6 T 1 ve 4;9 4 ' 4 9!2 6:1 2,7 2 ~ 8 7;9 411 3!9 3:7 8;6 5;2 I - !· 
AGREE STRONGLY OR IO~EWMAT ••• STUDENT DESIGN Or CURRICULUM 88,7 ~7,5 88,8 !!7,1 92,1 9U,8 91,7 90,8 90,2 88,9 9U,1 lj8,7 
PUBLISH ALL SCIENCE PJNDINGS 60,0 57;4 58~5 5~~9 52;~ 49;5 51;4 49~5 56;8 54;0 5!>;3 ~4;9 
INDIVID CANNOT CHANGE SOCIETY 39,9 3s;a 37;4 41; 7 31,8 31;5 3o;4 33;5 36;3 35~7 J4;2 JB;2 
COLL CONTROL STDfS orr CAMPUS 18.4 19;4 25,2 21;2 15,0 17;6 28;2 19~9 16;9 18;6 26j6 ~0,6 
BENE,IT OF CDL~EGE IS MONETARY ~8,2 58,:) 62,3 62~6 4i;7 43;1 !>1;1 5C;1 51;o 51;9 , ., ; 2 !>7,2 
STOT SHOULD EVAI. rACULTY 67,9 69;5 68,6 67;5 65 9 67;5 65,3 65!6 67;o 68;7 67;1 b6j7 
' . MY BELI~PS SJMII.AR TO OTHE~S ()7,6 1o;o 71;~ 6~;4 69;7 72;4 74;8 67,2 68;5 71~0 72."9 65,6 
. ' REGULATE STUDENT PUBLICATJONS 47.1 51;4 60;1 5J;7 43j2 5U 1 6 67 ; 2 54~2 45;4 51;1 ()3;3 !>3,9 
MARIJUANA SHOULD BF LEGALIZED 30,9 24;9 20,~ :s5;3 26,3 20,8 13;4 27~2 28:9 2~:1 17,5 31,8 
COLLEGE HAS RIGHT TO BAN SPKR ~1.8 33;1 40;~ 37;2 2Jj6 27 j5 37,2 31~4 ;!8 ;-3 30: 7 38 9 .)4,7 
. I ARMY SHOULD BE VO~UNTARY !>8.4 51;1;7 54;1 60;4 47 ' 6 44;9 40;8 46;6 53;7 52;8 4~,1 ~4;5 I -GIVE DISADVANTAGED PREF TRTMNT 41,9 41,8 46,7 45;4 36,2 38,4 42,7 40~9 39;4 40;3 44;9 43,5 
COLL TOO LAX ON STnT PROTEST ~0.9 63;4 69,~ 61;9 52,4 55~7 64,0 55;8 57;2 60~i ~7;1 ~9;3 
LIBERALIZE DIVORCE ~AWS :;1,2 4111 46,9 41! - ij 42,9 3u ; 9 32,0 34~0 47;6 36;8 ~u;1 42,5 
LEGALiZE ABORTIONS 78.5 78;1 75,1$ 78 4 74,9 75;1 70,7 73;9 76;9 76;8 73;5 16,5 
COURTS PROTECT CRI~lNAL TOO MUCH 57,8 61,4 63;1 5~ 1 44;2 48;3 48;s 46~4 51;9 55~1;1 \)t,;6 ~..Sol 
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'ERCENT or STUDENTS RE,ORT1NO••• 
THAT DURING THE PAST YEAR THEY 
VOTED IN STUDENT ELECTION (4) 
CAME LATE TO CLASS 
PLAYED A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT 
STUDIED IN THE LIBRARY (4) 
CHECKED OUT A LlBRARV BOOK (4) 
ARRANGED DATE rQR ANOTHER STDT 
OVERSLEPT AND MISSED A CLASS 
TYPED A HOMEWORK ASSJGNMENT(f) 
DISCUSS rUTURE WIT~ PARENT (4) 
WAS LATE WITH HOMEWO~K ASSGNT 
ARGUED WITH TEACHER IN CLASS 
ATTENDED RELIGIOUS SERVICE 
PROTESTED RACIAL PoLICY 
PROTESTED US MILITARY POLICY 
PROTESTED AGAJNST ~.S, ADMIN 
DID EXTRA READING PO~ CLASS(4) 
TOOK SLEEPING PILLS 
TUTORED ANOTH£R STUDENT 
PLAYED CHESS 
READ POETRY NOT REQD IN COURSE 
TOOK A TRANQUILIZING PILL 
DISCUSSED RELIGION (4) 
TOOK VITAMINS 
VISITED ART GALLERY OR MUSEUM 
PART IN H,S, POLITIC CAMPAIGN 
PART IN OTHER POLITIC CAMPAIGN 
MISSED SCHL BECS Or ILLNESS(4) 
SMOKED CIGARETTES c4) 
DISCUSSED POLITICS (4) 
DRANK BEER 
DISCUSSED SPORTS (4) 
ASKED TEACHER POR ADVICE (4) 
HAD VOCATIONAL COUNSELING 














































































































































































































































(l)States have been grouped according to the areas defined by the six r egional accrediting associations. 
(Z )Reported estimate of total income of parental family last year (all s ources be for e taxes). 
())Increase involvement or initiate crash program. 
(4)Frequently only , a ll other items frequently plus occasionally . 
Note--Items indicated by ** are repeated as shown from the 1966, 1967 or 1968 surveys. 
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Coeducational Colleges Predominantly Negro 
Colle~es for Men Colleges for Women Nonsectarian Catholic Colleges 
Nonsect. Catholic Nonsect. Catholic Men Women Total Men Women Total Men Women Total 
AG&, IN Y!;ARS. AS OF' •• DECEMBER 31, 1969 
16 OR YOUNGER Uo2 o,J 0,1 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,1 0. 0 0' 0 o,4 U1 2 0.3 
17 b-:1 2,4 9,5 5,2 5,2 7,3 6,2 2,4 4,1 3,2 6,2 9,4 7,9 
is 81,0 61,U 82,2 111,1 72,7 79,3 75,6 76,8 65,5 so.6 59,6 74,8 67,6 
1~ 1U,7 13,8 7,4 10,11 15,8 10,6 13,3 16,8 8,7 13.3 18,7 10 '7 14,5 2Q 1.0 1.0 u,5 1,2 2,4 1,1 1,8 1,6 0,6 lo2 3,8 ~.o 2,9 21 u,2 o.3 0,1 0,4 1,2 0,6 0,9 o,4 0,4 o.• 1·5 0,4 1.0 
CLOER THAN 21 0,6 1.2 0,2 1·1 2,6 0,9 1,8 1,7 0,7 1·~ 9,7 2,3 5,8 
AVERAG~ GRADE IN HIG!oi SCHOOL •• A OR A+ 1~.o 3,7 8,2 7,1 .... 9,8 6,9 2,6 8,4 5,1 1·2 2,5 1.9 A. 1~,9 8,2 l,7,6 12,3 e,~ 15,3 11,7 5,9 u.s 8,5 3,5 7,2 5,4 
8+ 2J,o 16,6 26,~ 23,9 15,2 22,7 18,7 12,5 ~2,3 16,8 10.0 19,8 15,2 
8 zj,1 23,5 25,7 27,1 22.~ , .. ,5 23.4 24,2 ~7,7 25,7 20.2 27,0 23,8 
e. 11,9 18,8 11,5 13,6 17.8 13,3 15.7 17,3 14,8 16,2 18.0 17,4 17,7 
c:. 10,1 17,6 7,9 10,1 16,5 9,1 13,0 19,4 10,3 15,4 26,6 17,8 22,0 
c 4,0 11' 1 2,6 5,7 14;4 5,1 10,0 17,5 4,7 11,9 19,6 8,2 13,5 
D u.o 0.5 o,o 0,1 0,9 0,2 0,6 0,6 0,1 0,4 0,9 0,2 0,5 
I SECONDARY SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENTS ** 
V1 ELECTED PRESIDENT STDT ORGNZ 3J,3 26,3 30,9 25,1 24,1 23,3 23,7 21,3 23,6 22,3 29.2 31,0 J0,1 ....... HIGH RATING STATE ~USIC CONT~ST 6,2 7,1 9,1 10,3 9,Y 14,1 11,9 4,6 8,3 6,2 10,7 10,5 10.6 I STATE/REGIONAL SPEECH CONTEST 7,6 8,3 7,1 11,7 6,7 1,0 6,9 6,4 9,4 7,7 6,0 9 1 2 7,7 MAJOR PART IN A PLAY 19,6 20,0 23,9 2o,1 20,5 20,4 20,5 14,8 18,6 16,5 25,5 26,9 26,3 
VARS I TV LETTER (SPoRTS) 5!>,9 •H ,1 21,4 1J,7 51,3 14,7 33,9 47,0 p,o 32,1 50,1 13,9 J1,0 AWARD IN ART COMPETITION J,7 3,8 10,1 9,0 5,1 6.6 5,8 4,2 6,5 5,~ 7,7 4,7 6,1 EDITED SCHOOL PAPER 18.3 13,4 26,2 17,7 11,6 19.2 15,2 11,4 1Bo1 14,3 9;4 17,1 13,5 
HAQ ORIGINAL WRITING PUBLJSH~D 2~,7 21,0 31,4 26,:( 18,6 25,2 21,8 17,0 ~4,3 20,2 1~.3 1Y,6 17,6 NSF' SUMMER pROGRAM ,,6 o,7 0,9 0,6 1,3 loU lo2 0,2 o,8 o,5 1.5 1,7 1,6 
STIREGIONAL SCIENCE CONTEST 2,9 2,7 2,1 2,~ 2,7 2,3 2,5 2,0 2,5 2,2 3,9 !S,7 4,9 SCHOLASTIC HONOR SoCIETY 4J,6 26,2 42,9 35,7 22,7 40,8 31,3 17,8 35,4 25,; 14.5 ~U,9 23,2 NATIONAL MERIT RECOGNITION 24.5 8,H 14,6 10 I 0 9,6 14,6 12,0 6,3 9,0 7,5 7,0 i1,4 9,4 
TV'E or SECONDARY SC!oiOOL •• PUBLIC 66,1 26,7 65,2 41,4 82,7 ~~.5 64,0 31,2 ~6.2 33,~ 87,3 89,7 t!8,6 PRIVATE ~ENOMINATIONAL 18,6 66,4 15,5 53,'i 8,4 7,7 8,1 60,0 59,3 59,7 S,2 7,5 7,8 
PRtVATE NON•DENOMJNATJONAL 1~.o 5 18 18,~ 3,~ 8,2 6,3 7,3 7, ~ 4,0 6,0 J,O 1,7 2,3 OTHER 0,3 1,0 0,8 0 1 8 o,a o.5 0,7 1,1 0,5 0,8 1,5 1,0 1.2 
!tANK IN HlnH SCHOOL C~ASS 
** TOP 1 PER CENT 1U,3 3,7 9,2 6,6 4,9 10,9 7,7 2,4 7,8 4,8 4,7 10,1 7,5 TOP 10 PER CENT 34,3 17,4 .35,1 25,2 20,2 30,6 25,2 11,9 23,5 17,0 18,6 26,5 22,8 TOP QUARTER 24,6 25,3 26,8 30,2 25,8 25,2 25,5 22,4 27,0 24,4 21,11 22,6 22,3 SECOND QUARTER i20,7 28,2 111,4 22,8 27,8 21,4 24,8 32,7 26,6 30,0 26,1 22,4 25,1 THiRD QUARTER tl,9 19,2 e,o 12,4 16,4 9,7 13,2 24,7 13,1 19,6 22,1 1:S,5 18,6 F'OURTH QUARTER 1,2 6,3 1,6 2,8 4,9 2,2 3,6 6,0 2,1 4,3 4,6 2,9 3,7 
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WEIGHTED NATIONAL NORMS 
Coeducational Colleges Predominantly Negro 
Colle~es for Men Colle~es for Women Nonsectarian Catholic Colleges 
Nonsect. Catholic Nonsect. Catholic Men Women Total Men Women Total Men Women Total 
~IGH~ST DEGREE ~LANN&D •• NONE Uo2 0,6 0,7 1,~ 1,1 2,3 1.7 0,7 0,7 0. 7 Oo7 u '4 0,5 
ASSOCIATE lOR EQUIVALENT) o;5 o;2 1;15 1,8 o;s 1~9 1.3 o,-4 1~1 o,7 0.9 1,0 1,0 
BACHELORS DEGREE ( B, A 1 ' B,S,) 18;2 29~1 37,0 47,2 29~1 41~9 35,2 35,2 'o!) 41,7 24.i 24,4 0:!4,2 
MASTERS OEGREE ( M, A,, M' $ t) 2ii;7 ;p;u 4U~7 .,6,7 35;2 .)8,1 36,6 36,6 37,9 37,3 37.5 49,8 44,0 
PH.D, nR ED,O, i!-4;6 17;o 14;1 8,4 19;s i1 ;2 15,7 1,,i -5;7 22.7 18,2 <!0,3 llt 0 
M,o,, o,n,s,, OR O,V,M, 1b;1 11 ;1 3 0 2 2 eli e;o 2~2 5,2 7,2 2;o 4,9 8,9 3,9 6,2 
LL.B. OR JoOt 9;5 2;7 1,3 1,0 3;1 0~6 1.9 2,8 o;3 1,7 3.0 0,9 1,9 
s,o, u;3 o;3 0; 0 0,1 o ·;s o;3 0.5 o,-. u;o 0,3 o.a 0,3 0,5 
0Tio4ER 1;0 2;o 1,0 1,:!1 2!1 1~4 1,8 1,4 2~1 1e7 1.4 1,2 1,3 
'ROBABLE MAJOR P!ELD or STUDY •• 
AGRICULTURE C!NCL rORESTRY) 6,3 0,5 0,1 o,o 1.4 0,1 o,8 0,3 0. 0 o,z 0.4 U1 1 0,2 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 1,2 4,6 4,~ 2,~ 4,7 ~.o 4,4 4,3 3,4 3,9 5,5 4;o 4,7 
BUSINESS 9,9 22,3 2,'1 3,5 18,0 5,5 12,0 27,3 3;o 16,6 18,7 9,1 13,6 
EDUCATION u,7 2,9 6,0 15,~ 6,8 15,2 10,8 4,~ ~9!6 11,1 7,2 13,3 10,4 
ENGINEERING ..s,o 3,3 0,2 0,4 5,8 0,2 3,1 7,1 0,2 4,1 8,9 0,1 4,2 
ENGLISH 4,1 4,1 8,1 7,, 2,7 6,9 4,7 4,!) 8;9 6,4 1o3 5,0 3,3 
lo4EALTH PROreSSIONS PION•M,O,) 0,6 1,1 1,9 16,3 1,0 6,1 3,5 1,3 9;2 4,8 2,8 8,6 5,9 
HISTORY, POLITICAL SCIENCE 14,8 10,0 9,7 7,1 9,6 6,0 7,9 12,2 7;8 10,..S 10.5 6,5 8,4 
HUMANITIES (OTHER) ;s,6 4,9 10,9 7,2 6,5 8, 0 7,2 2,8 7;4 4,8 1,.S .5,1 2,3 
I F"INE ARTS 41,1 3,7 18,0 12,1 8,9 13,7 11,2 3,3 9~7 6,1 9,2 9,3 9,2 \J1 
N MATHEMATICS OR STATISTICS 4,7 5,8 4,7 ~.4 4,4 4,6 4,5 4,9 5~8 5,J 3.8 4,9 4,4 I 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES 7,1 4,7 1,6 1,;) 4,6 1,2 ~.o 3 9 1;4 2,& 2,9 1,2 2,0 .. 
F'RE .. PROrESSIONAL 2u,7 16,3 3,7 2,2 11,6 2,7 7,4 11,1 2~1 7,1 12,9 3,7 7,9 
P-SVCHOL, SOciOL, A~THROPOI,. 1U,1 u,a 21,0 14,1) 8,6 20,0 14,0 9,0 16;2 12,1 12.1 26,5 19,8 
0Tio4ER tiELOS (TECHNICAL.) u,7 2 1 0 1,4 0,7 2,, o,8 1,7 1,5 ·1;o 1,J 1.4 1,3 1,3 
0Tio4ER FIELDS (NONTECHNICAL.) Uo1 o,.s 2,1 3,1 0,4 2,9 1,6 0,3 2~7 1,3 0,2 2,3 1,3 
UNOECIDED 2,4 1,6 3,3 0,9 2,5 2,0 2,2 1,7 1;6 1,7 0.9 1,1 1,0 
PROBABLE CAREER OCCUPATION •• ARTIST (I NCL PERrOIH1ER) .S,5 2,tl 16,0 8,2 6,~ 10,2 e,3 3,3 7,2 5,0 5,1 7,6 6,4 
BUSINESSMAN 1.:S;o 20,3 2,3 1,tl U~'il 1,9 9,8 25,3 2,4 15,2 17:9 5,1 11,1 
CLERGYMAN i;o 6;.s U,4 0,7 5;o o·, 8 3,0 3,~ 0,6 2,4 0,4 0,2 0,3 
COLLEGE TEACHER 2;8 1 ·, b 1,2 0,7 2~2 1;4 1,8 1,3 0,8 1,1 1~8 2,0 1,9 
DOCTOR I M, D, OR o,o.s,> 1~!7 u; 1 2,8 1,6 6;8 1,7 4,4 7,0 1,6 4,6 9~ 2 3,2 6,0 
EDUCATOR (SECONDAfh) 5,3 10~8 9,9 15,7 12.,6 16;4 14,4 11,6 20,0 15,3 12~0 1.S;9 13,0 
ELEMENTARY TEACHER u;2 o;5 7 I 4 20,1 o;7 14~5 7,3 0 '9 21,1 .,,a 1~7 12,3 7,4 
ENGINEER <!;8 3;1 0,2 0,2 5·; 4 0~2 2,9 7,1 0,2 4,1 s;4 0,3 4,1 
FARMER OR FORESTER .s;6 0 '5 • o;' 0,1 1~6 a·, 3 Q,9 0,5 0,1 o,3 0,2 0 1 0 0,1 
HEALTH PROFESSIONAL (NON•M,Ool 3;2 2;.s 3,0 6,0 2;6 4·; 6 ~.5 1,5 6,1 3,) .S,8 7,1 5,6 
LAWVER 1~;o 10; 8 2,4 1,6 7;6 1~4 4,6 ~.5 0,9 5,2 9:tl 2,4 5,8 
NURSE u:o o;.s 0,8 11,4 o~i ;s;5 1,7 0,1 4,5 2,1 o·.1 5,3 2,9 
RESEARCH SCIENTIST 7;3 3;9 2,8 2,0 3,8 2 ·, 2 ~.o 3,0 2,3 2,7 3,3 2,2 2,7 
0Tio4ER CHOICE li;4 13;2 29,4 20,0 14~8 27,5 20,9 13,1 21,3 a,7 19:3 31,0 25,6 
UNDECIDED 17;3 12;6 21.0 9,9 13;4 13;5 13,4 12,9 il.o 12,0 6,9 7,4 7,2 
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NUMB&R or APPLICATIONS •• 
TO OTHER COLLEGES 
NONE 21tl:l 34,4 21,5 112,9 29,5 37,5 33,2 26,7 39,7 32,4 24.1:1 ~9,4 <!7,2 ONE 1~~6 24,9 13~3 h.~ 17~7 18,1 17,9 23,, ~3~8 23.~ 20~6 21,9 clo3 TWO 17;1 18;7 19,8 17 tli 19;1 18;6 1tl' 8 22.3 19~7 2i tl. 22·6 23,1 ~2.9 THREE 1?!o 11t1 11:1,~ 10 ,, 15,2 12 .,3 13.8 13,7 9!9 12t0 16!9 14,6 15,7 POUR 13t4 5;4 13,~ 4,5 9 ·, 7 7,1 8,4 7,6 4,5 6 .C! 8o3 6,7 7,4 F'!VE 8~ 6 3;.s 7,6 1.~ ~.o 3,9 4,5 3,0 1~6 2,4 3~6 2,6 3,0 SIX OR MORE 7;5 2;2 5~2 2,0 4 ·; 0 2~5 3,3 3,2 o;9 2.2 .s.J 1,8 2,5 
MILES ,ROM HOME TO COLLEGE 
10 OR LESS 7.0 11,3 5,6 22,6 9,1:1 7,9 8,9 20,7 21,7 21,1 21.2 17,2 1'J,1 11·50 12;7 13;1 8,5 20,9 15;~ 13 ~· 0 14,3 15.~ ~0~6 17,? 13!1:1 12,4 13,1 51 .. 100 1!)~9 14~7 9,6 10,2 12~6 1(,5 12.1 12,0 12,0 12,0 10o.S 11,7 11.0 101oo500 4~;9 51;2 42,1 26,7 37;1 41~9 39,4 29,5 ~3;6 31~3 32 -• .s .S.S,4 ~2,9 50t-tono 1u;5 5~9 18,~ 10,2 13~2 14 .,5 13,8 u.~ 6~0 9,0 15 -.1 16,8 10,0 MORE THAN tnO!l u;o 3,7 15,3 9,11 11' 7 11,4 11.6 11,0 6!2 8,9 7~2 8,6 7,9 
•eGlON OF HOME STATE (1) •• 
MIDDLE STATES 61,4 25,0 32,5 22,9 41,0 33,5 37,4 24,4 23,5 24,0 44.7 J2,0 ~s.o 
NEW ENGLAND i3;7 1;6 17,9 6,~ 9~5 9 -,2 9,4 10,2 io~3 10,2 1o4 1,0 1.2 
NORTI-~ CENTRAL ~~1 68~6 20,6 ~7.~ 25~2 26~0 25,6 35,6 ~5~3 35,~ 1:1.5 11,4 10t0 
NORTHWEST laO o;.s o,~ o.~ 1~7 1~9 loB s,S -7~8 6,~ o.a 1,1 Q,9 
SOUTHERN 9;8 2;5 22,6 19,6 17;~ 24,2 20,7 19,6 16;2 18,1 38;6 ~2,2 415,8 
WESTERN j~5 o;e 3,2 0 I 7 3;2 4~2 3.7 2,5 -5;8 4,(1 Ool:l 1,6 1t2 
I F'OR~Ir.N i;6 1·1 2,2 2,6 1;6 1,1 i.4 2,2 1o1 1•7 5.1 u,8 2,8 
\Jl 
....., 
I WHILE GRO~ING UP,I LIVED •• 
ON A F'ARM ~.~ 5,6 3,0 6,7 7,2 7,1 7.1 3,3 5,0 ~.o 4.6 6,2 5,4 
IN A SMALL TOWN 1~!1 15;, 16,9 16,2 20 ·; 0 21~9 20,9 15,1 18~5 16,6 16~5 17,6 17,1 
IN A MODERATE SIZE TOW~ OR CITY ~0·2 29;5 34,4 3~,7 32~3 31;6 32.0 34,9 j9~5 36,~ 37.o 34,3 35,6 
IN A SUBURB Of A ~ARGE CITY ~2!6 ;H~8 3o;5 25,9 25~5 24o2 24,9 27,2 ~3;5 25,6 9;7 u;9 io,9 
IN A LARGE CITY 13t6 14;7 15,3 11:1,5 15;0 15~3 15o1 19,6 i3;6 11,o 32:1 .su;1 ~1·1 
'ATHERS EDUCATION •• 
GRAMMAR SCHOOL OR LESS 4,6 6,1 3,5 11,5 8,2 7,4 7,8 7,9 7,5 7, 7 19.8 1t!,9 19,3 
SOME HIGH SCHOOL ~!1 10~6 ,,u 11,3 13o1 12~1 12,6 13,7 11 ;3 12,b 26.2 22,8 ~4,4 
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE ~Uo2 27,6 13,5 27 .o 25;5 22,7 24.2 30,9 28;o 29,6 25otl 24,7 ~!:>.2 
SOME COLLEGE 1,;7 21;0 16.~ 11:1,0 17;5 17,2 17,4 20,2 21;5 2o,a 11:2 12,6 11,9 
COLLEGF. DEGREE 26~6 21;2 31.5 19,2 2Q,Il 22,2 21,5 11:1,6 i9~8 19,2 10•1 11,2 10t6 
POSTGRADUATE DEGREE 2J;I:I 13;4 30,1 12,9 14;6 18;4 16,6 1:1,6 11 ~9 10t1 6~9 9,9 !l,5 
MOTHERS EDUCATION •• 
GRAMMAR SCHOOL OR LESS .:; · ·1 4,~ 1,9 8,~ 4!3 3,5 3,9 5,1 4,3 4,7 10o7 ll,2 9,4 
SOME HIGH SCHOOL ;;7 7;1 4,2 10oZ 12~~ 11.2 u,9 u.o 10;5 10t8 211o2 22,3 c3o2 
~IGH SCHOOL GRADUATE 34;4 '16;1:1 22,2 J9,1 40t0 35~3 37,8 48,8 44;7 47,0 32·7 3U 1 3 ~1.4 
SOME COLLEGE ~u~2 21;7 26,5 2o,7 19~2 21 ·· 3 20o2 16.~ 22~0 20t2 14 ·. 9 14,7 i4,8 
COLLEGE DEGREE 21!6 16;~ 33,~ 17,7 18;t! 21:5 20o1 13,9 i6;5 1!).0 12.1 16.4 14.4 
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RACIAL BACKGROUND ••• CAUCASIAN/WHITE 9.So3 96e6 82,1 93,5 86,1 83,1 84,7 94,8 ~6.2 9:1,4 4.8 1,8 3.2 
NEGRO/BLACK 5,1 ~e4 16,2 3,4 12tl 15,3 13,6 2,4 1,8 2tl 93,0 96,8 95,Q AMERICAN INDIAN Uol o,o 0,3 Q,4 0.2 Q,2 0.2 0,2 Q,;? Dt2 Ool 0,4 0,3 
ORIENTAL u,9 0,4 1,0 oea o,a o,8 o,a 1,6 1,1 1,4 0.6 U,2 0,4 OTHER Uo6 0~5 0,4 leY o.s o,6 o.7 l,u o.8 0,9 1.4 u,8 1,1 
~E~JGIOUS BACKGROUND ••• BAPTIST ~.o lt.S 10,4 1,9 12.4 13,8 13.1 2,3 1.5 2tD 44.8 411,2 '17,1 CONGREGATIONAl,., u,c.c, >·4 Oo3 5,11 o,.s 5,3 5,8 5,5 Q,8 o.6 Q I 7 2o7 2,5 2,6 
f!PtSCOPAL 1Uo2 o,:; 15,8 ltll 6,4 6,5 6,5 lo2 Oo8 1 til 5oJ 4,6 4,9 JEWISH llo2 0,2 1D,4 Otl 7,2 5,6 6,5 0,1 Dol Dtl Dol U,1 Ool 
LATTER DAY SAINTS Uo2 OeO 0,1 DtO o.o Dt1 Oo1 0,1 DoD Del Dol UoO O,D 
LUTHERAN :>. 1 o,7 3,1 le3 5.1 4,3 4,7 D,5 Do8 Oo6 lo2 1,7 1.5 
METHODIST li-.7 o,7 9,6 1t~ 10;7 11o1 lOo9 loB 1o7 1•7 19o4 21,3 ~0.4 
MUSU M Uo1 o,u 0,1 DtO Otl OoD (.,1 o.o o.o Q I Q Oo4 0,1 Oo2 
PRESBYTERIAN llo5 Q,5 10,9 lt2 8,1 7,4 ;,a 1,1 1o0 1ol 5o3 4,1 4,7 
OUAKER Uo6 Del o,2 o.u Oo2 o;3 t.3 o,o Dol Q I 0 o.o 0' 0 0 0 0 ROMAN CATHOL! C .SJ,7 94,7 25,7 \IQ o7 19,4 15,9 17.8 811o7 ~1t5 9o,~ 11•9 11.1 11.4 
~EVENTH DAY ADVENTIST Ut1 OtO 0,1 o.o Oe2 o.2 Oo2 0 0 0 o.o DtD Oo.S u,4 Do4 UNITARIAN 1o2 o,1 1,4 o.o 1o3 1o3 1.3 0 I 0 D 0 0 D' 0 0·2 0,1 0,2 OTHER PROTESTANT 2o7 0,4 2,5 Oe6 u;a Ho7 13.2 Oo8 Do4 Q,b 4o1 2,1 Jol OTHER RELIGIONS i.e Del 1,5 o,8 8,5 9,3 8,9 Do6 Do6 Q,b 2o4 1,9 2ol 
NONE 2o6 D,4 3,3 Oo7 3,2 ~.5 3.4 0,11 o,9 o,9 lo7 u,7 1·2 
I 
\J1 PRESENT RELIGIOUS PR~FERENCE *** .p. 
I BAPTIST JoO D t 7 8,5 1t~ 1Dt1 12,2 11.1 1,5 ltD 1t2 36o5 42,8 ..)9,8 
CONGREGATIONAL, u,c.c, Jo9 De3 3,4 Dt.S 4.3 4,2 4o2 0 I 7 Oo4 Oo5 2o8 2,5 2t6 
EPISCOPAL 7.4 D,5 1:S,2 1,3 4,5 5,1 4,8 leO Do9 ltD 5.2 4,4 4,8 JEWISH ~•0 0•3 6,9 Otit 5,6 4,2 5oD Q,3 Dol Dt2 0 I U U,3 Dol 
LATTER DAY SAINTS Ut2 o.u 0,2 o.o Ool Do2 0.1 o.o 0 I Q 0 I 0 0' 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 LUTHERAN ~ ·. 6 Q,6 2,4 lt2 4o1 3,1 3.6 o,.s 0 I 7 D•' Oo9 1,5 1.2 METHODIST >.5 Q,5 7,1 le3 7 1 Y 8,4 8,2 1t2 1t3 lt3 17 .tl 17,5 17.7 
MUSLIM Uo2 o,o D,2 0 I 0 o,5 0.1 Oo3 0 I 0 0.1 o,o lo2 U,6 o,8 
PRESBYTERIAN 7t8 Oo2 7,1 Dell 5.5 5,7 5o6 0,9 Do6 0 0 7 4·3 3,6 3.9 QUAKER lo2 0,1 0,9 Dtl o,6 lo1 o.a 0 I Q 0 ·1 o.o Ool 0,2 0,1 ROMAN CATHOLIC 211ol 88,2 22,6 85,9 16,6 13tO 14,9 82,3 87,2 84,, 11·0 12,6 u. 8 SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST Utl 0 I U Dol Otl OtZ o,2 Oo2 o.o Dol 0 tll 0•1 0,4 o.3 UNITARIAN 1o6 Ot1 1,8 Dtl 1o<4 2,0 1.7 D ,1 o,£ Otl Oo2 0,4 0,3 OTHER PROTESTANT 'l.o7 Q,3 2,4 Q,6 u,4 15,o 13.1 o,a o,5 Ot7 .s • .s 2o1 2.7 OTHER RF.LIGIONS 
..So6 o,a 3,9 1,6 10o6 10,8 10,8 1,8 1,3 lot> 3ol 2,2 2,7 NONE 21•0 7,4 19,5 5t.S 16t.S 14,6 15o5 9,1 5o6 7,5 13·4 Y,o 11•1 
AG~E~ THAT PARENTS ARE 
INTERESTED IN INTELLECT PURSUITS t!~.3 85,3 91,4 9Q,6 84,3 88,0 86,1 87,5 92o4 89,7 611.3 111,2 YUt3 INTERESTED IN CULTURAL PURSUITS ilu.3 75,8 87,9 85,8 77,u 82,6 79,8 19,2 85,5 a2,o 85o3 t!o,6 tl6,o 
DEEPLY RELIGIOUS ~o,3 80e0 56,41 79,o 63,3 63,4 63,3 77 I D ?8oo 77 t 4 76.9 7!>,1 15,9 
INTERESTED IN POLITICS 8.So7 83,!> 87,1 84et! 81.0 1:13,3 112,1 80,6 S6o4 83,1 78.2 ~1,4 i9,9 
DEEPLY CONCERNED AROUT CHl~DREN Y7o6 97e~ 97.0 97,7 96t2 97,3 96,7 98,2 97oB 98,0 97o2 117,1 Y7ol 
riNANC!ALLY COMrORTABLE 80o3 76,4 84,1 18,9 75,3 79,3 77,2 77,5 79,z 78,3 5t!o1 ()5,4 b2o0 HAVE HIGH ASPIRATIONS rOR ME '17o5 96,U 97,1 96,5 95,7 96,2 96,0 96,6 96o3 96,~ 96o8 Y7,o 'ilb,9 
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,ATHERS OCCUPATION •• 
ARTIST CINCL PERF'ORMER) 1o2 0 1 7 2,3 1o0 1o1 1,4 1.2 U,9 0.9 0\9 1·0 1,0 1o 0 
BUSINESSMAN 4u~5 41,6 41,7 3!:>,.3 32.6 29.8 31.2 3fi,J ~9,4 38,7 11o4 '11,2 10o2 
CLERGYMAN U·B 0,1 1,2 Dol 2,7 2,7 2.7 0,1 0,1 Dol 1.1:1 2,0 1,9 COLLEGE TEACHER 1.6 o.9 2,1 o,.s 1.4 2.1 1.8 o,::> 0,4 Q,A o.:, U,6 0,6 
DOCTOR ( M, D, OR o.o. s I) 0,9 4,~ 7.1 4, D 3,.; 4,1 3,7 2,8 4,1 3,4 2.3 J,O 2,7 
EDUCATOR (SECONDARY) 2.2 1,6 3,6 lo3 3,2 3,u 3o1 1.2 2,2 1,6 J,9 4,7 4,3 ELEMENTARY TEACHER Ut3 0 •. 2 0,3 0,2 0,2 0,4 0.3 0,2 0. 0 o,1 o.:, 1,0 o,8 
ENGINEER ~.3 5,4 7,3 5,7 6,1 7,1 6,6 6,9 6,6 6 1 B 1e8 2,1 2,0 ~ARMER OR FORESTER 3.4 3,8 1,9 5,1 3,3 3,8 3,5 2.1 2,6 2,3 2·1 .s ; 3 2,7 HEALTH PROFESSIONAL <NON"MtOt) 1o2 1,5 1,6 D, 7 1o2 1.5 1.4 1,1 0,7 0. 9 1·~ 1,6 1.5 LAWVER 4,7 3,.3 5,5 3,4 1,7 1,9 1,8 2,3 2,6 2.4 o.~ o,6 0,6 
MILITARY CAREER leO leU 1,5 2,2 1,4 1,9 1,6 1,0 Q.9 0 '9 2.!:> 2,4 2,4 RESEARCH SCIENTIST 1t!:l 0,2 1,1 o,3 o,s 1,2 1.0 o,3 0,4 0,3 o.2 U1 1 0,2 SKILLED WORKER tlt1 9,~ 4,9 11,1 11.7 9,2 10.5 1.5,1 10.7 12t1 16.7 1<:!,3 111,3 SEM!•SK!LLEO WORKER 4,8 6,0 3,0 5,6 7,o 6,3 6,7 7,4 5,8 6,7 16.5 15,7 16ol UNSKILLEn WORKER 2t3 2,6 1,9 .S,6 4,2 3,8 4,o 3,2 2.8 3,1 11·4 10,3 3.0t8 UNEMPLOYED Ut6 0 I 9 1,0 o,s 1.4 1,3 1.3 O,tl 0. 7 o,& 2.7 3,2 3,0 OTHER 12o7 15,9 12,1 19,1 16o5 ).8,5 17.4 17,'>1 19,2 18.~ 22.7 ;a,o 25oO 
ESTIMATED PARENT•L INCOME ( 2) •• 
LESS THAN $4,000 2oS 3,6 3,9 '·~ 6,0 6,4 6.2 2,6 3.5 3,0 19,9 19,0 19.4 I S4,ll00 s5,999 6,1 4,6 9,2 9,u 8,9 8,9 6,.5 8~2 7,1 19.7 2U 1 0 19,8 V1 • 4t6 V1 $6,000 • s1,999 7.6 8,7 6,3 u.s 10,4 10·7 10,8 11 ~ 3 14•7 17,7 16t3 I llt 0 UtO 
sa,noo • 59,9.99 11,4 14,7 6,6 14,6 14,4 12.6 13,6 15,4 i5~1 15,3 14.7 13,4 1"1,0 $1o.noo .. $14,999 ~J.6 29,!:1 17,9 25,1f 25,!:1 25,0 25.5 32,:, 29;7 31,4 16.7 1~,9 16,3 $1~.000 • $19,999 14,9 14;tl 15,0 11,9 13,2 13,7 13,4 13,6 14~0 13,7 8.4 6,7 7,5 
s2n,noo ~ $24,999 1Uo9 8,9 12.5 8,o 7,6 9,o 8,2 6,6 8;1 7,3 3t2 .5,4 3,3 $2?,000 • $29,999 o,5 4,'1 9,9 4,8 3,8 4,9 "1,3 4,0 3~7 ;s,tl 1t1. 2,1 1.7 ~30,000 OR MORE 19,5 8;7 23,2 7,9 9,8 8,5 9,2 8,2 6;4 7,4 1eb 1,8 1.7 
MAJOR SOURCES 0~ rrNANCIAL •• 
SU,PORT DURING rRESHMAN VEAR 
PERSONAL SVGS OR E~P~OVMENT 1~.6 28,.S 5,1 11,3 2o,:, 11,1 16,1 £7,5 12,4 20,9 17.5 1U,3 13,7 
PARENTAL OR 'AMILY AID 66,5 47,2 76,6 53,6 52,9 63;1 57,8 47,9 ~6.1 51.~ 3~.4 41,6 J8,7 
REPAYAALE LOAN 13,1 21,9 10,1 22,4 18,, 16,9 16,7 20,1 ~1.0 20,~ 20,5 <Z6,3 i?3,5 SC~OLARSHIP /GRANT/ OTHER GirT 2CI,3 22,;) 19,5 32,9 24.~ 24,8 24,6 21,6 27,3 24,1 3J,6 33,5 J3,6 
CONCERN ABOUT riNANC!NG cOUC •• 
NONE 311,1 29,4 45,2 29,2 32,4 32,1 32,3 29,~ 28,6 29,3 21,5 &!U 1 4 £0,9 SOME CONCERN ~'1,9 58,2 47,4 58,6 56,3 55,1 55,7 57,7 $7,4 57,5 57,9 ou,3 ~9,2 
MAJOR CONCERN 7,0 12,5 7,"1 12,2 11,3 12,8 12,0 12,4 14,0 13,1 20,6 19,3 19,9 
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ACI-IIEVE IN A PERPORMING ART 12,4 10, u 21,0 14,6 14,0 17,9 15,9 8,8 13,9 11,0 1'1o\l 17,2 16,1 BE AN AUTHORITY IN MY FJELD 6<t,8 64,8 60,9 6o,6 64.~ 54~9 59,8 66,6 ~9~0 63,2 77,o 7S 16 15,2 OBTAIN RECOGNITION FROM PEERS 4S~4 47,7 37,7 39,3 46,1 33,8 40,2 48,0 .55~5 42,; 60~9 5J,1 56,7 INFLUENCE POLITICAL STRUCTURE su~4 23,1 20,0 16,9 24,9 15,1 20,3 24,1 i3~3 19,3 28.6 1Y 17 £S,9 INF'LUENCE SOCIAL VALUES 41;9 39~2 41,1 45,7 39,6 41,3 40,4 4Q,!) ~3~0 41,6 46~6 40,3 46,4 RAISE A F'AMII.Y 6!!;8 70,5 74,7 l9,.S 68,9 77,8 73,1 69,8 6o~6 74,, 66.4 61:1,3 67,4 HAVE ACTIVE SOCIAL LIFE 5i;6 64;4 51~6 56,4 58,1 49,6 54,Q 63,0 56;0 59,9 66o2 ~4,3 oo,o HAVE F'RIENDS OIFPERENT FROM ME 66~8 67,4 74 -, 5 75,i 62;5 lQ,4 66,2 70,2 76~8 73,i 6.St0 66,4 64,8 BE AN EXPERT IN PlNANCE 19;o 20,7 6,7 8,2 22,0 6;9 14,8 2J,2 ·5:5 15,4 33.0 i7,6 £4,8 BE ADMINISTRATIVELY RESPONSIBLE 2~;4 26;.s 12oU 17,8 27 -,9 13;0 2Q,8 33,2 12~9 24,3 38o3 26,3 ~2.o BE VERY WELL•OFF F'TNANCIALLY 44~6 45,4 32,0 28,1 47~7 24,7 36,7 50,2 24~7 39,0 68t.S '5J' 0 6U,2 HELP OTHERS IN DIFF'ICUI.TY 6S;8 63;.s 75,1 81eU 66~6 78~2 72;1 69,3 t12;5 75tl 71~8 17,6 74,9 BECOME A COMMUNITY LEADER 2.S;I:! 25,5 18,1 11,0 25;6 16,2 21,1 2!::1,0 i4~9 20,6 3 7. 7 2'>1,0 ~3.1 CONTRIBUTE TO SCJE NTiriC THEORY 1!);7 13;2 6,5 6,7 13~1 6;2 9,1:! 11,41 5jo a,~ 1'Jo0 10,3 14,4 ~RITE ORIGINAL WORKS 1~!~ 12 ; o 24,4 16,4 16;~ 21;2 18,9 12.~ f8!4 15,0 13;9 11:1,2 16t2 NOT BE OBLIGATED To PEOP~E 22t9 17,7 2<1,1 21t0 25,!) 22t2 23,9 21t0 18,6 20t0 37.9 ,S4,9 ~6.3 CREATE WORKS OF ART 12;6 a;t 30,8 21·~ 13~:; 23!5 18.3 lQ I 0 2o;2 14,) 13~7 15,9 1<1,9 KEEP UP WITH POLITICAL AF'FAIRS 6.}~6 57,9 63,1 58,7 57 -,6 50t3 54t1 59,5 59~7 59 dl 61t6 5.5,7 57,4 succEED IN MY OWN ~USINESS 47;2 53;7 30,4 s2,o 50,<1 27,9 39 o7 55,1 Z8;9 43,6 68o1 47,5 57,2 DEVELOP A PHILOSOP~Y OF LIF'E l:l6t2 86 ; 9 90.1 90 ,e 82;0 88,3 a;.o 8o,2 92;7 89,0 85oJ 87,6 !!6,5 
I STUDENTS ESTIMATE CHANCES ARE••• 
1.11 VERV GOOD THAT TI-IEV WILL a-
I GET MARRIED WHILE IN cOLL.EGE 4,1 5,2 5,2 5,~ 7!7 11,2 9,4 4,5 7,0 5,6 5,2 7,4 6,4 MARRY WITHIN A YEAR AFTER CO~L 17,0 19~3 23 ·, 5 22,2 19,3 25,5 22,3 17 .~ ,1~8 19 ... ~ 14.2 ;a,5 18,6 OBTAIN AVRG GRO OF' A• OR HIGHER ~;o 4,8 2,7 3,6 4~7 3~3 <1,0 3,~ ·2;3 2,9 8,0 4,2 6,0 CHANGE MAJOR FlELD 2.S;4 19;1 26,9 15,4 18~6 20 i 7 19,6 16' 0 17;3 16,6 10~6 14,3 12,5 CHANGE CAREER CHOicE 2~;9 22;2 30,7 16,7 20 -,7 22,6 21,6 18,~ ta;2 18,.3 9,1 15,3 12,4 FAIL ONE OR MORE CeUqSES 2;7 2;1 1,8 1,2 2~9 2,1 2,5 2,5 · 1;2 1,9 1.1 1,9 1,5 GRADUATE WITH HONORS o;9 5;1:1 3;4 4,2 5;9 4;2 5;1 4,3 3;8 4,0 10.2 6,7 8,3 BE ELECTED TO A STUDENT OFFICE J;2 3;4 .S,4 2,~ 4;2 2,7 3,5 .s,o 2;2 2,7 6,4 .S,6 4,9 JOIN SOCIAL FRAT OR SORORITY 
.s6;6 19;2 22,7 24,11 29~.3 31,4 30,3 24,5 31;2 27 111 25 ~ 5 .H,6 <!8,7 AUTHOR A PUBLISHED ARTICLE 1u;3 5;5 lj,6 6,~ 9;2 7,5 8,4 "1,1 - 6;8 7 I D 7~1 o,2 6,6 BE ORAF'TEO WHILE I~ COLLEGE u;6 o ; 5 0,4 0,1 1;1:! o;3 1,1 1,4 o;2 0,9 2,.S 0,2 1,2 BE ELECTED TO AN HONOR SOCIETY 4;1 2;7 2,7 .3,2 3~1 3~6 3,4 1:!,2 2~9 2,5 4~~ 4,1 4,3 PROTEST U,S, MILITARY POLICY 1S;7 6 1 o 15,2 5 8 12;8 10;6 11,8 7,~ 5j2 6,7 12~4 1:!,3 lQ 12 I -PROTEST COLLEGE AD~IN POLICY .S~9 2 ~ 1 .s,5 1,7 41~3 3;3 3,9 :2,0 2,0 2,0 4·; .s .s,7 11,0 PROTEST RACIAL OR ETHNIC POL 14~7 7,.s 16,4 7,1 12 ; ~ 12;7 12,7 8,9 8;1 a,o 1'>1,5 17,7 11:!,5 DROP OUT TEMPORARILY it1 0 ! 8 1:!,2 1,0 1,1:! 2,7 2,2 o,s 1!5 1,1 0,6 1 1 0 0,8 ENL! ST IN AR MED SERV BEFORE GRAD u,6 o,l:l 0 2 0. 7 1,2 o;3 0,8 1,1 0,2 0 1 7 0,6 u,7 0. 7 BE MOR E SUCCESS THAN AVERAGE 11!4 lljl 713 >,6 14j1 5;9 10,2 12,7 4!3 9,0 19! 8 1.S,3 16,4 I DROP OUT PERMANENTLY u,5 0,4 1 1U 0,5 0-,6 1,2 0,9 0,4 0,8 0,6 0,5 u,6 0,5 TRANSFER TO ANOTHER COLLEGE Cl;7 12;1 15,3 12,3 12~3 11,9 12,1 15,1 15;1 15,1 9,0 t1,2 11,6 
CIT llENSH I P 
96,9 96,1 97,S 96,9 90,\1 9C>,2 YJ,7 NATIVE BOR N U,S, CJTIZEN 'il,O 97,4 96,3 II5 1,S 96,~ 97,4 
NATURALIZED CITIZE ~ i;5 o ; 8 1,6 2,1 1,41 1,6 1,5 1,5 1,0 1,3 1,9 2,0 1,9 






AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION 
OFFICE OF RESEARCH FALL 1969 
WEIGHTED NATIONAL NORMS 
Coeducational Colleges 
Colleges for Men Colleges for Women Nonsectarian 
Nonsect. Catholic Nonsect. Catholic Men Women Total Men 
PE~CENT or STUDENTS REPORTING••• 
THAT DURIN~ THE PAST YEAR TMi¥ 
VOTED IN STUDENT ELECTION (4) blob 68,7 76,1 74,5 66e3 74,8 70o3 68,9 
CAME LATE TO C~ASS bb,2 !59,1 68,2 52,9 66,6 61,5 64,1 57,0 
PLAYED A MUSICA~ INSTRUMENT 41o9 35,1 53,5 47,1 42,8 52,5 47,4 34,8 
STUDIED IN THE LIBRARY (4) 36,6 38,5 46,5 44,6 32,6 43,1 37,6 31,8 
CHECKED OUT A LIBRARY BOOK <•> 41:1,2 43,7 63,0 5<;,4 46,3 62,1 53,8 37,1 
ARRANGED DATE POR ANOTHER STOT 4b,6 49,9 54,4 49,7 49,7 44,3 47,2 51,8 
OVERSLEPT AND MISSED A C~ASS ~u.2 27,2 26,2 17.0 31,5 22,11 27,0 26,6 
TYPED A HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT(•) 2.),5 24,0 32,3 28,7 20,1 34,1 26,7 241,5 
DISCUSS PUTURE WIT~ PARENT <•> 3),1 32,1 48,0 5o ~ 36,9 49,3 42,8 33,0 .. 
WAS LATE WITH HOMEwORK ASSGNT 7b,4 72,3 69,9 62,7 78,1:1 70,7 75,0 7!:>,1 
ARGUED WITH TEACHER IN C~ASS /J 1 9 70,7 60,0 48,1 63,3 ,1,7 57,8 64,7 
ATTENDED RELIGIOUS SERVICE 8ts,1 96,5 8?,8 98,0 88,2 91,6 89,9 95,7 
PROTESTED RACIAL POLICY 16,3 13,7 21,2 10,7 20,6 17,3 19,0 12,9 
~ROTESTED US MI~ITARY PO~lCY 1~.7 7,1 1~.~ 5,1 11 I tj 8,5 10,2 7,2 
PROTESTED AGAINST ~.S, ADMIN .5>,2 21;u 33,9 23,7 31,1 28,3 29,8 31,4 
DID EXTRA READING POR C~ASS(4) 16,2 i2,2 21,0 19,0 13,4 20,3 16,7 11,0 
TOOK SLEEPING PI~LS 6,4 6,1 10,1 6,9 6,6 9,0 7,8 5,0 
TUTORED ANOTHER STUDENT 61,2 47,7 59,1:1 58,~ 47,0 ,3,7 50,2 4!:>,3 
PLA YEO CHESS 5~,4 53,1 26,0 2o 15 55,7 26,8 42,0 52,6 
READ POETRY NOT REQD JN COURSE 60,5 51;9 81,0 78,~ 56,4 78,3 66,8 47,3 
TOOK A TRANQUI~IZING PJ~L 6,3 5;7 14,3 11,~ 8,4 14.7 11,4 6,5 
DISCUSSF.D RELIGION (4) 3U,5 36,4 37,8 47,~ 30 -l9 45,3 37,7 32,0 
TOOK VITAMINS :)1:1,6 5o;J 66,0 62,~ 62,2 67,6 64,7 58,4 
VISITED ART GA~LERy OR MUSEUM 7o,o 62;~ 81,1:1 81,5 73,5 8o,s 76,9 66,4 
PART IN H,S, PO~ITiC CAMPAIGN !)J,8 53,6 54,9 57,2 48,7 49,2 48,9 51,4 
PART IN OTHER POLITIC CAMPAIGN 23,9 20 1U 29,6 18,7 18~ 8 22,2 20,4 16,8 
MISSED SCHL BECS Op I~LNESS(4) 2,2 3;o 6,6 5,1 ~.5 7,0 4,7 2,0 
SMOKED CIGARETTES (4) 11,6 19,2 17.7 12,8 14,2 9,9 12,1 20,41 
DISCUSSED POLITICS (4) 43,6 34~7 36,7 29,J 34,6 
'" ,6 31,4 30,9 DRANK BEER 70,2 78,4 51,5 51,9 60,5 35,6 48,1 76,:S 
DISCUSSED SPORTS (~) ,,,6 60,-9 25,0 28,8 5o;o 30,3 44,9 61,1 
ASKED TEACHER rOR ADVICE (4) JC!,Q 2710 33,9 26,2 28,2 30,0 29,1 25,9 
HAD VOCATIONA~ COUNSELING 411;9 75,5 44,1 63,6 51,9 53,8 52,8 68,2 
STAYED UP ALL NIGHT 61,4 64,1:1 67,4 b4,1 65,7 65,8 65,7 64,9 
(!)States have been grouped according to the areas defined by the six regional accrediting associations. 
(
2
)Reported estimate of total income of parental family last year (all sources before taxes). 
( 3)Increase involvement or initiate crash program. 
(4) 
Frequently only, all other items frequently plus occasionally. 
Note-- I terns indicated by >h~ are repeated as shown from the 1966, 196 7 or 1968 surveys. 
Note -- Items indicated by ~'** are repeated in modified fonn from earlier surveys. 
Predominantly Negro 
Catholic Colleses 
Women Total Men Women Total 
73,7 71e0 70•0 71:1,8 74e7 
~--.3 55,8 69,9 67,4 68,6 
44,4 39,0 39,9 42,2 411,2 
43,9 ;57' 1 40,4 51,3 416,2 
56,7 45,7 43,8 62,8 ~3,9 
5o,o 51,0 55,0 47,2 ~u.s 
16,7 22,2 32,7 ~2,6 <0,3 
29,4 26,7 17,6 ~6,0 ~7,4 
47,9 39,6 43,2 52,7 418,3 
63,6 70,0 77,4 6'1,6 12,2 
50,7 58,6 45,2 ~; 3 .S9~9 
. I 98,1 96,8 91,4 ~5,1 Y3,3 
8,7 11,1 42,0 J1,7 ~6,5 
4,2 5,9 12,7 6,7 9,5 
;25,0 28,6 44,6 37,3 410,7 
16,9 13,~ 19,2 26,8 ~3,2 
7,0 5,9 .S,6 5,4 4,5 
)6,2 50,1 51,7 57,2 ~4,7 
25,2 40,~ 37,5 15,9 ~6,0 
78,0 60,8 60,6 74,5 otl,o 
11,8 8,6 5,4 t1,8 7,2 
•1\7 ,3 36,7 21,1:1 29,6 ~5,9 
66,2 61,(t 63,2 66,1 o4,8 Bo,o 72,4 73,5 77,4 15,6 
58,9 54,7 51,4 59,8 ~5,9 
22,1 19,1 16,8 20,7 18,9 
4,0 2,9 2,1:1 4,9 3,9 
13,3 17 ,.5 14,7 9,2 11,8 
26,4 28,9 27,0 21,4 ~4,0 
50,6 65,1 65,5 36,0 419,7 
28,6 46,9 65,8 27,9 ~5,6 
24,2 25,1 36,5 .S4,0 .s5,2 
68,0 66;1 61,6 63,2 62,4 
64,3 64,6 66,9 C>1,9 o4,2 
APPENDIX 1 
1969 Student Information Form 
1969 STUDENT INFORMATION FORM 
YOUR NAME (please print)---=--------,----------,---
First Middle or Maiden lost 
When were 
you born? rnrnrn 
HOME STREET ADDRESS------------------------------------- Month Day Year 
(01-12) (01-31) 
City State Zip Code (i f known) 
Dear Student @@@@@ 
0 <D<D<D<D<D 0:: 
" ®®®®® V) 
- ®®®®® I 1-
:.:: @@@@@ 
a:: ®®®®® ~ ::;: ®®®®® 1-
0 Q)Q)Q)Q)Q) z 
The information in this report is being collected as part of a continuing study 
of higher education by the American Council on Education. The Council, which is 
a non-governmental association of colle.ges and educational organ i zations, is 
soliciting your cooperation in this research in order to achieve a better under-
standing of how students are affected by their college experiences. Identifying 
information has been requested in order to make subsequent mail follow-up studies 
possible . Your response will be held in the strictest professional confidence , and 








0 @@@@@ 0 
®®®®® 
DIRECTIONS : Your responses will be read by 
on opt i co I mark reader . Your carefu I ob ser-
vonce of these few simple rules will be most 
appreciated. 
Use only black lead pencil (No. 2)-2 or softer). 
Make heavy black marks that fill the circle. 
Erase cleanly any answer you wish to change . 
Make no stray markings of any kind . 
Yes No 
EXAMPLE: Will marks made with ball pen or 0 • 
fountain pen be properly read? 
1. Your Sex: Male 0 ................ Female 0 
2. How old will you be on December 31 of this 
yeor? ( Mark one) 
16 or younger .. .. . . 0 20 . .... . ... ... .. .. 0 
17 ......... .... . .. 0 21 . .. ....... ... .. . 0 
18 ... .... "" .. ... o Older than 21. .. . .. 0 
19 .. " " . """ .. o 
3. What was your average grade in secondary 
school? (Mark one) 
A or A+ ..... 0 B- .. .... 0 
A- . ......... 0 C+ .... .. 0 
B+ ......... 0 c ....... O 
B .......... O D .. ..... O 
4. To how many colleges other than this one did you 
actually apply for admission? From how many did 
you receive acceptances? (Mark one in each column) 
Applications Acceptances 
No other . ....... .. .... . .... 0 .... ...... 0 
one .... . .. ......... .... . . . o ............ o 
Two .... .... ............... o ............ o 
Three ... ............ - ... .. O .. ........ · .0 
Four ......... ... . .•....... 0 ............ 0 
Fi ve . . . .. . ....... ........ . 0 ............ 0 
Six or more ................ . O ........ .... 0 
Sincerely yours, L?o:::W~~~~dent 
5. Mark one : 
®®®®®®®®® 
®®®®®®®®® 
Th is i s the first t ime I have enrolled in college as a freshman ... . ........... 0 
I came to this college from a junior college .. .......... . ......... .. ....... 0 
I came to this college from a four-year college or university . . . .... . .. ..... . 0 
6. The following questions deal with accomplishments that might possibly apply 
to your high school years . Do not be discouraged by this list; it covers many 
areas of interest and few students will be able to soy " yes " to many items. 
(Mark all that apply ) 
Was elected president of one or more student organizations (recognized Yes 
by the school) ................ . .... . . . .......... ...•...... .. ... .. . ...... '0 
Received a high rating (Good , Excellent ) in a state or regional music contest. .. . 0 
Participated in a state or regional speech or debate co;;-teZ. ... . ... . ... .. .... 0 
Had a major part i~lay-:- . ~ ............ .......... ..... .... ........... 0 
Won a varsity letter (sports ) .......................... ..... .. . ..... .... .. .. 0 
Won a prize or award in an art competition .. ..... . .... . .. .. . ...... ... . .. .. .. 0 
Edited the school paper , yearbook . or l i terary magazine . .... .............. .. . . 0 
Had poems , stories , essays , or articles published ........ .. .................. 0 
Participated in a National Science Foundat ion swmmer program ... . ...... ..... 0 
Placed (first , second . or third) in a state or regional science contest . .... , .. . .. 0 
Was a member of a scholasti c honor society.-:-.~ . ... . .. .. . ..... . . ...... .. . 0 
Won a Certificate of Merit or Letter of Commendation in the National 
Merit Program . .. ... .. .. . .... .. ... . .. .. . ....... .. ...... .... ..... ........ 0 
7. What is the highest academic degree 
that you intend to obtain? 
That your parents hope you wi II ob-
tain? (Mark one in each column ) 
~ ::; 
>-:i: 
None .......................... 00 
Associate (or equivalent) .. . .. . .. 00 
Bachelor ' s degree (B.A., B.S .. etc. J00 
Master 's degree(M.A., M.S .. etc .) .00 
Ph.D or Ed. D .... .............. . 00 
M.D ., D.D.S., or D.V.M . .... ..... 00 
LL.B. or J.D ................... 00 
B.D ...... ... ... . ... .. . ... . .... oo 
Other .... .. ................... 00 
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8. Do you hove any concern about 
your ability to finance your col -
lege education? (Mark one ) 
None (I am confident that I wi II 
have sufficient funds) ........ 0 
Some concer n (but I wi ll probably 
have enough funds ) .......... 0 
Major concern (no t sure I wil l be 
able to comp lete college) ..... 0 
9. Are you a U.S. Citizen? 
(Mark one ) 
Yes. nat ive born ...... ........ 0 
Yes . naturalized .............. 0 
No ........ . ......... . ....... . O 
10. Through what source do you intend 
to finance the first Y.eor of your 
undergraduate education? ~ Cl ttt ~ ·~ ~ (Mark one in each row) ~ ~ <:' 
Per~al savings and / or employment.OOO 
Parental or other family aid .... . ... 000 
Repayab.le loan ........ .... .. .. .. . 000 
Scholarsh ip, grant , or other gift . . .. . 000 
11 . What is the highest level of formal education ob-
tained by your parents? (Mark one in each co lumn) 
Father Mother 
Grammar school or less.O . ...... ..... 0 
Some high school . ... .. 0 ....... . .... 0 
High school graduate . .. 0 . . .. . ... .... 0 
Some college ...... ... . 0 . .... . .. . ... 0 
College degree ... .. ... 0 .. ... .... ... 0 
Postgraduate degree ... 0 . . .. .. . .. .. . 0 
12. What is your best estimate of the total income 
last year of your parental family (not your own 
family if you are married)? Consider annual in-
come from all sources before taxes . (Mark one) 
Less than $4,000 . •. 0 $15 ,000-$19 ,999 .. 0 
$4 ,000-$5 ,999 . 0 0 0 0.0 $20,000-$24,999 .. 0 
$6,000-$7 ,999 . 0 0 0 0.0 $25 ,000-$29,999 . .0 
$8,000-$9,999 ... ... 0 $30,000 or more .. 0 
$10,000-$14,999 0 0 0 .o 
13. What is your racial background? (Mark one) 
White/Caucasian . . . . ... . ..... . ... .. ..... 0 
Black/Negro/Afro-American . . . ..... . . .. . . 0 
American Indian . .......... .. ..... . .. . . . . 0 
Oriental .. . . . .... ...... . ...... .. ..... . .. 0 
other .. . .. . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . .. . . ... .... O 
14. Mark one in Religion in Your Present 
Which you Rei igious 
each column : Were Reared Preference 
Bapt ist .. ... .. .. . ...... . 0 ... .. . 0 
Congregation a I (Un ited 
Church of Christ ) .. ...... O . .. .. . 0 
Ep iscopai ......... .. .. . . O ...... O 
Jewi sh .. ..... . ... . .. .. . . o .... .. O 
Latter Day Saints (Mormon ).O .. .... 0 
Lutheran ........ . ... . ... O . . .. . . 0 
Method ist . .. .. ..... .... . O ...... 0 
Muslim . . ....... . ..... .. . O ...... O 
Presbyterian . ........ . ... O . . .. .. 0 
Quaker (Society of Friends ) O . . .. . . 0 
Roman Catholic . . .... . . . . 0 ...... 0 
Seventh Day Advent ist . . . . 0 .... .. 0 
Unitar ian-Universalist . . .. O . ... .. 0 
Other Protestant . . . ... .. . 0 .. . . . . 0 
Other Rel igions . ... . .. ... 0 ...... 0 
None ... . ........... ... . Q ...... 0 
15. Where d id you rank academically in your high 
school graduating class? (Mark one ) 
Top 1% .... 0 Top 10"4> .. . 0 Top Quarter .0 
2nd QuarterO 3rd QuarterO 4th Quarter. 0 
16. During the next few years, to what extent do 
you think the Federal Government should be 
i~volved in each of the fol.lowing national 
issues? (Mark one in each rowf 
1. Eliminate any existin_g pro-
grams or remain uninvolved 
2. Decrease involvement from 
current levels 
3. Maintain current level of 
involvement 
4. Increase involvement from 
current level 
,- 5. Initiate new crash program 
(])Q)Q)@(§) Control of cigarette advert ising 
(])Q)Q)@(§) Elimination of violence from T.V. 
(])Q)Q)@(§) Control of environmental pollution 
(])Q)Q)G)G) Use of tax incentives to control the 
birth rate 
(])Q)Q)@(§) Protection of the consumer from 
faulty goods and services 
(])G) Q)@ (§) Compensatory education for the 
disadvantaged 
(])Q)Q)@(§) Special benefits for veterans 
(DQ)Q)@(§) Control of firearms 
(DQ)Q)@(§) El imination of poverty 
(DQ)Q)G)G Crime prevention 
(])G) G>@ (§) Schoo I desegregat ion 
(DQ)Q)@(§) Compensatory financial aid for the 
disadvantaged 
(DQ)Q)@(§) Control of student act ivists 
17. Where did you l ive for most of the time while 
you were growing up? 
On a farm . . ... ....... ......•........ . .. 0 
In a small town .. . .. . .... . ...... .... .... 0 
In a moderate size town or city .......... 0 
In a suburb of a large city . ...... . . .. . ... 0 
In a large city . . .. ........ . . .. . . . . .. . ... 0 
MAKE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED ITEMS 18-21 
18. Mark one in each row: 
1. Left 
2. 'Liberal 
3. Middle-of-the-road ( /,4. Moderately conservative 
//5. Strongly conservat ive 
(])Q)G)G)@ How would you char ac-
ter ize yourself pol it i-
cally at the present time ' 
(])G) G)@@ How do you think you wi ll 
character ize yourself 
politically four years 
from now? 
19. How many miles is this college 
from your home? 
10 or less .O 
11-50.0 0 0.0 
51-100 .0 0.0 
101-500 .. . ..... 0 
501-1000. 0 0 0 0 0. 0 
More than 1000 0 
20. From what kind of secondary school 
did you graduate? (Mark one ) 
Public . ..... . ...... .. .. . . . ... 0 
Private (denominational ) .... . .. 0 
Private (non-denomi national ) . .. 0 
Other ... . . .. . .. . . . . .... . ..... 0 
21. How many brothers and sisters now 
living do you -have? (Mark one in each 
ro w) 
<b 
f ~ o-~ .... <'v"'> 
Number of older brothers .. 0000 
Number of older sisters ... 0000 
Number of younger brothersOOOO 
Number of younger sisters .OOOO 
Very Very 22. What is your best guess as to the chances Good Some Little No 
that you wi II: (Mark one in each row) Chance Chance Chance Chance 
Get married while in college? ... .. .............. ........ 0 . . .... 0 .. .. .. 0 . .. ... 0 
Get marr ied wi thin a year after college? .... .. .... ... ... . . 0 ..... . 0 ...... 0 . .. . .. 0 
Obtain an A- or better over-all grade po int average? . . . .. ... 0 .....• 0 ....•. 0 .. . ... 0 
Change major field7 . ....... . . . ..... .. .. .. .. ... . . .. . . . .. 0 . . . . •. 0 .. .... 0 .. . . .. 0 
Change career choice? . .. . .... .. . . . .. .. .. ........ .. . .. . 0 . .... . 0 .. .... 0 ... .. . 0 
Fail one or more courses? . . . . .............. . .. . . . . .. ... 0 ..• . . . 0 .... .. 0 .. . . . . 0 
Graduate with honors? ....... . .... . . . .. .......... . .. .... 0 .... .. 0 .. ... . 0 ..... . 0 
Be elected to a student office? ..... .. .. .. . ......... .. ... 0 . .. ... 0 .. .... 0 . .. ... 0 
Join a social fraternity , sorority , or club? . . .... ..... . . . . . . 0 ... . .. 0 ... . .. 0 . . .... 0 
Author or co-author a publ ished article? . ..... ...... .... .. 0 .. .... 0 ...... 0 ... ... 0 
Be drafted while I am in college? ..... .... . ........ ...... 0 ...... 0 .. .... 0 .. .. .. 0 
Be elected to an academic honor soc iety? ... .. .... .. .. . . . . 0 . .. .. . 0 ...... 0 .. . .. . 0 
Protest aga inst U.S. military policy? . .... . ...... . ..... .. . 0 . .. ... 0 .. . ... 0 .. .. . . 0 
Protest against administrative policy at this college? .... .. 0 ... . .. 0 . . .. . . 0 ... . . . 0 
Protest ~gainst existing racial or ethnic policies? .. . . . ..... 0 . ... . . 0 ..... . 0 ...... 0 
Drop out of th is college temporarily (exclude transferr ing)? . . 0 .... . . 0 ...... 0 .. . ... 0 
Enlist in the Armed Services before graduat ing? . . . ... .. ... 0 ...... 0 .. .... 0 •.. .. . 0 
Be more successful after graduation than most students 
attending this college? .. ..... ...... .. ..... ... . .... ... . 0 .. .... 0 ... ... 0 ... . .. 0 
Drop out permanently (exclude transferr ing)? . . ........ . ... 0 . .. . . . 0 ...... 0 .. . . .. 0 
Transfer to another college before graduat ing? .. . ..... . .. . . 0 .... .. 0 . ..... 0 . . .. .. 0 
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23. Mark one in 
<&>"' f 
q, ~ ~ 
... <&> ;s ;s 24. Mark onl}: three responses, 
... ,"' ~ ~ ~ ~ one in each column . ~;; ·~ , '? ' "' (.)Ill -Q~~ 
s~ .sss 
:>..o-<? :>.,0 '<.'tl ~ ;;, Your probable career occupation . 
Alabama ...... .. .... 0 0€)@ rvour father ' s occupat ion. 
Alaska . . . . ... . . .. .. 0 0®® / rYour mother's occupatron. 
Ar izona .. .... .. .... .0 0®® (2)@@ --
each column: 
Arkansas .. .. ....... 0 0 ® ® 
C l .f · 0 'Y'~r.:. NOTE: If your fat.her (or mother ) is deceased , a r orn ra. . . . ... .... \!.1\/JICJI 
Color ado ...... .. .... 0 0®® please indicate his (her ) last occupation . 
Connecticut .. ...... 0 <.2>€>® Accountant or actuary ... .. ... . . . GJ €> ® 
Delaware ...... .... .0 0 ® ® Actor or entertainer .......•... ... <.2>@@ 
D.C ........... .... 0 0®@ Architect ... . ... ... .. ... . .. . .... 0®® 
Flor ida .. .. .. .. .... .0 0®® Art ist ... . . . . . . . .... . . ..... . ... . <:!>®® 
Georgia ............ O 0€>® Business (cler ical ) .. . ....... . ... 0®® 
Hawaii .... .... .... 0 <.2>€>® Bus iness executive 
Idaho ...... . .. ... . . .0 <.2> ® ® (management , administrator ) . . .. . . <.2>®® 
Ill inois . . .. .. .. . . . . .Q 0®® Business owner or proprietor ...... (2) €) ® 
Indiana ......... .. . 0 0€>® Bus iness salesman or buyer .. . ... . <.2>®® 
Iowa .. .... .... .... 0 <.2>®® Clergyman (mini ster , priest) ... . ... (2)@@ 
Kansas . ... . . . .. ... 0 0®® Clergy (other rel igious) .... . .. .. . <.2>®® 
Kentucky .......... 0 0 €> ® Clin ical psycholog ist . .... ....... (2)@ ® 
Louis iana .. . ..... . . 0 <.2>®® College teacher .. ...... .. .. . .... <.2>®® 
Maine .......... .. . 0 0®® Computer programmer . . ... .. . ... . . <.2>®® 
Maryland ..... . .. . .. .Q 0®® Conservat ionist or forester ..... . .. (2) ® ® 
Massachusetts . .... . 0 0®® Dentist (i ncluding orthodontist) . .. (2)@@ 
Michigan .... ....... 0 0€>® Dietitian or home economist ... . .. G>®® 
Minnesota ... ..... . . 0 0€>® Eng ineer . ........... . .... ..... G>®® 
Miss iss ipp i ........ 0 0€>® Farmer or rancher .. . . ....... . . .. G)@@ 
Missouri .. ...... .... 0 0®® Fore ign service worker 
Montana .. .... ...... 0 0 ® ® (including diplomat) .. . ..... ..... <.2>®® 
Nebraska .. ........ .0 0 ® ® Housewife . . ... ...... . ...... ... G>®® 
Nevada . .. .. . . . . . . . .0 0 €> ® Interior decorator 
New Hampshire ..... 0 0€>® 
New Jersey .. ...... 0 <2> ® ® 
New Mexi co ........ 0 0€)@ 
(including designer) .. .. . . . ...... (2)@@ 
Interpreter (translator ) .. . .... . . .. . (2)@@ 
Lab technician or hygien ist ...... . (2)€) ® 
New York .. .. .. ... . 0 0®® Law enforcement off icer ...... . .. . (2)@@ 
North Carolina . . .. .. 0 0€>® Lawyer (attorney ) . . . . ..... .. . ... . (2)@@ 
North Dakota . . ... . . 0 0 €) ® Mil i tary service (career ) .. . .. .. . . (2)€)@ 
Oh io ... .-. .. .. .... 0 0®® Mus ician (performer , composer ) .... <.2>®® 
Oklahoma .. .... . .. . 0 0®® Nurse ........ . . . . . .... ... ..... . (2)@@ 
Oregol) ...... .. .... 0 0€>® Optometrist . .' .. . ..... . ....... . . .G)@@ 
Pennsy lvania .... . .. 0 0®® Pharmac ist . ..... ... . .. . .. .... . .G)@@ 
Rhode ls land ...... . O 0®® Phys ician . ....... .... .... .. . ... (2)@@ 
South Carolina . ..... 0 0®® School counselor ...... .. .. .. .... <.2>€>@ 
South Dakota ... . ... 0 0 ® ® School pr inc ipal or superintendent .<.2>®® 
Tennessee . . .... . .. 0 <:!)€)@ Sc ient ific researcher . . .. . . . . . .. .. <.2>®® 
Texas .. .. . ... . . ... O 0®® Social worker ... .. .... .. .... ... . <.2>®® 
Utah .. ............ 0 0®® Statist ician .... .' ........ . . . .... . <.2>®® 
Vermont ...... .. .. . 0 <:!)€)@ Therap ist (phys ical , 
Virginia ........... 0 0€)@ occupat ional , speech ) .... . ..... . <.2>®® 
Washington ......... 0 <:!)€)@ Teacher (elementary) ... . ....... .. <.2>®® 
West Virgin ia . .. .. . . 0 0€)@ Teacher (secondary ) .. . ... .... ... <.2>@@ 
Wisconsin . ......... 0 0®® Veter inarian ................. . ... <.2>®® 
Wyoming ...... .. ... O 0®® Wr iter or journal ist . .. .... ...... . <.2>@@ 
Canada ... . ..... .. . 0 0®® Skilled tr ades .. . ........ .. ..... . 0®® 
Mexico ............ 0 0€>® Other ... .. ...... .... ... ... . .. . <.2> 
Puerto Rico ........ 0 0®® Undecided . ....... . ........ . .... <.2> 
Other Latin America . . 0 0®® Laborer (unsk i lled ) ........ . ..... . .. @@ 
Europe .. ........ .. .Q 0 ® ® 
As ia .............. . 0 0€>® 
Semi -sk i lled worker .... . .. . ........ ®® 
Other occupat ion ........... : . ...... ® ® 
other ............... O 0®® Unemployed ... · ....... . ............ . ® 
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25. In general, my parents could be characterized as: 
(Mark one circle in each row) 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Disagree 
G)~ G)@-- 4. Strongly disagree 
Interested in intellectual pursuits . . . . . .... .. . . . G)~G)@ 
Interested in cultural pursuits ..... . .... . . .. . . .. G)~G)@ 
Deeply religious .................... .. ....... G)~G)@ 
Interested in pol it ics . .... . . . . ..... . . . .... . . ... G)~G)@ 
Deeply concerned about their children . .. . .... . .. G)~®@ 
Financially- comfortable .... .... ..... . . . . ... ... G)~®@ 
Having high aspirations for me . . . ... . . . . ... .. .. G)~G)@ 
26 . Below is a general list of things that students sometimes 
do. Indicate which of these things you did during the post 
}:ear i n school. If you engaged in an activity 
frequently, mark " F". If you engaged in an 
activity one or more times, but not frequently, 
mark " 0 " (occasionally) . Mark " N" (not'at 
all) if you have not performed the activity dur-
ing the past year. (Mark one for each item) 
~ 
;S> # ' ~ . 0 'b 
;:, c? ~ ~~ ...... 
'<." d' .;;? 
Voted in a student elect ion . .. . . .. .... . ........... @)@@ 
Came late to class .. ........... . .. . . ......... ... @@@ 
Played a mus ical instrument. ... . ... . .. . ... . ... . .. @@@ 
Studied in the library ............. ... ....... ..... @@@ 
Checked out a book or journal from the school library@@@ 
Arranged a date for another student ... .. . .. .. .. . . . . @@@ 
Overslept and missed a class or appointment. . .. . . . . @@@ 
Typed a homework assignment ... . ... . ..... ...•. . . @@® 
Discussed my future with my parents . .. . .. . . .. . ... @@@ 
Failed to complete a homework ass ignment on time . . @@@ 
Argued wi th a teacher in class ...... . . ........ . ... @)@@ 
Attended a re l igious serv ice ........ . ...... .. ... . @@@ 
Demonstrated for a change in some racial or ethnic 
pol icy . . ..................... . . . .. . .... . ...... ®@® 
Demonstrated for a change in some mil itary pol icy . . @)@@ 
Demonstrated for a change in some administrat ive 
policy of my high school . .. .... ... .. .......... . . @)@@ 
Did extra (unassigned) reading for a course .. .. .... @)@@ 
Took sleep ing pills . ..... .. . .. ..... ... ... ....... @)(9)@ 
Tutored another student ..... . ...... . ... . ....... . ®@® 
Played chess ..................... . .. .. ........ @@@ 
Read poetry not connected with a course . ........ . . @@0 
Took a tranquilizing pill .. .... ... .. .. ..... . ..... . @@@ 
Discussed rel igion .. ... ...... .... . .. . .. .... . .... @@@ 
Took vitam ins ...... .. .. ... .................. .. . @@@ 
Visited an art gallery or museum .. .... .... . .. . . .. . @@@ 
Worked in a school politi cal campaign .... . .. . . . ... @@@ 
Wor ked in a local , state , or nat ional political 
campaign ...... . ........ . ... . ........... . ...... @@@ 
Missed school because of i llness . . .•... . ......... @@® 
Smoked cigarettes .. ... .. .. ......... .. ....... . .. @)@@ 
Discussed pol it ics ......... . ........ ... .. .. .. .. . ®@® 
Drank beer .............. . ....... . .. .. .......... ®@® 
Discussed sports . ......... .. ................... @@@ 
Asked a teacher for adv ice after class ........ . . .. . @)@@ 
Had vocat ion al counsel ing ...... . ........ . ....... @@® 
Stayed up all night .............................. ®@®I 
27. Below is a list of 66 different undergraduate major 
fields grouped into general categories. Mark only 
three of the 66 fields as follows: 
G) First choice (your probable major field of study). 
@ Second choice. 
(!;) The field of study which is least appealing to you . 
ARTS AND HUMANITIES 
Architecture . . ..... . . . G)@ G) 
English ( literature ) . ... G)@@ 
Fine arts ............. G)@@ 
History ............. .G)@© 
Journal ism (writing) . . .G)@(!;) 
Language (modern ) ... .G)@@ 
Language (other) . .. .. .(])@@ 
Music ..... . . . . . ..... .(]) (3) (!;) 
Philosophy ... . . ... . . . CD@© 
Speech and drama ..... CD(])@ 
Theology .... . ........ CD(])(!;) 
Other .... . .... . . . .... CD Q) (!;) 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 
Biology (general) ...... G)@@ 
Biochemistry . ........ CDQ)@ 
Biophysics . . . . .. . .... CDQ)@ 
Botany ..... . . . . .. . ... CDQ)@ 
Zoology ....... ....... (DQ)@ 
Other .... .. .......... CD(])@ 
BUSINESS 
Accounting ........... (j)@@ 
Business admin ... .... (j)@@ 
Electronic data 
processing .. . . . . .. . . G)@@ 
Secretarial studies .... (j)@@ 
Other ........... .. . . . (j)@@ 
ENGINEERING 
Aeronautical .. ... . .... (D Q)@ 
Civil ............ .... CD@@ 
Chemical .. .. ..... .. . . CD@(!;) 
Electrical .... . .... .. -CD®© 
Industrial . . .. . . .... . -CD®@ 
Mechanical ........... (D@@ 
Other .......... ...... (1)(3)@ 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
Chemistry .. ...... . ... (j) Q) (!;) 
Earth science . ... . ... . (j) (3)@ 
Mathematics . .. .. .... . (j)@@ 
Physics . ..... ........ (j)@@ 
Statistics ..... . . . . ... (j)@@ 
Other ... .... .. . . . . . .. CD@@ 
PROFESSIONAL 
Health Technology 
(medical . dental . 
laboratory ) ... . .... (j)Q)(!;) 
Nursing ....... .. . .. (D@(!;) 
Pharmacy ..... .. . .. (j) Q)@ 
Predentistry ... . .... (j) (3)@ 
Prelaw . .. . . .. .. .. . (j)@@ 
Premedi cal . ... . ... G)@@ 
Pr eveter i nary . . .... . (j)@@ 
Therapy (occupat .. 
phys ical . speech ) .. CD@@ 
Other ..... ....... .. (j) Q)@ 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Anthropology .. . ... . CDQ)@ 
Economics ... .. .. .. G)@@ 
Education .... .. .. . (j)Q)@ 
History . ....... .... G)@@ 
Political science 
(government , 
int. relations ) . . . . . (j)Q)@ 
Psychology ....... (j)Q)@ 
Social work ....... . (j)Q)@ 
Sociology ... ... .... (j)@@ 
Other ... . ...... . . . CD Q)@ 
OTHER FIELDS 
Agriculture .... ... .. 0®@ 
Communications 
(radio . T .V ., etc. ) .. (i)Q)@ 
Electronics 
(technology ) . .... . . CD Q)@ 
Forestry .... . ..... . CDQ)(!;) 
Home economics ... . G) Q) (!;) 
Industr ial arts . . . .. G)@@ 
Library science ..... (j)@@ 
Mi I itary science .... CD Q) (!;) 
Physical education CD®(!;) 
and recreation . .... (j) Q)@ 
Other (technical ) .... (j)Q)@ 
Other (nontechnical ).(j)Q)@ 
Undecided ... . ... .. G)@@ 
Please be sure that only three circles have been marked in the 
above I ist. 
-# 28 . Indicate the importance to you personally of 
each of the following : (Mark one for each item) 
- 0 
co Q. -~§g 
- 0- ._ 
., Q. ., 0 
&l2f? 
~~~:: 
Becoming accomplished in one of the performing arts (acting , 41 !: c5? ~ 
dancing, etc. ) . . .. . ..... .. .. . .... .. ... . .. .. ..... ...... . . . @@@@ 
Becoming an authority on a special subject in my subject field.@@@@ 
Obtaining recognition from my colleagues for contribut ions in my 
special f ield .... .. . . . .......... .. .... . .. ... . ...... . . . .. . ®@@@ 
Influencing the political structure .. ... . .... . . . .. .... .... . ... ®@®@ 
Influencing social values .. . .. .. ...... .. ........ .... . ...... @@@@ 
Rais ing a family .. . ........ .. .......... .... .. ...... .. .. .. @@@@ 
Having an active social life .. . ............... .. .. ......... @@@@ 
Having friends with different backgrounds and interests from 
mine . ..... . .. . .... . .. . ......... .. ......... .. . .. . ... .... @@@@ 
Becoming an expert in finance and commerce ... . . . . ..... . . . . . @@@@ 
Having administrative responsib i lity for the work of others . ... . @@@@ 
Being very well-off financially .... ..... .. ........... . .. .... @@@@ 
Helping others who are in difficulty . . ...... . ... . . . . .. . . .. . . . @@@@ 
Becoming a community leader .. .. .. . . . ..... .. .. ... . . ... .. .. ®@@@ 
Making a theoretical contribution to science . . . ..... .. ... . ... ®@@@ 
Writing orig inal works (poems , novels . short stor ies . etc .) .. . . . @@@@ 
Never being obligated to people . ............ .. .... .. .. . .... ®@®@ 
Creating artistic work (painting , sculpture . decorating , etc. ) . . . ®@@@ 
Keeping up to date with political affairs .............. . ... . .. @@@@ 
Being successful in a business of my own .. ...... . . ... . . . . .. @@@@ 
Developing a meaningful philosophy of life .. .. . .• .. . . . . ..... @@@@ 
{ 
Agree strongly 
-2--29. Mark one in Agree somewhat f!' 
each row: Disagree somewhat -$ 
Disagree strongly "' 
. . . . ~ Students should have a major role m specrfyrng the '< 
college curriculum . .. .. . ......... . .. . ... ... .. . . . 0 
Scientists should pub! ish their findings regardless of 
the possible consequences . . .. . . . ..... . . . . . .. . ... 0 0 0 0 
Realistically, an individual person can do little to 
bring about changes in our soc iety . ... . .... .. .. . .. 0 0 0 0 
College officials have the right to regulate student 
behavior off campus ............ . . ... ... .. ....... 0 0 0 0 
The chief benefit of a college educat ion is that it 
increases one's earning power ..... .. ........ . . . . . 0 0 0 0 
Faculty promotions should be based in part on student 
evaluations .... ... ................. . .. . ...... .. 0 0 0 0 
My beliefs and attitudes are similar to those of most 
other students ...... . .... ... .. .. ...... .......... 0 0 0 0 
Student publications should be cleared by college 
off icials .. . . . . . . ... .... .... .......... . .. . . .. .. . 0 0 0 0 
Marijuana should be legal ized . .... . .... .. .... . .. .. 0 0 0 0 
College officials have the right to ban persons with 
extreme views from speaking on campus . . . ... . ... .. 0 0 0 0 
Only volunteers should serve in the armed forces .... . 0 0 0 0 
Students from disadvantaged social backgrounds should 
be given preferential treatment in college admissionsO 0 0 0 
Most college officials have been too lax in dealing 
with student protests on campus . .. . ..... . . . .. . ... 0 0 0 0 
Divorce laws should be liberalized ........... ..... . 0 0 0 0 
Under some co~ditions , abortions should be legalized Q 0 0 0 
There is too much concern in the courts for the rights 
of criminals ... ........ ............ .. .. ....... .. 0 0 0 0 
Capital punishment (the death penalty ) should be 
abolished .. .. .. ........ .. .... ............ .... .. 0 0 0 0 
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APPENDIX 2 
Coding Scheme for Collapsed Items 
National Norms for Entering College Freshmen, Fall 1969 
Probable Major Field of Study 
Probable Occupation 
Region of Home State 
Father's Occupation 









History and Political Science 
Humanities (Other) 
Fine Arts 




Other Fields (Technical) 
Other Fields (Nontechnical) 
Undecided 
Item Response Alternatives 
Agriculture; Forestry 
Biology (general); Biochemistry; Biophysics; 
Botany; Zoology; Other Biological Sciences 
Accounting; Business Administration; Data 
Processing; Secretarial Studies; Other 
Business 
Education; Physical Education and Recreation 
Aeronautical; Civil; Chemical; Electrical; 
Industrial; Mechanical; Other Engineering 
English (literature) 
Health Technology; Nursing; Pharmacy; Therapy 
History (Arts and Humanities); History (Social 
Science); Political Science 
Language (modern); Language (other); Philosophy; 
Theology; Other Arts and Humanities 
Architecture; Fine Arts; Journalism; Music; 
Speech and Drama 
Mathematics; Statistics 
Chemistry; Earth Science; Physics; Other 
Physical Science 
Predentistry; Prelaw; Premedical; Preveterinary 
Anthropology; Economics; Psychology; Social 
Work; Sociology, Other Social Science 
Other Professional; Communications; Electronics; 
Industrial Arts; Other Technical 
Home Economics; Library Science; Military 




















Item Response Alternatives 
Actor or Entertainer; Artist; Interior 
Decorator; Musician; Writer or Journalist 
Accountant or Actuary; Business Executive; 
Business Owner or Proprietor; Business 
Salesman or Buyer 
Clergyman; Clergy (other religious) 
College Teacher 
Dentist (including orthodontist); Physician 
School Counselor; School Principal or Super-
intendent; Teacher (secondary) 
Teacher (elementary) 
Engineer 
Conservationist or Forester; Farmer or 
Rancher 
Dietician or Home Economist; Lab Technician 





Architect; Business (clerical); Clinical 
Psychologist; Computer Programmer; Foreign 
Service Worker; Housewife; Interpreter; Law 
Enforcement Offi~er; Military Service; 












Region of Home State 
Item Response Alternatives 
Delaware; District of Columbia; Maryland; New 
Jersey; New York; Pennsylvania 
Connecticut; Maine; Massachusetts; New Hampshire; 
Rhode Island; Vermont 
Arizona; Arkansas; Colorado; Illinois; Indiana; 
Iowa; Kansas; Michigan; Minnesota; Missouri; 
Nebraska; New Mexico; North Dakota; Ohio; Oklahom 
South Dakota; West Virginia; Wisconsin; Wyoming 
Alaska; Idaho; Montana; Nevada; Oregon; Utah; 
Washington 
Alabama; Florida; Georgia; Kentucky; Louisiana; 
Mississippi; North Carolina; South Carolina; 
Tennessee; Texas; Virginia 
California; Hawaii 
Canada; Other Latin America; Europe; Mexico 
















Semi-skilled or Unskilled Workers 
Unemployed 
Other 
Item Response Alternatives 
Actor or Entertainer; Artist; Interior Decorator; 
Musician; Writer or Journalist 
Accountant or Actuary; Business Executive; 
Business Owner or Proprietor; Business Salesman 
or Buyer 
Clergyman; Clergy (other religious) 
College Teacher 
Dentist (including orthodontist); Physician 
School Counselor; School Principal or Superin-
tendent; Teacher (secondary) 
Teacher (elementary) 
Engineer 
Conservationist or Forester; Farmer or Rancher 
Dietician or Home Economist; Lab Technician 




Semi-skilled Worker; Laborer (unskilled) 
Unemployed 
Architect; Business (clerical); Clinical 
Psychologist; Computer Programmer; Foreign 
Service Worker; Housewife; Interpreter; Law 
Enforcement Officer; Military Service (career); 









NAME OF INSTITUTION 
AliE~lCAN C.QIJNCH. ON_ §oUcAJION Orrtoi: Qf RE~E.4RCM 
SUMMARY OF o~TA ON ~NTERlNG PRESMMEN 
. (,AI,.L 1969) PAGE 1 OF' 8 
· ·········~································································································ ITEM N~MBER 0; NAME OF INSTITUTION UN 1 VERSt TIES Nfo TL NORMS 
DE$CRJPTl0N ~ESPONDENTS J&t MALE fEMALE TOTAL MA~~ fEMALE TOTaL 
·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1•••••-w••••••••••••••••(PERCENTAGES)•••••••••••••••••••••• 
lUMBER OP. STUDENT$ *• 11-4 67,3 32,7 100o0 57,* 4216 100 1 t 
··-------------~------·--·-·-------------------·---·-~-------~------·-----------------------~-------; ..... AGE., IN YEARS, ~S O' •• DEgEMBER ~ ~~~ 1969 1142 
16 OR ~OUNGER 0 I 0 0,3 Oo1 Oo1 011 0,1 
17 4.~ 5,1 4.6 3,"7 5,0 ~.3 
18 84,6 o9,s 8o,3 79,2 113t9 111,2 
19 a,? 4,5 7.4 q,o 912 u, 4 20 o,~ 0,0 u,3 1,0 016 o,e 
21 0.1 o,o Q,1 Oo6 OJ.3 0,4 
OLDER THAN 21 1o7 0.3 ;~.,2 2,4 1t0 1,8 
••••••••--•••••"•••••••••P•·---~-----·-~••••••••-~-~---•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~·-••••••••• 
4VERAGE GRADE lN rHJGiot SCHOOl. *t .1.111~ 
A OR A~ 15,0 26,9 19,5 6 ~ 2 9t3 7 1 5 
A• ~o~~ 30;2 23,5 1o ; s 1511 12,• B• 21;2 22,5 25,6 17i ? 2317 20,3 
s 19,6 15;o 16,1 24\2 ~6 1 9 25,4 
s.. ~.~ 2J1 7.3 PtO ;1.214 15,0 
c• 5,1' o,e a.7 u ,~. 6 813 11,9 
c ?·? 0,3 ~.9 9,.3 41? 7,2 
o o,4 0,3 o,J o,,s o1 1 o,3 
~········-···--~-~--···~·•·"·~·~··••••··•~··•••••e•••~··••••••·~·•••·····~·-·•••••••••••••••••••••••••·•~~ SECOND~~~ SCHOO~ AOHiiYEMEN,I :·•• 11~4 
ELECT~P . PRES~PE ~ T ~ STOt ~R~~z _. 3~!4 3~.6 37o8 2~Jo ?318 24 1 5 HIGH RATING STATE MQS~C · 'CONlEST 13,i 13,4 13o2 10,8 ~417 12 1 4 STATE/REG%0N~h §P§EPH CONTEST 10,6 7o2 ~.5 6t3 7t3 6,? 
MAJOR PART IN A P~A~ 16,~ 21,1 18,0 181 2 •e1e 18 1 5 VARSITY bETT~R (SPO~TS) 55,5 t6,7 43,4 47 15 •4 15 33 1 5 AWARD IN ART COMPETlTlON 3e~ Yt1 5•4 4r3 · 111 5,5 
EDJTEQ_ SCHOO~ P~P~~ __ . 13,~ 25,7 17,6 ;o 1 4 1813 13,? HAD ORIGINAL WR(TJN~ PUB~~SMED 2S,S 31,~ 27,7 17,3 231j 20 1 0 
NSF' SUMMER pRQG~AM . 2a5 1,6 2.2 1 i 6 Dt9 1 1 3 ST/REGIONAL ScJ;Nce CONTE5T 5,3 5,3 5a3 3 1 9 219 31 5 SCMOLASTIC HONOR SOCIETY 54,3 71,1 59,8 30iD 4311 35 1 6 N ATIONA~ · MERlT AetoGNltJON 17,1 31,0 21,7 i1~? i111 ii,? 
-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•·•••••••·•~•••••8•••~·-·••w•P•~·••••••·~·-~•-•••••••••••••••••-~--~--~~--·~ 





























RiNK iN HlCfH SQMOQI. C~A$5- *t 1093 
TOP 1 PER CENt 10,4 19,0 13,3 5 1 8 9tO 7,2 
rop 1o PER cENT 41,8 50,7 44;7 24t4 32 1 7 27,9 TOP QUARTER 30~3 21,5 27.4 31!0 ~019 30 1 9 SECOND QUARTER 12~1 6 1 9 10 1 3 25 1 9 ~9J.5 23 1 2 
THIRD QUARTER 4,2 1,4 ~·~ 10~8 6.1.._6 9,0 






.A.MEi~ lC~N- .cOU!IIcJL ON ~OUCA T I ON Off teE OF RESEARCH 
NAME OF I NSTITUTION SUMMARY 0; OAT A ON ~NTER% NG 'I!'RESHMEN PAGE 2 OF' 8 
(1'-AI.L. ;,969) 
· ···~·~···········································•·i••···················································· · ITeM NUMBER OF' NAME OF INSTITUTION UNIVERSl!lES NATL NORMS! 
OE~cRIPTIO N ~eSPONoeNTf . MA~E rEMA~S 1 0TAL MA~E F'E~~L.~ TOTAl 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.-••••••••··~•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·~ P~ROE~TA.GES.>•••••••••••••••••••••• 
HlGHSSt DEOREE ' P;~~NNE~ ** 113~ 
NONE Q,3 01 5_ 01 4 0 _., 5 110 o,? 
ASSOCIATE COR E ~ UJV~LENT) 0, 1 0,5 0!3 Oi ? 2i ~ 1; 5 
BAC~E~ORS DEGREE CBtA•• B.S~ ) 1214 43 J 9 22j8 2a , s 48 1 9 37 1 4 ~ ASTERS DEGREE IM 1 A l , . M 1 ~i, 30 1 ~ 33 1 4 3117 35J9 ~5 1 2 15 1 6 PH -D, OR ED,O, 25.fl 12•~ al•5 18•Q 7,7 .1.4 ·,.1 
M,D,, D,D,S,. 0~ c.v.~. 20 ! 9 o.7 16,2 9,7 3!0 6,9 
LL,6, OR J,D 1 a,e 1,6 o·;4 4,2 016 2,i 
B, O, 0,4 o,o 0 ~ 3 0~3 01 1 0,'-
0THER 0 ; 5 Ct' C ~ 5 1•0 019 1,0 
•••••••••••••··~··••••••••••·~· ~ • w ••••••••••••·•~•·•·~·•••••·~---~-~··••••••·~·-·•··~·--•~····~~~~-~-~~··• 
~ROBABLe ~AJOR Flp~D 0r1 S~UOY ' *~ ' 1096 
AGRICU~TUR E C}NC~ rO~eS T ~~) Oo1 o, o 0 •1 3,2 Ot3 2,0 
BIOLOGICAL sCiENC~S . 3,2 5,2 3 i 8 4i J 31 3 3,9 
BUSINESS 9,9 1 1 1 6!9 15 ~ 0 5t6 11,0 
EDUCATlO N O a ~ Or~ Ot 3 3 ~ 0 ~7.7 9,3 
ENGINEERING 25 1 0 6 1 5 18 1 8 20 ; 0 01 6 11~? ENGUS~ 2,7 6,0 3•8 1 ,6 518 :,,4 
HEALTH PROFESSIONS (NONw~ 1 0 1 ~ 0 ~ 5 24.3 8 ; 5 1 ; 5 1116 5~8 HISTORY, POLITICA~ SClENCE 10.~ 5,7 8! 9 7 1 4 51! 6 1 '1 HU MANITIES cO!H~R) 310 11 1 7 519 1 ~ '1 610 3~6 
FINE ART!? 2 t 2 3t3 2:. 6 7t0 ~117 9,0 
MATHEMATICS OR ST~TJSTICS - 2 1 ~ 61 4 4,6 319 418 4i3 P~YSICAL SCTENC~~ 7,4 3,5 6,1 ~ . 1 11 4 3 1 5 PRE•PROFES~tONA~ 25,~ 9 1 ~ 20,0 15 ; 3 318 10;4 
PSYCHOL, SOCIOL~ A N T~ROPOL 4,4 11,7 6 1 8 5,7 ~3 1 5 9~0 OTH~R FlE~DS (TECHNICA~~ ~,0 o~s Q,8 2t4 112 1,9 OTHER fiELDS cNQNTECHNlCAI. ;) o·;o 0,8 0! 3 oj4 416 21 2 
UNDECIDED 2,1 1•• 1t8 214 215 2;4 
••••··---------·--·-····-·-·-····-------~----•·s~~·•••••••••••••·•·•···~·-••• w ••-•••••••••··-·~---~--~··•• ~ROBABLE CAREER OQCUPAT10N ** 1118 
ARTIST (INCl. PERF"OR MER' ' 2 ! 4 4d 3,0 4' 5 9.t2 6,5 
BUSI NESSMAN 1211 1 1 6 8! 7 14 15 2,6 914 CLERGyMA N 014 0 ,~ 0 1 4 0 1 5 011 0 1 3 COL~EGE TEACHER .116 lo1 1i4 1 ~ J 019 1~1 
DOCTOR CM,D, OR DtDtS,) 18,1;! 6,0 1_4,t 6 8 t 6 211 5;8 ED UCATOR (SECONPAHYc 1,_'i o,2 3~3 61 4 ~8 1 2 11~~ ELEMENTARY TEACHER 01 0 2 1 7 0 ~ 9 o1 4 ~419 6;6 ENGI NEER 19 ~ 1 4 ! 6 14 , 3 17!9 015 10 1 5 FAR MER OR FORESTE R 0,4 0, 0 013 21 7 O.t3 1 1 '1 HEA~TH PROFESSlU NAL (NON•MePt) 01~ 2,7 1tD 21 8 713 4,7 LA WYER '1.4,4 2 1 7 10 1 6 9_._2 1J~ 5 1 & NURSE g,O 20,6 6,8 OtO 61 5 2;e RESEARCH SCIE NTIST 5,6 3o5 4 t 9 5 ~ 0 213 3 1 9 OTHER CHOICE 9 1 ~ 26,6 15,1 13 1 6 ~0 1 6 16 1 6 UN DECIDED 1S,6 17,3 14,8 12 1 4 l313 12,8 





NAME OF !NSTITUTION At.~ER JeAN .C.OUNCl L O.N 'iOlJCH t QN oF" F' ; ~E oF' RESEARCH SUMMARY ~F' DATA ON ENTERING FRESHMEN 
C (AI.~ 19691 PAGE 3 OF' 8 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
JT!:M NUMBER Or NAME OF INSTITUTION UNIVt?RS!!lES NATL. ~ORMF 
QESCRIPTIQN ~ES~ONDENTJ M~LE reMAL.E TOTAL. MA~e FEMALE iOTAL. 
•••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••{PERCENTAGES)•••••••••••••••••••••• 
NUMBER or APPLJCAJJQNf wt 
TO OTHER QOLLe~SS 1135 
19tO 28 1 0 21,9 4~,4 ~817 ~6 1 2 
18 3 21 2 19,3 20 0 22 4 21 0 
22!9 24:s 23,4 15~3 ~4!1 1~:e 
19,0 15,9 18,0 9t7 7!9 ~.9 
11,5 5,9 Y1 7 514 3!6 4 1 7 5,1 3,5 4,6 3,0 ~!9 2,5 







SIX OR MORE 
••-~-----~·••••••••••••••P•• · •••••~•••••••••••••~~-·-----~--•••••••~••••••••••••••••••••W••••••••~•••••••~ 
Mi~ES rROM HOME TO CO~~E~E lD OR \..ESS 
11 .. 50 
51;.100 
101•600 5oi .. 10DO 
MORE THAN 10DQ 
1091 






11•4 13.t8 14.15 14,1 5jg 15,3 61.2 15,? 
3;0 16 ~- 1 1712 16,6 
42,J 41j8 40!9 41,4 
29.1 7,3 71 0 7,2 8,.) 5,7 4,1 5,0 
•m••••••••,•··-~··••••••••••·~···~··••••••••-~·••••R••••·~··••••••••••••••••••••••••••··•·~-··•··•••••·~·· 
,.EGJON Of HOMe :; '!~Tg U~ *t· l123 
~lODLE STATES 5r4 5,7 5A5 12t1 i0!9 11t6 
NEW ENG~ANU 3 1 ~ 0,~ 21 6 11,2 111 3 11,2 NORTH CENTRA~ 17t3 17t3 17!3 54!4 ~5t9 55 1 0 
NOKTHWEST o.~ 0,3 01 4 312 21 9 3,0 SOUTHERN 71,2 75,1 7~ 1 5 16,0 .61 0 16 1 0 WESTERN u,~ O,o 0,5 t 1 2 215 2,4 F'OREIGN 1 ·,·5 0 1 ~ 1;2 111 -o 1 5 0 1 8 
•R••·-··-~-----~··••••••••·~·~·-····-····~~-···•~w-••~·-·•••••••••-••••••••••••••••••••·~~~-··e~··----···~ 
WHl~E GROWING UP,l ~!VED ** 1130 
ON A F'ARM 
JN ~ sMAI.L TOWN 
IN A MODERATe SIZE [OWN OR CITY 
IN A SUBURB Or A ~ARGE CITY 
































'~THERS EDUCAT10N .... 11111 
GRAMMAR SCHOOl. OR LESS ~tO 1t3 1•8 7t2 6t7 7.0 
SOME HIGH ScHOOE 4 ·- ~ 2;9 3,9 1~~1 .i.1t 0 11,6 oi iGH SCHOOL GRA UATE 14 0 1112 13t1 27,!5 251, , . 26,7 
SOME COLLEGE u!s 13,4 16.8 18,4 2014 19,~ 
COLl,.EGE DEGR§E 32~2 36,1 33,5 21!9 ~3!1 22,4 POSTGRADUATE DE~REE 28,9 3$,0 30,9 12t9 1.3~,2 13,0 
-~•••••••••••--~••••••••••••••••••••-••••••--••W•••~-~-----~•••••••••••••~••••••••••••••P•••••••••••••••P• 
M~T~~RS EDUCATlON •• 11"2 GRAMMAR SCH005 OR L.~SS 1 .13 0•8 1!1 4 ·t 4 41.1 4t3 SOME HIGH ScH 0~ 3t3 2t7 3r1 10t0 915 9,8 
HIGH SCHOOL GRAPUATs 22,J 24,1 22t9 42,6 39!5 41,3 
SOME CO~LEGE 3u _,2 .)0,7 30,4 20,9 23!6 22,1 
CO~LEGE DEGREE 34.0 35,3 34~4 18,4 1914 18,9 






NAt-E OF INSTITUTION 
AMERlcAN cOUNcl~ ON ijoUcATlON OrF"JCE Or ReSeARcH 
SUMMARY Of o•fA ON E~TeRlNG Fk~SHMEN 
(fALL. 3.969) 
PAGE 4 OF" 8 
·················~························································································· ITEM NUMBER Oi NAMR OF TNSTITUTION IJNIVERSfTtES N•TL NORMS 
oe9cRtPTION ReSPUNOENTS MA~E F~MA~E JOTAL MA~~ f~MALE tO'AL 
•••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••{PERCENTAGES>•••••••••••••••••••••• 





































~SL~miOUS BACKGROUND ••• 1133 BAPTIST 12t1 9,9 11!4 11! 0 1113 11,1 
cnNGREGATIONA~, UJC1C 1 4,~ 3,0 3t9 5,1 5.a.1 5,1 
EPISCOPAL. 1~,, 15,9 13~8 5;5 5,3 5,4 
JEWISH 7,0 1,3 5~~ '7~1 ~J.g 7,6 
~ATTER DAY SAINTS Ot1 Otu 0.11 Ot3 012 0~3 LUTHERAN 3t4 "'tS ;$!9 7t6 715 7,5 MEH!ODIST 2i;~ 25,3 22,6 14,3 l4.a.6 14.4 
MUSLIM o.o Q I 0 0 ~ 0 Otl o.a.o 0~1 
PRESBYTeRIAN 1e') 16~ 8 161~7 e,8 9.a.1 8,9 QUAKER o,o 0 I 0 o;o 0 1 0.1.1 0_.1 
ROMAN CATHOLIC 1116 12,6 11 ,~ 9 30!' 9 2916 J0j4 
Sey~NTH DAY ADV=NTIST 0}1 o,o Ot1 0--1 O.a.~ ll,1 
UNITARIAN 0,5 1,3 u,8 0,6 017 0,6 
OTJ.IER PROTESTANT s_t~ 4,6 5!0 415 410 4,3 
OTHeR ReLIGIONS 1,6 1,1 1t4 1,5 1J,4 1,4 
NONE 1: 3 1,3 1:3 2~6 21" 2,6 
·•~---·--------~----·-···•·•·•-~-~-------·~--·-e••·•-~--·•••••••••••••••·•·~--------·-••@••·••a•········•• 
'RBS&NT R&Lt~lOUS PRE,IRINQE *** 1125 
BAPTIST 10o1 7.2 9t2 9,0 916 9,3 
CONGREGATIONA~, UJCtCi 3~7 2,1 3!2 3)8 410 3,9 
EPISCOPAL 9~2 17,9 12t1 4,2 511 4,6 
JEWISH 51~ 1.1 4,1 5,7 7.1.3 6,4 
CATTER DAY SAiNTS 0 I 0 o;J 0•1 a·, 3 013 (),3 LUTHERAN 214 4,3 3~0 6i5 6.a.9 6,7 
METHODIST 16-;2 16~3 l.6 -; 3 11,3 ~2.a.2 11,7 
MUSLIM 0~1 0,3 o,_2 0 ~- 1 O.J.1 0,1 PRESBYTERIAN 14t2 15,5 14•7 6;9 715 7,1 QUAKER o;1 o,o o·.1 0~3 O.a.~ o,3 ROMAN CArHOL.IC 9;6 11~5 1~;2 26,4 2711 26,7 
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST o;• o,u o-,3 011 0.a.1 0,1 
UNITARIAf\1 ~ o-s 1~9 1;0 o,e 1.a.2 0,9 
'- · OTHER PROTESTANT 4,3 4,3 4!3 3;7 314 3,5 OTJ.tER REL.IGtDNS - 3;7 3~2 3,6 219 214 2,7 
NONE 19,? 14,2 17 ',9 18 t 0 12o7 15,7 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••I•••B••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••··----•~·-~-·-~----~·-·• 
AGREE THAT . PARENT~ AA! 
INTERESTED IN t T~L - ECT - ~URSUlTS 1132 o5e0 87t1 85t7 84,5 8912 86,5 
INTERESTED IN C~L.TURA~ PURSUITS 1131 77 •"J 83t9 79t5 76t8 821? 79,3 
DEEPLY RELIGIOUS 1128 62,6 S2~6 62;6 61,6 60J.9 61,3 
INTERESTED IN P LlTICS 1126 85,1 85,8 es 1 ~ ~111 ~4.a.1 82,4 DEEPLY CONCERNEP AB~UT -CHl~DREN 1124 95,'9 94-;9 95t6 96,9 ~711 97 ~- 0 





NAME OF INSTITUTION 
MtER l.CAN __ cOVNC H. ON t;oUc.A T I QN OfF" 1 C.E OF" RES_E.4R.CH 
SUMMARY Of DATA ON ENTERING ' PRESHM~N 
(,.AI.L 1969) PAGE 5 OF' 8 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• iTEM NUMBER OF NAME OF INSTT'l'!JTION UN IVERS I! I ES NA TL NORMS ~ 
DESCRIPTION RESPONDENTS MAI.E FEMA~~ TOTA~ MAl.~ re~~I.E TOTAL 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I•••••••••••••••••••••••' PERCENTAGES)•••••••••••••••••••••• '~THERS OCCUPATlON •t 111~ 
ARTIST CINCL ~ERFORMER) OoB OeB Oe8 Q,9 112 1,0 
9USJNESSMAN 49,1 39;4 4Si9 35;o ,41 2 34 1 7 CLERGYMAN 0!8 1,1 0~9 0,7 01 6 0,7 COLLEGE TEACHER 2,4 1,6 2,2 1)0 112 1 1 1 DOCTOR CM 1 D1 OR DLDJS~) 11,~ 13,0 11!9 31 2 313 3 1 2 EDUCATOR (SECONPA~Y~ 1,3 2,4 117 2~2 213 2 1 3 EI.EMENTARY TEACHER 0,7 ~,0 o1 4 o13 n1 4 0,3 ENGINEER 9aO 12o6 1D!2 6,5 619 6 1 ? 
FARMER OR FOReSTER 2JO 1,4 ~ 1 8 ~ 1 3 ~13 5,3 ~EALTH PROFeSSIONAL CNON•M•~*) 1~2 0,8 1l1 1)4 11 4 1 1 4 
I.AW'lEB 4,2 7t~ 5,2 1:,9 2J.O 1 1 9 MIL1TARY CAREER 2,0 2 1 2 2,1 2 1 0 11 8 1 1 9 RESEARCH SCJENTlST . 1i~ 1t9 1~6 oi8 0&8 Ot8 
SKILLED WORKER 3,4 3~3 3!3 11 13 919 10 1 ? SEMI•SKiL~ED WOHK~R 1o6 0,5 i!3 6l2 511 5,? 
UNSKILLED WORKEA 0.4 o,a 0,5 2,1 21 7 2!? UNEMP~OYEO O.~ 1,4 0~8 01 8 11 0 0,9 OTHER 7t8 9,2 8j3 15~8 1810 16 1 7 
-·-------------·-----------~-~-·---·-----------··--·-~-----------~---------·------------·-·-"·~----------· ISTiMATED PARENTA~ lNQOMi Ca) •• , 1094 
LESS THAN $~,000 1l9 2~6 21 1 3,3 31 7 3 1 5 $4 1 000 ~ $5,9V9 21~ 1 1 7 215 51 9 619 6 1 3 $6~QOO • s7 1 999 4~t 4,9 4,~ 10 1 4 ~0 1 6 10i5 
se,ooo • s9,9'9 6,6 6,~ a,o 15 11 ~3 1 9 14.6 
s1o,ooo • $l~,?P9 19!; 20~1 ~9,4 29 1e 29 13 29,6 $15,000 " $19,999 18t1 17,2 17,8 1419 1518 15,3 
$20~000 • $2~,999 11~5 17,~ 13!3 7t9 8&7 8,2 
$25,000 ~ $29,9~9 1t1 7,2 715 3!9 412 4,0 
$30 1 000 OR MORE 25,6 22,6 24t7 8,8 619 8 1 0 
-~··•••••••••••"•••••••••••••~···~··-·--~·-·•••••••e·~··•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·~·P••··-~·····-~·· -
MA~OR SOURQijS 0~ rzN~NC~A~ tt • 
SUPPORT DURING ,R5SHMAN Y,.R 1144 
PERSONAL SVQS OR ~MPLOYMcNT 9tD 3o2 7•1 30 12 ,6 1 ~ 24,3 PARENTAL OR FAMlLV AID 70!8 78,3 ?~t3 54,8 6510 59 1 2 R~~AYAB~E LOAN . 13,4 12 1 6 13,1 10 1 7 '2i? 11 1 6 SCHOLARSHIP /GRANT/ OTHE~ GlF' 34,2 27 1 8 32e1 16l4 ~Si? 18 1 5 
-~····•••••••••W••••••••·~·••~••••••••••••••••·•~~·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"•~--~··•·•~•• 



























AMERICAN cOUNCI~ ON ~DUCATION OFFICE OF RESEARCH 
NAME OF INSTITUTION SUMMARY OF' DATA ON ENTERING FRESHMEN PAGE 6 or; 8 
<'At.l. 1969) ·····~···································································································· JTEM NUMBER . OJ' . NAME OF INSTITUTION UNIVE;RSJ!teS NATl. NORMS 
DE$CRIPTJQN RiSPONDENTi MA~E VEMA~~ TOTA~ MA~E FEMA~E TOTA~ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l•t•••••••••••••••••<PeRCENTA~es>•••••••••••••••••••••• 
OIJEOTtVIS CONSlDiRiD TO · lit •t 
ISS&NTI4L OR VIA¥ tA~O~'lN 
ACHIEVE IN A PERFORMING ART 1118 9,0 14,8 1U,9 917 t5t1 12 1 0 BE AN AUTHORfTY IN HY f~E~D ~,20 66,8 56,2 63c3 6, 11 ~7 1 6 61,9 OBTAIN RECOGN~TJON FROM PE~RS 1119 51t1 37,5 46,6 47,5 ~6t0 42,6 
INFLUENCE POLITICAL STRUOTUAE 1117 28,7 18~6 25t3 23•5 ~3L6 19 1 3 
INFLUENCE SOCJA~ VA~U~S 1119 J7,o 34,7 36,6 32~8 3616 34 1 4 RAISE A FAMILY 1119 69,9 80,4 73,4 6513 76t6 70,1 HAVE ACTlVE SQCIAL ~!FE 1163 62,0 63,4 6~ 1 5 60 1 0 ~616 58,6 HAVE FRIENDS DifPER~NT FROM ME 1118 62t2 72i2 65,6 64 1 0 7415 68,, BE AN EXPERT IN F~NA~CE 1117 25,~ 6,2 19,1 21t3 7t3 15 1 4 BE ADMINISTRA~~VE~Y R~SPONSJBLE 1111 31J3 13,S 25,5 28,3 ~~~0 22 1 6 BE VERY WELL~QFF fiNANCIA~~T 1118 57,~ 31t7 ~9,~ 54·3 ~1t2 44 1 4 
HELP OTHERS IN DIFPICU~fy · 1115 59;0 72,8 63•6 57·2 7412 64.4 
BECOME A COMMUNlTY ~e~OE~ 1114 31,4 ~2t6 28,5 21~9 i5 1 ~ 19,0 CONTRIBUTE TO S~I~NTIY~C THEORY 1117 21,~ 10,5 17;7 17 1 5 6t5 12,6 WRITE ORIGINA~ WOHK~ 1118 14,7 16,9 1St~ 13,9 18t2 15 1 6 NOT BE OBLIGATE~ TO ~EOP~E 1110 24,1 2~,, 22 1 9 25,4 21~6 23,6 
CREATE WORKS QF ART 1110 9,7 19,2 12t9 11 1 2 22t3 15,9 
KEEP UP WITH POLITtCA~ A~FAIRS 1111 66~3 67,8 66,8 581 6 ~6 1 5 $7,7 SUCCEED IN MY OWN eQStNESS 1115 59!1 30,7 49 1 7 54 1 1 321~ 44,7 DEVELOP A PHlLOSOP~Y OF' ~~PE 1116 65,9 91,9 87,9 81.6 ~8t0 B4 1 5 
-~-------------~·•••••••••·~·····~·-••••••··--·•·~·••e·--··~··•••••••··~---~-~--·-•-•••••·~-~~,·~----~·••• 
STUDENTS EST1HATE CHANCES AR•••• 
Y&RV GOOD THAT TH~V WILL. 
GET MARRIED WHl E IN CO~~EGE 
MARRY WITHIN A EAR AfTER COLL 
OBTAIN AVRG GRD 0, A• OR Hl~HER 
CHANGE MAJOR rieLP 
CHANGE CAREER CAOIC~ 
rAIL ONE OR MOR§ ~oORSES 
GRADUATE WITH HONOR~ 
BE ELECTED TO A STUOENT OPrlCE 
JOIN SOCIAL FRAT OR SOROR1TY 
AUTHOR A PUaCISHEP ARTlC~S . 
BE DRAFTED WHJLE 1N COL~~GE 
BE ELECTED TO AN lilo NOR $0Cfi;Ty 
PROTEST U,S. HlLITARY POL~Ct 
PROTEST COLLEGE ADMIN POL1CV 
PROTEST RACIAL OR E!HNlC · ~0~ 
DROP OUT TEMPORARILY 
ENLIST IN ARMED SERV BEfORE GRAD 
BE MORE SUCCESS THAN AVERAGt: 
DROP OUT PERMANENt~¥ 











































































































































NATlVE BORN U,St CITIZEN 
NATU~A~IZED CJT ZEN 























NAME OF INSTITUTION 
At-\E.~ICA~ cOUN.cll. ON liQUcATlON O~F'tCE Or R.E_SE~CH 
SUMMARY OP DATA ON eNTERING 'PRESHMEN 
crAt.L. 1969) 
P~GE 7 OF' 8 
4···································································-····························-········· JTEM NUMBER 0' NAME OF INSTITUTION UNIVcRS(TIES NAT~ NORMS 
~ESCRIPTION ~ES~ONDENTI MAL.E rEMAL.f TQTA~ MA~E F'EMAL.E 'TOTAL 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••<PERCENTAGES)•••••••••••••••••••••• 
'EDERAI. IOVERNM~NI S~OULD 
IE MORE INVOLVED N CIJ 
CONTROL. OF' ClGA ETTS ADVERTlSlNG 1121 42,7 42,9 42•8 42 1 9 4218 42 1 9 
ELIMINATING VlOL.ENCc PROM TV 1122 17,4 25,~ 20.0 17;9 ~8 1 5 22,4 CONTROl. OF' P0l.L.~T10N 1119 9.6,0 93,7 95J3 94,3 9311 93 1 8 TAX INCENT TO CONYRdl. 81R~M RA!E 1111 46;0 35~9 42,7 35,8 ao12 33 ; 4 
CONSUMER PRQTSCTJON 112~ 71,5 63,4 6818 72.8 7Dt9 72 1 0 COMPENSAT EDUC F'OR PISAOVANTAGED 1122 64;7 66,3 65,2 66 1 7 1219 69 ~ 3 SPECIAl. BENEfiTS FOR VeT=RANS 1122 24,8 19,1 22t9 32 1 8 ~7 1 4 30,5 CONTROL. OF FIREARMS 1117 36~) 49,5 40,9 43~3 60 19 5n,8 
EL.IMINATION OF POVERTY 1119 68~1 70,0 68 1 7 75 1 ? e116 78~3 CRIME PREVENTION 1121 89 1 4 88,8 89,2 88,9 90t9 89~7 
SCHOOL. OESEGREGATlON li14 41 1 ij 39,7 41 11 52t6 5?i? ~~,8 
r1NANCIAL AID ~9R OISADVANT~GED 1098 42,~ 37,9 41,0 48 1 4 511 2 49,6 CONTROL. Of STUDENT AC~lVlSTS 1117 43,5 47,8 44,9 44t6 44t7 44,6 
-~•-••••••••-~••••••~•-••R••••-~••••••~-~~--~--·-~-·~--~-----~---~---••••••••••••••••••••••-·•~••P•••~•••• 
CURRENT POI.lTlCAI. P~f,&RINOi 1091 -
~EPT 3.4 0~6 2•5 4.3 ~~2 3,4 
L1BERAL. 27,9 23,4 26 1 4 331 4 ,11 0 ~2 1 4 ~IODLE Or THE ROAQ 33,2 36,4 34o3 38 1 2 44t6 41 1 0 
MODERATELY CON§ERV~TlVE 29,4 35!0 31!3 21t2 2017 21 1 0 STRONGLY CONSERVATIVE 6,0 4,7 ~;6 2•8 115 2.2 
•••··-••••••••••••••-.••••••••~-~~e••••••·~----·~·~-•-~··••••••••••••••••••••••••·~·-·--~·-~···~--~·-·••••• 
ikPECTED PREFEREN~E IN 4 YilRi 10?6 
~EPT 
LIBERAL. 


















5 ·, 1 
39,3 














AGREE ST~ONGI.Y OR SOMiWHAT *** 
STUDENT DESIGN QF CURRICULUM 
PUB~ISH AL~ SCt~NCE F~NDJNQ$ 
INDIVID CANNOT CHANQE!' SOC·lEII'Y 
COLL CONTROL STDTS OFF CAH~US 
BE NEFIT OF COLCEGE lS M~NET~~, 
STOT SHOULD EVA~ [ACULTV 
~y BE~IEFS SIMI~AR JO O!~ER5 
REGULATE STUDENT P;U~L.~g~!lO~~ 
MARIJUANA SHOULD ee ~E~iL(ZED 
COLL.EGE HAS RIGHT TO BAN SPRR 
ARMY SHOULD 8c VO~U N TARY 
GIVE DISADVANTA~EO PREF TRTMNT 
COLL TOO L~X ON STDT P~OTE$T 
LIBERA~IZE DIVORCE ~AWS 
LEGALIZE ABORTIONS -
COURTS PROTECT CRIMINA~ TOO MUCH 





























































































































AMiRlc&li~QUNdJ. 0~ §p~t.AIJ~N Of.f lcE_ _Of B.eSe...R.cH 
NAME OF INSTITUTION ----sUMMARY""O; OAH vN ENteRING 'F'RESI-IMEN PAGE 8 OF' 8 
''A1.L. ~969) ·············································································~···························· STEM NUMB!tiR OfT NAME OF INSTITUTION UNIVERSI!I;S NATL. NORMS 
ge~cRI~TI9N ReSPONo&NfS ~A~E ~EMA~E lOTA~ MA~E ' P:EMA~~ TOTAL. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••(PERCENtAGES)•••••••••••••••••••••• 
I'&RCENT or· STUU'NIS:• Rii'ORitlNIIU• 
tHAT ' DURlNCJ THE ;' R sT · YI~A i 'I'HI¥. 
VOTED IN STUDENf - ~~§ct J oN .-(j4) U32 78J 4 82 1 6 79 , 9 68 1 4 751o 11,2 CAME LAIE TO C~ASS 11~4 69~9 67 1 6 69,1 59 1 3 5614 58,1 PLAyED . A MUSJCA ~ lN§TR~M~N! ii$i ~7 ; 9 5i,3 42 ;.4 ~9 ; o ~6 1 4 ~2 1 1 STUDIED IN THE ~ lBRARY (4 ·) . .1.1.3.2 ~.h5 ~8 .t4 41 j 8 34J2 431~ 38,2 
CHECKED OUT A LlB~ARY BOOK (4) 1134 5o 17 65,5 55 16 44 1 0 59 17 50 1 7 ARRA NGED DATE F'~R A~OII'MEit STOT· U3? ~~~~ ~0 1 4 !57 18 5o j2 ~3 1 5 51 1 6 OVERSLEPT ANU MlSSEU ~ CL~SS 1134 29 i 2 18,2 25!6 25 10 1916 22t7 
TYPED A HOMEWORR AS~lGNMSNTl4t 1131 191 0 24,9 21o0 20 19 3317 26 1 ~ DISCUSS F'UT~R~ ~ ITH ~AREN! (4~ 113l 3e~3 4~ i S 42iO 33,4 ~8 1 6 39~9 
WAS LATE WITH HOMa~o~ORK ~~s\lNT l~~l 77 1 ~ ~~,3 1~ 1 0 75,5 ~5.15 71 1 2 ARGUED WITH !EA;HER IN C~~~~ 1131 76i5 66 i 2 73 ~ 1 66 i o 5314 6o~7 ATTENDED RELIGIOUS SE~Vld~ : ~11~ ~2t! !4,6 ~3 t 1 ~8 1 0 !2t6 90 1 0 PRO,ESTED RACIA~ PO~lCY 11~1 1218 81 0 11 1 2 13,0 ~1 1 3 12 1 3 PROTESTED US Ml l if.~y PO~'CY 1114 712 2o5 51 7 a1o 51? 61 8 PROTESTED AGAIN~T HtS ~ ADMlN 112~ 29,~ 1e,5 2517 2615 2411 25,5 OJD EXTRA READI NG FijR ·· c~ASS(4) 1131 1?i! 2~!1 1~ 1 ~ 13 1 5 ~9 1 3 ;6;0 
TOOK SLEEPING PlL~S 1131 71 0 9,1 71 7 ' 3 ?12 61 1 TUTORED ANOTHER ' STUI,IENT 1129 63 .1: ~ 74 15 67 j 1 4~!. 6 ~2.14 So j 2 
PLAYED CHESS 1129 59,9 23o3 47 , 7 57t6 2512 43,8 
READ PO~TRV NOT R~Q U IN COURSE . 1129 56 i 3 84,4 65o5 so;e 7615 61;8 
TOOK A TRANQUJ~ l ZJN ~ P1~~ · 1130 71 0 14;2 9; 4 5i 9 i213 81 6 DISCUSSED RELIGION (4) 1129 3~ 1 4 ~9 1 7 39 1 5 25 10 ~7 1 3 30,2 lOOK VITAMINS 1127 58 1 3 66 1 3 61 JO 56 1 6 6316 59,7 VISITED ART GALLERY OR MUSEUr 1128 6~ 1 ~ 80,6 72 1 ~ 69t7 7916 73 1 9 PART fN H,S, POLITIC CAMP~lGN 1117 59j9 61t6 60 ! 4 49 ~ j 5212 5Q 1 4 PART IN OTHER PQLfTlC ClMPAlGN 11~4 28 t ~ 32,4 29 ! 7 19,E 21tB 20 1 5 
MISSED SCHL BEC~ UF 1L~NESS44) 1130 216 516 3,6 2i 1 419 31 3 SMO~ED CIGARETTES 14> 1124 ~2 1 0 11,3 11 1 7 14, 3 121 0 13 1 3 DISCUSSED PO~lTJCS (4} 1125 54 1 5 46 1 6 51 1 9 36;1 28 18 33 1 0 DRANK BEER 112~ 67 ! ~ 43,6 59;4 66 / 8 4410 57 1 1 DISCUSSED SPORT~ (,q .1126 67 , 9 42,9' 59,6 56 1 2 3011 45,1 ASKED TEACHER F'OR APVICE (4) 1128 30,6 40,9 34 1 0 24 1 8 27 15 25,9 HAD VOCATlONA~ · g oyN SE~~~G 1126 ~o ; 9 48 ; ~ 5 ~; 0 54 1 7 ,713 55 1 8 STAYED UP ALL NIGHT 1126 641. ~4 ! ~ 64 ! 2 64 i 5 ~514 64 1 9 
-·-------------~--------- ~ -·-~-----~-----------··--·-------·-------~-----·---~----------·---·-~---------·~ 
NOIPE,.•ITEMS 




INDICATED BY ** ARE REPEATED AS SHO WN FROM THE 1966, 
INDICA TED BY ***ARE MODifiED PROM EARLIER SURVEYS, 
OF' VA~lD ~ORMS RECEIVED BY ACE (S I NDICATED BY F'lRST 
1967 OR 1968 SURVEY~, 
NUMBER , IN THIS C0L.UMN 1 
STATES HAVE BEE N GROUPED ACCORDING TO THE AREAS OEF'l NcD BY THE 
( 3) 
REPORTED ESTIMATE Of TOTA~ : lNCDME or ~ARENTA~ ~AMJLY LAST YEAR 
( 4) 
SIX REGIONAL ACCREDITING ASSOCJATIONSt 
(AL.L SOURCES BEPORE TAXESl1 
F'ReQUENTL Y oNLY, AL~ OTHER 'fTeMS rReQIJeNT~ v PL. us occAs 1 ONA~LY, 
(5) 
INCREASE INVOLVEMENT OR lNJTlATE CRASH PROGRAM 1 
APPENDIX 4 
Institutions Participating in the ACE 
Cooperative Institutional Research Program 
by Year of Participation 
INSTITUTIONS PARTICIPATING IN THE ACE COOPERATIVE INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH PROGRAM 
Institution Stratification Cell 
Abilene Christian College 
Academy of Aeronautics 
Adelphi University-Main Campus 
Adrian College 
Alabama A & M College 





Arizona State University 






Ball State University 
Baptist Bible Seminary 
Bates College 
Baylor University - Main Campus 
Bay Path Junior College 





Bergen Community College 
Bethany Lutheran College & Theo Sem. 
Black Hawk College 
Boise College 
Boston College - Main Campus 
Bowdoin College 




Buena Vista College 
California Institute of Technology 
California State College (Penn.) 
California State College - Fullerton 
Calvin College 





Case Western Reserve University 
Cazenovia College 
Centerville Community College (Iowa) 














































































































































































































































Institution Stratification Cell 
Chatham College 
Chicago State College 
Chowan College 
Citrus Junior College 
City College of San Francisco 
Claremont Men's College 
Clarendon College 
Clarion State College - Main Campus 




College of Charleston 
College of Mount St. Vincent 
College of New Rochelle 
College of Notre Dame 
College of St. Benedict 
College of Santa Fe 
College of the Mainland 
College of the Sacred Heart 
College of the Sequoias 
Colorado State College 
Colorado State University 
Columbia University 
Community Col. of Delaware County 
Compton College 
Concordia College - Moorhead 
Connecticut College 
Cornell University - Human Ecology 
Corning Community College 
Cowley County Community Junior Col. 
CUNY - Baruch College 
CUNY - Bronx Community College 
CUNY - City College 
CUNY - Hunter College 
CUNY - New York City Commun~ty Col. 
Dakota Wesleyan University 
Dallas Baptist College 
Daniel Payne College 
Dartmouth College 
David Lipscomb College 
Davis and Elkins College 
Defiance College 
Delaware State College 




Dominican College of Blauvelt 
Dominican College of San Rafael 
Donnelly College 
Drake University 






















































































































































































































Institution Stratification Cell 1966 1967 1968 1969 
Earlham College 22 X X X X 
Eastern Iowa Community Col. - Muscatine 32 X X X 
Eastern Mennonite College 20 X X X X 
Edmonds Community College 32 X 
Elizabethtown College 21 X 
Emory and Henry College 21 X X X X 
Emory University 04 X 
Fairmont State College 06 X X X 
Fisk University 35 X X X X 
Florida College 30 X X 
Florida Keys Junior College 31 X X 
Florida State University 02 X X X X 
Florida Technological University 09 X X 
Fort Hays Kansas State College 06 X X X X 
Fort Scott Community Junior College 32 X 
Franklin and Marshall College 12 X X X X 
Freed Hardeman College 26 X X X 
Fresno State College - Main Campus 07 X X X X 
Gallaudet College 10 X X X X 
Garden City Community Junior College 32 X 
General Motors Institute 14 X X X X 
George Peabody College for Teachers 10 X X X X 
George Williams College 10 X X X X 
Georgia Institute of Tech. - Main Campus 08 X X X X 
Gettysburg College 22 X X X X 
Gonzaga University 17 X X X X 
Grand View College 27 X X 
Grayson County Junior College 28 X 
Grinnell College 13 X X X X 
Guilford College 20 X X X X 
Hamilton College 13 X X X 
Hamline University 22 X X X X 
Harding College - Main Campus 21 X X X X 
Harris Teachers College 06 X 
Harrisburg Area Community College 28 X X 
Harvard University ""- 04 X X X X 
Harvey Mudd College 13 X X X X 
Haverford College 13 X X X X 
Henry Ford Community College 26 X X X 
Herkimer County Community College 32 X X 
Highland Community College 29 X X X 
Hollins College 12 X X X X 
Holy Cross Junior College 33 X 
Houston Baptist College 23 X X 
Howard University 35 X X X X 
Humphreys College 14 X X X 
Huntington College 19 X X 
Huron College 19 X X 
Huston Tillotson College 35 X 
Idaho State University 07 X X X X 
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Institution Stratification Cell 
Illinois Central College 
Illinois Institute of Technology 
Immaculata College 
Immaculate Heart College 
Indian River Junior College 
Iowa State Univ. of Science and Tech. 
Iowa Wesleyan College 
Itasca State Junior College 
Jamestown Community College 
Jefferson Community College 
John F. Kennedy College 
John Tyler Community College 
Johns Hopkins University - Main Campus 
Johnson C. Smith University 
*Junior College of St. Louis County 
Kansas Wesleyan University 
Kentucky State College 
Kentucky Wesleyan College 





La Roche College 
Lake City Junior College & For. Ranger Sch. 
Lake Forest College 
Lakeland College 
Laredo Junior College 
Lebanon Valley College 
LeMoyne College (N. Y.) 
Lincoln Christian College 
Lincoln University 
Lindenwood College 
Lock Haven State College 
Longwood College 
Lorain County Community College 
Loretto Heights College 
Los Angeles Baptist Col. & Theo. Sem. 
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute 
Louisia~ State University - Alexandria 
Louisiana State University - Eunice 
Louisiana State University - Baton Rouge 
Louisiana State University - New Orleans 
Louisiana State University - Shreveport 
Loyola University (Ill.) 
Loyola University (La.) 
Loyola University - Los Angeles - Main Cam. 
MacMurray College 
Madonna College 
Manatee Junior College 
Manhattanville College 








































































































































































































Institution Stratification Cell 
Marian College of Fond du Lac 
Marietta College 
Marlboro College 






Mercer County Community College 
Mercy College of Detroit 
Mercyhurst College 
*Merrimack College 
Mesa College - Main Campus 
Metropolitan Junior College 
Miami University - Oxford Campus 
Michigan State University - Main Campus 
Middlebury College 
Middlesex County College 





**Missouri Baptist College - Hannibal 
Mira Costa College 
Modesto Junior College 
Monmouth College 
Montana State University 
Montclair State College 
Monticello College 
Moorpark Junior College 
Morehouse College 
Morgan State College 
Morningside College 
Morris Brown College 
Morris Harvey College 
Mount Holyoke College 
Mount Olive Junior College 
Mount Saint Marys College 
Mount Saint Scholastica College 
Mount San Antonio College 
Napa College 
National College of Education 
Nazareth College 
Nazareth College of Rochester 
Newark College of Engineering 
New Mexico St~~e University - Univ. Park 
Newton College of the Sacred Heart 
New York University 





















































Now Augustinian College, North Andover, Massachusetts 




































































































































































Institution Stratification Cell 
North Carolina Wesleyan College 23 
North Dakota State University 03 
Northeastern Christian Junior College 28 
Northeastern University 02 
Northern Essex Community College 28 
North Greenville Junior College 24 
Northampton County Area Community College 32 
Northland College 10 
Northwest Missouri State College 07 
Northwestern University 04 
Oakland City College 23 
Oakland University 09 
Oberlin College 13 
Occidental College 13 
Ohio Dominican College 17 
Ohio State University - Main Campus 02 
Ohio Technical College 33 
Ohio University - Main Campus 02 
Oklahoma Christian College 14 
Oklahoma State University - Main Campus 01 
Oral Roberts University 14 
Orange Coast College 26 
Oregon State University 03 
Ottawa University 21 
Our Lady of the Lake College 15 
Pace College - Main Campus 10 
Packer Collegiate Institute 31 
Paducah Junior College 25 
Park College 19 
Parsons College 10 
Pennsylvania State University - Allentown 05 
Pennsylvania State University - Altoona 05 
Pennsylvania State University - Beaver 05 
Pennsylvania State University - Behrend 05 
Pennsylvania State University - Berks 05 
Pennsylvania State University - Capitol 05 
Pennsylvania State University - Delaware 05 
Pennsylvania State University - Dubois 05 
Pennsylvania State University - Fayette 05 
Pennsylvania State University - Hazleton 05 
Pennsylvania State University - McKeesport 05 
Pennsylvania State University - Mount Alto 05 
Pennsylvania State Univ. - New Kensington 05 
Pennsylvania State University - Ogontz 05 
Pennsylvania State University - Schuylkill 05 
Pennsylvania State University - Scranton 05 
Pennsylvania State Univer~ity - Shenango Val. 05 
Pennsylvania State University - Univ. Park 03 
Pennsylvania State University - Wilkes-Bar 05 
Pennsylvania State University - York 05 












































































































































































Institution Stratification Cell 
Peru State College 
Philadelphia College of Bible 
Philander Smith College 
Pine Manor Junior College 
Pitt Technical Institute 
Pitzer College 
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn 
Pomona College 
Prairie State College 
Pratt Institute 
Princeton University 
Purdue University - Main Campus 
Quinsigamond Community College 
Radcliffe College 
Rainey River State Junior College 
Randolph Macon Woman's College 
Ranger College 
Reed College 
Regis College for Women - Main Campus 
Rhode Island College 
Rhode Island School of Design 
Ricks College 
Rider College (New Jersey) 
Rockford College (Illinois) 
Rockhurst College 
Roger Williams College 
Rollins College - Main Campus (Fla.) 
Sacramento City College 
Saint Benedict College 
Saint Edwards University (Texas) 
Saint John College of Cleveland 
Saint John Fisher College Inc. (N.Y.) 
Saint Johns University 
Saint Joseph College -Main Campus (Ind.) 
Saint Lawrence Seminary 
Saint Louis University - Main Campus 
Saint Marys College 
Saint Marys College - California 
Saint Marys College of Maryland 
Saint Marys Dominican College (La.) 
Saint Meinrad College (Ind.) 
Saint Norbert College (Wise.) 
Saint Petersburg Junior College 
Saint Pius X Seminary (N.Y.) 
Saint Xavier College 
Salem College (N. C.) 
San Francisco Conservatory of Music 
San Jose City College 
San Luis Rey College 
Santa Barbara City College 
Scripps College 
Seattle University 
Sinclair Community College 























































































































































































































Institution Stratification Cell 
Southern Illinois University 
Southern Methodist University 
Southern State College 
Southwest Minnesota State College 
*Spalding College 
Spelman College 
Springfield College (Mass.) 
Springfield College (Ill.) 
Spring Hill College (Ala.) 
Stanford University 
Stanislaus State College 
State College at Framingham 
Stephens College (Mo.) 
Stevens Institute of Technology 
Sullivan County Community College 
SUNY Agricultural & Tech - Alfred 
SUNY Agri. & Tech. - Cobleskill 
SUNY Agricultural & Tech - Delhi 
SUNY College - Brockport 
SUNY College - Cortland 
SUNY College - Geneseo 
SUNY College of Human Ecology - Cornell 
SUNY College - Oswego 
SUNY College - Potsdam 
SUNY State University - Stony Brook 
Suomi College 
Swarthmore College 
Sweet Briar College 
Talladega College (Ala.) 
Tarkio College (Mo.) 
Texas Christian University 
Texas Technological College 
Transylvania College 
Trinity College (D. C.) 
Tufts University 
Tulane University of Louisiana 
Tyler Junior College 
Union College (Nebraska) 
U. s. Air Force Academy 
U. S. Coast Guard Academy (Conn.) 
U. S. Military Academy 
University of Akron 
University of Alaska - Main Campus 
University of California - Berkeley 
University of California - Davis 
University of California - Irvine 
University of California - Los Angeles 
University of California - Riverside 
University of California - San Diego 1 
University of California - Santa Barbara 
University of California - Santa Cruz 
University of Colorado - Main Campus 
University of Connecticut - Hartford 




































































































































































































































Institution Stratification Cell 1966 1967 1968 1969 
University of Connecticut - Main Campus 02 X 
University of Connecticut - Stamford 05 X 
University of Connecticut - Torrington 05 X 
University of Connecticut - Waterbury 05 X 
University of Dallas 18 X X X X 
University of Delaware 02 X X X X 
University of Denver 03 X X X X 
University of Detroit 02 X X X X 
University of Georgia 01 X X X X 
University of Hartford 10 X X X X 
University of Idaho 02 X X 
University of Illinois - Main Campus 04 X X X X 
University of Iowa 03 X X X 
University of Kansas 03 X X X X 
University of Kentucky - Main Campus 01 X X X 
University of Louisville 03 X X X 
University of Me. - Wash. State Campus 08 X X 
University of Massachusetts - Amherst 03 X X X X 
University of Michigan 04 X X X X 
University of Mississippi - Main Campus 01 X X X X 
University of Missouri - Columbia 02 X X X X 
University of Missouri - Kansas City 01 X X X 
University of Missouri - Rolla 05 X X X 
University of Missouri - St. Louis 05 X X X 
University of Nebraska - Main Campus 02 X X X 
University of Nevada - Main Campus 01 X 
University of New Hampshire 02 X X X X 
University of New Mexico 03 X X X X 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 04 X X X X 
University of North Dakota - Main Campus 03 X X X 
University of the Pacific 04 X X X X 
University of Pennsylvania 04 X X X X 
University of Pittsburgh - Bradford 05 X 
University of Pittsburgh - Greensburg 05 X 
University of Pittsburgh - Johnstown 05 X 
Univeristy of Pittsburgh - Main Campus 03 X 
University of Pittsburgh - Titusville 05 X 
University of Puerto Rico - Rio Piedras 05 X X 
University of Redlands 22 X X X X 
University of Rhode Island 02 X X X 
University of Rochester 02 X X X X 
University of San Diego College for Men 17 X X X X 
University of South Carolina - Main Campus 01 X X X X 
University of Tampa 10 X X X X 
University of Tennessee - Knoxville 01 X X X X 
University of Tulsa 03 X X X X 
University of Vermont & State Agric. Col. 03 X X X X 
University of Virginia - Main Campus 04 X X X X 
University of Washington 04 X X 
University of Wisconsin - Madison 04 X 
University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee 02 X 
University of Wyoming 02 X X X X 
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Institution Stratification Cell 
Upsala College 




Vermont Technological College 
Villa Maria College of Buffalo 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
Virginia Military Institute 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute - Main Campus 
Virginia State College - Main Campus 
Virginia Union University 
Walsh College 
Washburn University of Topeka 
Washington College (Md.) 
Washington and Lee University 
Washington State University 
Washington University (Mo.) 
Wayland Baptist College 
Webb Institute of Naval Arch. 
Wellesley College 
Wentworth Institute 
Wesleyan College (Ga.) 
Wesleyan University 
West Virginia State College 
Western Carolina University 
Western Illinois University 
Western New England College 
Western Wyoming Community College 
Westminster College 
Wharton County Junior College 
Wheaton College 
Whitman College 
William Carey College 
Williams College 
Williamsport Area Community College 
Windham College 
Wingate College 
Winston-Salem State College 
Wisconsin State University - La Crosse 
Wisconsin State University - Whitewater 
Wittenberg University 
Wofford College 
Worcester Junior College 
Worthington -State Junior College 
Xavier University 
Yankton College 
Yuba College 
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21 
01 
22 
04 
13 
29 
28 
05 
08 
02 
34 
35 
18 
07 
ll 
12 
03 
04 
19 
13 
13 
30 
21 
13 
06 
06 
07 
14 
32 
22 
26 
12 
13 
19 
13 
32 
14 
25 
34 
07 
08 
22 
22 
29 
28 
16 
10 
24 
1966 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
1967 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
1968 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
1969 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
